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70 Mile Roadhouse
Ashcroft Manor
Ashcroft Mesa Viewpoint
Aspen Grove Mining Camp
Aspen Grove Mining Characters
Balancing Rock
Barnes & Willard Lake Gravesite
Big Bar Lake Guest Ranch
Big Bar Reaction Ferry
Birth of Logan Lake
Boston Flats
Botanie Valley
Brookmere
Butte Ranch Site
Cache Creek Mélange
Cache Creek Park, Story of the Mysterious Mine Shaft
Castle Rock Hoodoos
Charles Augustus Semlin
Church of St. Mary and St. Paul
Clapperton Falls
Clinton Museum
Clinton Pioneer Cemetery
Cornwall Hills Park & Lookout
Craigmont Mine
Crater Lake
Deadman Valley Hoodoos
Fishing Rocks at Xwisten
Ghost of Walhachin
Goldpan Provincial Park
Guichon Lundbom Grasslands
Harper’s Grist Mill
Hat Creek Coal
Highland Valley Copper Mine
Hudson Bay Company Brigade Trail
Jesmond
Kaoham Shuttle

GC #
GC1TTRQ
GC1TWW6
GC1V220
GC1TQ48
GC1TKPX
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GC1TQ4J
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GC1TQCK
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GC1TWXX
GC1TQDY
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GC1TQ1X
GC1TQE8
GC1XHRZ
GC1VA5K
GC1TY1Z
GC1TQEP
GC1TQF0
GC1V315
GC1TQF9
GC1VA6W
GC1TKWQ
GC1V1X7
GC1TWWX
GC1TT1K
GC1TXPX
GC1TT1W
GC1TTQJ
GC1VKHP

Site ID #
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010102
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020101
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Cache Name
Kelly Lake Roadhouse
Lac Le Jeune
Last Chance Lake Soda Site
Logan Lake Pioneers
Lower Seton Spawning Channel
Lytton Cemetery
Lytton Reaction Ferry
Marble Canyon
Mary Lafek, Pioneer
McLean Brothers
Merritt Viewpoint
Monck Provincial Park
Morens’ Farm & Family Gravesite
The Old Bridge
Painted Chasm
Paska Lake
Pennask Lake and Esker
Pineridge Cemetery
Promontory Lookout
Red Rock
Reg Conn Centennial Park
The S7istken (pit house) at T’it’q’et
Savona’s Ferry
Scottie Creek Cache
The Smith’s
Split Rock
St. Aidans of Pokeist
St. Alban’s the Martyr Anglican Church
St. Peter the Apostle Roman Catholic Church
Stein Valley Asking Rock
Stoyoma
Transportation Hub
Transvaal Mine
Trinity United Church
Tunkwa Lake
Vidette Lake Gold Mines
Appendix - Letterboxing Clues
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Start your adventure here!

G

old Country Communities Society is pleased to
invite you to find and visit the sites described in this
GeoTourism field guide. If you enjoyed this adventure
watch the website for new sites and themes.

appropriately and ensure that you can find your way.
Practice safe exploring and always advise someone of
your travel plans. Remember that many sites are rural
with no cellular reception.

Be sure to take a sticker from the cache and place it on
your redemption sticker page to record your find, and if
you like on your site page for your records. Upon visiting twenty-four (24) Gold Country GeoTourism sites mail
your redemption sticker page to the address provided.
Do not forget to include all your relevant contact information and we will be pleased to send your prize!

Respect the land, wildlife and leave sites clean. Many of
our sites are on Private Property or First Nations lands;
the Gold Country GeoTourism Program has obtained
permission for you to visit each site. We ask you to
report any problems with our sites as quickly as possible
and look forward to your feedback.

Gold Country GeoTourism aims to provide a safe, enjoyable, recreational and educational experience to those
seeking our caches. Be aware that some sites may present challenges and we advise you to be prudent, dress

For letterbox clues on each site, view the Field Guide
Appendix or www.goldtrail.com. Clues such as “First,
take 50 paces northwest from the corner of the building” will assist all non-GPS searchers, or those who are
looking for additional hints.

Check www.goldtrail.com or www.geocaching.com for cache updates and changes
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Those who participate in this program do so at their own risk.
Geocaching like any sport, contains certain inherent risks. While reasonable efforts are made to ensure
caches are safely accessible, Gold Country Communities Society assumes no responsibility for any
claims arising from the attempts of any individual, or group of individuals in locating any cache listed
as part of our program. This includes, but is not limited to, personal injury, property damage, or other
claims of liability.
The nature of adventure travel and the sport of geocaching are such that trails, locations, and cache
boxes are often at the mercy of the elements, the public and other participants including animals. All
participants must understand that hiking, backpacking and other outdoor activities, as well as geocaching involve risk to both persons and property. There are many variables including, but not limited to,
weather, fitness level, terrain features and outdoor experience including encounters with wild animals,
that must be considered prior to adventure travel or seeking a cache. Be prepared for your journey and
be sure to check the current weather and conditions before heading outdoors. Always exercise common sense and caution.
In no way shall the Gold Country Communities Society nor any agent, officer, employee or volunteer be
liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, or consequential damages arising out of, or in any way connected with the information provided for GeoTourism Program.

Information in this guide is accurate to the best of our knowledge
at the time of publication. Errors and omissions excepted.
If you have information on one of the sites that you would
like to contribute, please contact the office.
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933
Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467

Gold Country GeoTourism Program gratefully acknowledges
the financial support of the following:
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Sticker Collection Page
Be sure to collect a sticker from each cache box you find and place it on this page to prove your
find. If there are no stickers left in the box, write the “sticker code” from the plastic log book bag in
place of the sticker. When you have collected 24, mail this completed page to:
Gold Country Communities Society, Box 933 Cache Creek, BC V0K 1H0
Name:
Address:
City:

Postal Code:

Prov/State:

Country:

Tel:

Email:

Which method did you use to find the sites?

 GPS

 Letterbox Clues

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Terms & Conditions: Each cache site can only be used once per year towards each redemption.
Gold Country reserves the right to limit or revoke this offer at anytime. Additional terms and
conditions may apply.

PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

The Butte Ranch Site
SITE #010101

GC1TWTM

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Location/Parking: N 50°44.835’
W 121°14.344’
Geocache Location: N 50°44.797’
W 121°14.007’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0624629;
North 5623136 10U
Geocache altitude: 302 m./991 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1860
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

J

ust 3 km from Ashcroft up the
Evans Road you will come to a
desolate area, where windswept
cliffs provide an incredible backdrop to the winding Thompson
River. The local residents call it
the “slough”. Avid movie fans
may recognize this area from the
opening scene of the 2007 Mark
Wahlberg movie, ‘Shooter’.
Several of Ashcroft’s early settlers
homesteaded in this area, including one of the founding fathers,
William Brink. Born in the United
States, and like so many others,
the discovery of gold brought
him and partner J.C. Barnes into
Yale in 1858. Here they packed
freight north to the gold fields.
Not enjoying the hardships and
cold weather of the north, Brink
and Barnes decided to homestead
in Ashcroft. By the mid 1860s,
the partners were farming large
tracts of land, including the mile
long flat of the present Ashcroft
town site. William Brink chose the
“slough area” to farm and called it
“The Butte Ranch”.
Although Barnes and Brink are
listed in the 1878 directory,
according to early Cariboo histo-

rian J.B. Leighton, Brink refused
to have his name listed on the
1874 voters list and his early life
remains a bit of a mystery.
Unfortunately, Brink passed away
on July 11, 1879, five years before
the coming of the rail and the
emergence of a bustling supply
town, and was buried on his
homestead. When the Canadian
National Railway tracks were laid,
his body was exhumed and moved
further up the bank. The gravesite
remains to this day, marked with a

William Brink’s gravesite
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Photo: Ashcroft Museum

the house from the Owens’.
The Muirs ran a dairy farm
and delivered bottled milk to
the residents of Ashcroft. Mrs.
Muir later sold it to Dupont
Explosives who used it for an
office. Sadly, the house burned
down just a few years ago.

Curling at the ‘slough’ near Butte Ranch
chain link fence and a flat marble headstone; however,
the site is on private property and is not accessible to
the public.

Today, it is difficult to picture
this quiet spot as a busy, thriving community. But if you
listen carefully, the sounds of
children’s laughter as they swim
and the song of a fisherman’s
line singing through the air may
conjure up images of an earlier
era.

The names Barnes, Brink
and Evans remain alive. Brink is the name of one of
Ashcroft’s main streets, the local lake is named for Mr.
Barnes and Evans is the road to the slough.

With Brink’s death, his children, Ellen (Evans) and
William Jr. inherited the Butte Ranch. Here Ellen and her
husband Oliver raised a family of thirteen. Their ranch
was the envy of many a visitor with its fine orchards and
large house, complete with a fountain.
In those days, the slough was a popular area for curlers, skaters and in the summer a popular picnic and
swimming hole. In 1908, the Barnes Creek School was
established to provide education to the Evans children
and others.
In 1909, Mrs. Lewell, a recent widow with two young
sons also settled here. “Mrs. Lewell has moved into her
fine house which she had built on her land at the Butte
Ranch. The house, a modern ten room structure, was erected
by Bob Stoddard.” According to her son Bernard, “Mother
had the house designed around the carpet that was to go in
the living room.”
Over the years, the ‘Lewell House’ was bought and sold
several times. In the 1950s the Muir family acquired

Buildings that remain on the Butte Ranch site
Detailed access information:
• From Ashcroft, follow Evans Rd. beyond the pavement ending.
• Please stay on the river side of the road.
• Park well off road, in widened area; be aware of
truck traffic.
• Watch for trains, use caution when crossing tracks.
• Always use great care near river’s edge.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Belton, B. (2002). Bittersweet Oasis. Altona, MB: Friesens.
Brinks & Barnes History Files. Ashcroft Museum & Archives.
Jacob, E. (1979). Cariboo Christmas: The Pioneer.
Lewell, Personal Letters. Cummings Notes. Ashcroft Museum & Archives.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

The Ashcroft Manor
SITE # 010102

GC1TWW6

Written & Researched by Dominique Robillard

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Location: N 50°43.124’
W 121°19.718’
Geocache Location: N 50°43.118’
W 121°19.770’
Parking Coordinates: N 50°43.122’
W 121°19.736’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0617923;
North 5619867 10U
Geocache altitude: 499 m./1,636 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1862
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• High visibility area,
use stealth.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467

T

he allure of the Cariboo gold
rush proved to be irresistible
for two English aristocrat brothers, Clement Francis and Henry
Pennant Cornwall. Struck with
gold fever, the two brothers
arrived in British Columbia in
1859 to pursue their fortunes. But
after learning that very few claims
were available, they opted to
explore the grazing lands of the
Thompson River Valley. There they
built the Ashcroft Manor in 1862
and developed a 6,452 acre ranch.

It was later renamed “Ashcroft
Manor,” after the Canadian Pacific
Railway named their local railway
station “Ashcroft.”
Soon, the Cariboo Road was built,
passing through the middle of the
ranch, adjacent to the roadhouse.

The Manor provided many services to the gold miners and freighters of the Cariboo. The roadhouse
was the district’s first courthouse,
where the cellar served as the jail.
There was also a store and a post
office that remained in business
The Manor was originally named
until 1972. The Manor’s sawmill
“Ashcroft,” after the family residence in Gloucestershire, England. provided lumber, and the flour

email: info@exploregoldcountry.com

Apply Sticker
Here
Ashcroft Manor prior to 1900

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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In 1865 Cornwall Flats was developed as a horse race
track and in 1868 became the site of the Cornwall’s annual “coyote” hunt. It later became the first landing strip
in the Interior of B.C.

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

In the 1940s, Allan Parker (Henry Cornwall’s grandsonin-law) built a gas station topped with a cupola for viewing incoming airplanes. His pickup truck was equipped
to refuel the planes.

Flour & Saw Mill
mill, whose millstones are the oldest in British
Columbia, supplied flour.
The manor became a roadhouse of excellent repute,
offering a comfortable and quiet roadside stop, where
fabulous meals and relaxation were available to weary
travelers.
The original Manor was a 20’ x 40’ single storey, built of
logs and whip sawn lumber. A second storey was added
in the early 1900s to accommodate Caroline Barclay
(Cornwall) and her family. This addition almost doubled
the Manor’s capacity.
Rattlesnakes were a common sight at the Manor. Ranch
hands quickly learned to exercise caution when dealing
with hay, for snakes could be found hiding in, under or
around the hay bales. Caroline Barclay unfortunately
died of a rattlesnake bite.

During WWII, the Department of Transport built a radio
range station with four towers and a control building
on top of coyote hill. The main office housed a bomb
shelter and was situated near the row of houses that
accommodated the station operators and their families.
After the war, the radio range station became a weather
station and was later sold privately.
Vashti and Travis Fisk, with their four children, were the
last of the Cornwall family to reside at the Manor. They
left in 1981 when the roadhouse was sold to Madeleine
and Eric Saunders, who built the teahouse and restored
the Manor, operating it as a museum, gift shop and art
gallery until the mid 1990s. The two 100+ year old elm
trees in front of the Manor were imported from England
as seedlings.
Detailed access information:
• From Ashcroft take Cornwall Rd. 5 km to Hwy #1.
Turn south on Hwy #1.
• Park in the lot on the west side of Hwy #1, across
from the Manor.
• Please refrain from entering the Manor property
outside business hours.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Belton, B. second edition revised by Helen Forster (2002). Bittersweet Oasis, a History of Ashcroft and District 19882002, Ashcroft, BC: Village of Ashcroft.
Fisk, Vashti (2009). Personal Interview.
Foster, P. (1999). Historic Ashcroft For the Strong Eye Only. Vancouver, BC: Plateau Press.
Landels, Margot (2009). Personal Interview.
Neering, R. (1993). Traveller’s Guide to Historic British Columbia. Vancouver, BC: Whitecap Books.
Patenaude, B. (1988). Golden Nuggets. Heritage Publishing Co.
Shewchuk, M. (1985). Backroads Explorer Vol. 1, Thompson Cariboo. BC: Heritage House Publishing Co.
Wright, R. T. (1986). Lower Mainland Backroads Vol. 3. BC: Heritage House Publishing Co.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Harper’s Grist Mill
SITE #010103

GC1TWWX

Written & Researched by Don Logan

SITE IDENTIFICATION

Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no A-03486

Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Parking: N 50°44.360’
W 121°15.665’
Geocache Location: N 50°44.278’
W 121°15.617’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0622758;
North 5622129 10U
Geocache altitude: 315 m./1,035 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

Harper’s Grist Mill c 1890

J

Jerome began operating a sawmill
at Quesnelle Mouth, which he and
partner Wright purchased in 1864,
intending to add a flourmill to
the operation. The flourmill never
materialized and the sawmill
steam equipment was sold off.
Milling was again in the works for
Jerome in 1868, when he entered
into a partnership with Jonathon
H. Scott, a landowner 4 km north
Jerome, the elder brother, seemed of Clinton. There Jerome built his
to be the driving force of the
Harper Empire. As early as 1862
he had property west of Kamloops
known as the “Harper Ranch”, a
comparatively small holding. It
was here that he would winter his
cattle drives before the final push
to the gold fields.
erome and Thaddeus, sons of
Adam and Margaret Harper of
Tucker County, West Virginia, arrived in British Columbia via Santa
Clara County, California around
1859. Jerome began in the sawmill
business in Yale and Thaddeus had
entered an unsuccessful bid for
construction on the new Cariboo
Road.

Land holdings and cattle were
instrumental in the brothers’
success and enduring reputation.
Involvement in other endeavors,
mining, sawmilling and grain
milling also contributed, these
aspects seldom recognized.

Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no B-00937

Date Established: c 1878
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Caution: watch for
cactus.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

Jerome Harper c 1865
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first gristmill. This was to be home for Jerome until he
advertised in December 1871, his intention to retire
and sell his gristmill and sawmill holdings.

Two factors determined Thaddeus’ decision to move
the Clinton mill to the mouth of the Bonaparte River in
1878. A tollbooth existed in Clinton and all the grain
from the south was subject to toll. Harper lobbied,
unsuccessfully, to have the tollbooth moved north of his
mill. Also, there was the promise of the Canadian Pacific
Railway arrival and anticipation that the route would
follow the Thompson River. Thaddeus and his partner,
Benjamin Van Vaulkenburg, requested and were granted
permission from the mortgage holder to move the mill.
With control of Jerome’s estate, Thaddeus now proceeded to acquire the holdings that would in fact be the
“Harper Legend,” adding additional land in Kamloops,
the Perry Ranch in Cache Creek, the Kelly Lake Ranch in
Clinton and the renowned Gang Ranch. This acquisition
frenzy would eventually be the downfall of Thaddeus.
Harper had all his credit with one agent who eventually
called his notes.
The Harper Empire was forced into bankruptcy in
1888 and was taken over by The Western Canadian
Ranching Company. Although unwanted, the gristmill
was included. Thaddeus had never legally purchased the
land at the site of the mill, but had spent $20,000 on
the buildings and flumes. After some years of successful
operation, the small mill could no longer compete with
rail shipments from much larger mills in the east.

Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no F-06862

Jerome moved to California before concluding a sale.
He died there in 1874 and the gristmill and balance of
his estate passed to Thaddeus.

In 1878, Harper’s Flour Mill was relocated near Ashcroft,
where the Bonaparte River meets the Thompson River.
Construction of the Canadian National Railway lines
obliterated the original grist mill site and changed the
landscape of the area. However, you may still view the
location from across the river on Evans Road or from
the cache site above.

Detailed access information:
• From Ashcroft, follow Elm St. east beyond the end
of the pavement.
• Park near the fence along the old dirt road to south
east and off gravel road.
• Please yield to farm equipment.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Gallagher, J. Thaddeus Harper. In The Western Canadian Ranching Co. Victoria City Archives.
Laing, F. W. (1942). Some Pioneers of the Cattle Industry. B.C. Historical Quarterly.
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VIEWS & VISTAS

Ashcroft Mesa Viewpoint
SITE #010301

GC1V220

Written & Researched by Christine Whitehead

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Location: N 50°43.157’
W 121°15.965’
Parking: N 50°43.384’
W 121°16.031’
Geocache Location: N 50°43.099’
W 121°15.828’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0622561;
North 5619938 10U
Geocache altitude: 527 m./1,729 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 3.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Leased Crown Land
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

A

“mesa” is a flat, elevated
area of land, surrounded by
cliff-like edges. The gullies that
create large splits in the Ashcroft
mesa are a result of water erosion
over hundreds of thousands of
years. Common ground-cover is
prickly-pear cactus, large sage and
juniper. These hills are home to
Western Rattlesnakes, bull snakes,
coyote and deer. The chucker, a
type of quail, is a common sight in
both the gullies and on the flats.

Many of the homes in “the Mesa”
neighborhood of Ashcroft were
built in the early 1970s, in order
to house the workers who arrived in the area to build the new
Lornex Mine in nearby Highland
Valley. The mine became the
largest copper mine in Canada,
employing over six hundred men.
This led to creation of the instant
town of Logan Lake, 58 km from
Ashcroft. Now Highland Valley
Copper, the mine remains a major
employer in both Ashcroft and
Logan Lake.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here
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and imagine the fields of produce
and hay a hundred and fifty
years ago. To the north, up river,
you can view spectacular sand
dunes, hoodoos and the majestic
‘slough.’ A variety of hikes are
available in this area, pick up a
hiking trails guide or just take a
casual stroll to enjoy the views.

View of the Thompson River.
The view below the Mesa neighborhood is often likened
to a “model railway town” and features the Thompson
River and the Village of Ashcroft. From this vantage
point, you can see the Canadian Pacific Rail lines on the
near side of the river and the Canadian National Rail
lines on the far side of the river. Looking to the south
you can steal glimpses of black canyon, a sharp bend
in the Thompson River that has eroded dark, coal rich
cliffs. Enjoy the tranquil view over the ranchlands below
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Once a major transportation hub
serving the miners of the Gold
Rush, Ashcroft is now a peaceful
community of approximately
sixteen hundred people. With
enough amenities to be convenient and a relaxed atmosphere
to retain its small town status,
this community is a joy to visit.
The economy is based on mining,
forestry, ranching, transportation
and tourism.

Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #97C, take Mesa Vista Dr. to the
parking coordinates.
• Steep trail, wear appropriate footwear for hiking.
• Be aware of cactus, snakes and fresh cow patties.

GRAVESITES & MYSTICAL PLACES

Barnes & Willard Lake
Gravesite

SITE #010401

GC1TQ4J

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Parking: N 50°41.290’
W 121°15.000’
Geocache Location: N 50°41.274’
W 121°14.954’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0623669;
North 5616502 10U
Geocache altitude: 711 m./2,332 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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T

he two lakes that appear
before you are called Willard
and Barnes, named after two early
ranching families who settled in
the area. These pre-1900 manmade lakes provided local ranchers with much needed irrigation
water and, in the winter, ice
blocks cut from the lakes filled
residents’ ice boxes.
Between the lakes and visible to
the eye is a white cross marking the home of a small private,
family graveyard. Members of the
Oppenheim and Bara family have
been interred here over the years.
A large wooden headstone marks
the final resting place of Philip
Oppenheim; a rancher who lived
at the lake and died in 1925
after a lengthy illness. Born in
Yale in the early 1870s, Phil was
well known throughout the area
since boyhood. Two other names
are carved along with Phil’s;
those of ‘Donald Bara age 4’ and
another Bara family member who
passed away in 1937. The white
cross and graveyard fence have

recently been added, along with
two additional members of the
Oppenheim/Bara families.
Augusta Bara, a native of Chile,
arrived in British Columbia before the turn of the century and
packed freight up to the miners
in the gold fields. August, as he
was known to the locals, packed
for many years and at the end of
the freight wagon era took up

Photo: Kathy Paulos

Date Established: c 1925
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

The cross which is visible
across the lake.
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Photo: Ashcroft Museum

a homestead in the Highland Valley area. August met
his wife Mary, a member of the Stolo First Nation, in
Chilliwack, British Columbia and together they raised
eleven children. When Mary passed away in 1926
August married Philip Oppenheim’s widow, Lucy. Mary
and August are buried in the Ashcroft Cemetery.
Barnes Lake made headlines across the province when,
in 1938, it served as Ashcroft’s “winter landing field”.
On January 16, 1938, dignitaries, along with 200
citizens of the town, gathered at Barnes Lake to witness the Inauguration of United Air Transport service
between Ashcroft and Fort St. John. The ceremony
concluded at 9:30 am and ten minutes later a five passenger Waco cabin plane lifted off the lake with pilots
Sheldon Lucke and Ginger Coote at the controls.
The lakes continue to be an integral part of the local
communities. Both lakes provide an opportunity for
a relaxing day of fishing for annually stocked rainbow

trout. Avid fishermen advise that the lakes are best
fished in the spring right after the ice comes out;
however, you will find casual fishermen enjoying a day
in the sun all summer long.
A small B.C. Forest Service Campground entices you
to enjoy the peace of the outdoors on your next visit.
Barnes Lake also hosts an exciting season of ‘Cars on
Ice’ racing through the colder winter months. Whether
your passion is history, scenery or recreation this site
has something to offer!

Detailed access information:
• From Ashcroft, follow Hwy#97C south to Barnes
Lake Rd.
• The gravesite is on private property and public
access is not permitted.
• Please respect local land owners’ privacy.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Airline Inaugurated from here to the Yukon. (1938, January 21). Ashcroft Journal.
Bara Family History. In Ashcroft Museum & Archives. Ashcroft, BC.
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HISTORIC CHURCHES
St. Alban’s the Martyr
Anglican Church
SITE #010501

GC1V33F

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION

sisting of Charles
Semlin, Philip Parke,
James Haddock
and Walter Langley.
The construction
was completed in
three months by
carpenter William
Higginbottom, who
also did the interior
work crafting the
pews, railings and
altar.

Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Geocache Location: N 50°43.322’
W 121°16.906’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0621283;
North 5620323 10U
Geocache altitude: 309 m./1,014 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1891
Ownership: Anglican Church
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Within the Village of
Ashcroft.
• Please be respectful of neighbours’
privacy.
• High visibility area,
use stealth.

L

ocated on the corner of 5th
Street and Brink Street, St.
Alban’s Church was built in
1891 and is the community of
Ashcroft’s oldest church. The
Church was built on the land of
the Barnes Estate, at a total cost
of five hundred dollars. These
funds were raised, donated and
collected by a committee con-

Rev. A. Ramsey
McDuff from
Ireland was St.
Alban’s first Vicar,
serving from 1892
until 1893. During
the incumbency of Rev. Anstey
Dorrell, from 1896 to 1910,
articles were received from St.
Alban’s in London, with the support of the Old Country Society.
The Church bell was also purchased in England. Many of the
other furnishings were donated
by local community members.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Historic photo of the interior of the Church.
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Funds were again collected in 1949, and the
church was redecorated.
Mrs. J. L. Clark, wife of
the vicar, designed and
hand painted windows
to give the effect of
stained glass. Today, an
original of these hand
painted windows is on
display in the Ashcroft
Museum. In addition
to the décor update,
structural work began
Detailed view of the stained glass windows

with sound absorbent Donnnaconna tiles replacing the
dark brown woodwork of former years, new roofing of
red duroid shingles and exterior paint completed the
renovations.
Ashcroft’s hot sun took its toll on the painted windows
and these began to fade. The windows were replaced
with stained glass replicating the same theme as Mrs.
Clarke’s hand-painted ones. In 1991, St. Alban’s celebrated the 100th Anniversary of the building with the
addition of yet another stained glass window, this one
featuring scenes of Ashcroft’s transportation past.
Many of the original furnishings remain in St. Alban’s,
including the pews built by William Higginbottom.
Artifacts of Ashcroft’s early churches may be viewed at
the Ashcroft Museum, where you can view one of St.
Alban’s earliest organs.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Ashcroft Journal. (1949). Various Articles. Ashcroft, BC.
Ashcroft Journal. (1991). Various Articles. Ashcroft, BC.
Dorrell, M. (1968). The Church and the Development of a Cariboo Community: Ashcroft. Vancouver, BC: UBC Press.
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Charles Augustus Semlin
SITE #020101

GC1TWXG

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Geocache Location: N 50°48.284’
W 121°16.902’
Accuracy: 3 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0621074;
North 5629518 10U
Geocache altitude: 560 m./1,837 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Semlin Ranch
he Gold Rush brought a
1870 he traded the hotel for more
plethora of skills to the young ranch land. He grew his Dominion
British colony; trades people,
Ranch (now called Semlin Ranch)
professionals and savvy entrepre- east of the community to 15,000
neurs. Many came searching for
head of cattle; however, Semlin
gold, while others were looking
would soon begin a notable new
for riches from business entercareer.
prises.
Semlin’s political career was someOne such professional was school- what serendipitous. In 1871, when
teacher Charles Semlin. Finding
the colony joined confederation,
gold was not his forte, but finding Charles was elected to the inauriches and fame certainly were.
gural session of the legislature of
Semlin saw more value in packBritish Columbia. Well, not quite
ing supplies for the gold seekers
elected. After a tie, “Gentlemen,
than prospecting for himself.
After three years he had enough
of packing in the Cariboo and
in 1865 found himself in Cache
Creek, where he would live out
his life.

T

Semlin was hired to manage the
Cornwall brothers’ roadhouse,
Ashcroft Manor, a social hub in
the area. Only a few months later
Charles purchased the stopping
house at Rattlesnake Hill, moved
it to the centre of Cache Creek
and re-named it Bonaparte House.
At this time he also became the
first postmaster in Cache Creek.
Semlin had been pre-empting and
purchasing land since 1867 and in

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Date Established: 1869
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

Charles Augustus Semlin
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Photo: Ashcroft Museum

platform with ministries. Beaven failed. It was Semlin
who succeeded when next asked by McInnes to do what
Beaven could not. And yet again, the gentleman rancher
established himself politically.

Cache Creek Boarding School, c 1890
a hat please.” The elections officer announced, “Mr.
Charles Augustus Semlin, I draw your name. You are the first
Member of the Legislature for Yale in the Province of British
Columbia.”
Early in his political career Semlin successfully convinced the government to establish a public boarding
school in the Interior to educate the scattered population of children in the region. He introduced the legislation of 1874 that led to the establishment of the Central
Boarding School in Cache Creek. It would be the only
time the province would participate in a public boarding school. The school existed until 1890 when it was
shut down due to dwindling enrolment.
It was 1882 before Semlin returned to politics and in
1894 became the leader of the opposition. Not a good
position for such a gentle man. Regardless, Semlin
persevered and survived his years of political chaos.
With a controversial move in 1898, Lieutenant Governor
McInnes dismissed the current government and requested former Premier Robert Beaven create a political

Premier Semlin was at the helm for only eighteen
months and they would be some of the most tumultuous political months in history. With challenges from
political rivals and party members, a yearlong mining
strike, railway controversy, controversial patronage appointments, and poor political structure, the short term
for the gentleman rancher was tempestuous. He would
not run again in 1900, “I felt that I had done my share, and
that it was time that younger shoulders were taking up the
burdens of public life.”
Semlin was instrumental in establishing the Inland
Agricultural Society of B.C., and the B.C. Cattleman’s
Association, still active today after 120 years. With a
keen interest in history he became the president of the
Yale and Lillooet Pioneer Society, not knowing he would
very much be that history.
In 1927, Semlin’s death was front-page news in the
Vancouver Daily Province. The last surviving member
of British Columbia’s first legislature, Renaissance-man
Charles Semlin, 91 years old, died at his cherished
Dominion Ranch in Cache Creek. He is buried in the
Ashcroft Cemetery.

Detailed access information:
• East of Cache Creek on Hwy #1.
• Remain on the side of the frontage road, allowing
equipment to safely pass.
• DO NOT cross cattleguard onto residential
property.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
(1999). The Cariboo Gold Rush. Retrieved March, 2009, from B.C. Heritage Digital Collections Web site:
http://bcheritage.ca/cariboo/
Mouat, J. (2000). Semlin, Charles Augustus. Retrieved March, 2009, from Dictionary of Canadian Biography Online
Web site: http://www.biographi.ca
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Cache Creek Park

Story of the Mysterious Mine Shaft
SITE #020102

GC1TWXX

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION

Photo: Village of Cache Creek

Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Location/Parking: N 50°48.942’
W 121°19.554’
Geocache Location: N 50°48.982’
W 121°19.643’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0617826;
North 5630738 10U
Geocache altitude: 463 m./1,520 ft.
Overall difficulty: 3
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1901
Ownership: Village of
Cache Creek
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• From Hwy 97N,
follow Parke Rd. to
Quartz Rd. Head
north on Quartz Rd.
• High activity area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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View inside the shaft. The white spot in the centre is the hard hat
of a village employee exploring the shaft.

G

reat excitement surrounded
the Village of Cache Creek
Community Park on March 7,
1990 at 6:00 pm when local
children, Brennan LeClair and
Dawson Stone, discovered a mine
shaft opening. Village employees
had inadvertently unearthed the
historical mine while working on
extending the parking area.
The excitement became concern
when, along with the shovels
and a pick, a box of dynamite
including several live sticks were
discovered in the mine shaft. A
bomb squad from Vancouver was
soon on its way to dismantle
the dynamite. All ended safely,
encouraging a quest for answers
to the mysterious shaft, revealed
to be 10 feet high, 4 feet wide
and 90 feet long.
The community park site was
originally part of ranch land
belonging to the Parke family.
Philip Parke was born in County

Sligo, Ireland, arriving in the
Cache Creek area during the
early 1860s. After working for the
Cornwall brothers for a time, he
and Charles Semlin purchased a
roadhouse in Cache Creek.
After a short time operating the
roadhouse, Parke acquired land
along the Bonaparte River in 1862.
By the 1870s, Parke’s “Buonaparte
Ranch” had developed into one of
the finest in the area. Future Parke
family members dropped the “u”
from the ranch name and the
property remained in the Parke
family for over 130 years and
four generations. Philip had no
children of his own, but nephew
Henry, who also came from
County Sligo, Ireland, became a
successful rancher in the Upper
Hat Creek Valley. Upon Philip’s
death in 1927, Henry’s son Arthur
Parke inherited the ranch.
In 1969, the Village of Cache
Creek purchased a portion of the
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“The year 1901 found my brother Duncan and I in Ashcroft
where we staked claims at Cache Creek. After tunneling in
140 feet, we found no pot of gold at the rainbow’s end, but
did find ourselves broke. However, our hopes were high, so we
placer mined on Scotty Creek for two months and came out
with $22.00 in gold and $3.00 in rubies.”

Current view of the rear parking area. The circle indicates
the approximate location of the shaft. A large boulder was
placed over the shaft entrance, and covered with fill.

Further information supplied by Alan Parke, Arthur’s
son, confirms that it was the Darough brothers who
were responsible for constructing the discovered mine
shaft. He also shared that there were once three tunnels in the vicinity. Neil Darough remained in the area,
living in Hat Creek and Ashcroft until retiring to Whalley,
British Columbia in 1952. Mr. Darough found no magic
riches in his mining endeavors, but rather supported his
family with more traditional pursuits.

ranch for a park site. In 1974, the swimming pool was
opened and an outdoor skating rink soon followed. In
the 1980s, the park was extended to include baseball
diamonds. As the park development continued, a
parking lot expansion occurred in 1990, uncovering the
‘Mystery Mine’.
A letter appearing in the 1962 Ashcroft journal, written
by former Cache Creek pioneer Neil Darough, reveals
the mystery of the Cache Creek Park tunnel.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Darough, N. A Pioneer of the cariboo. (1962). Ashcroft Journal.
Parke, G. (1993). The Parke Ranch: Upper Hat Creek Four Generations. Cache Creek, BC: Self.
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The Scottie Creek Cache
SITE #020103

GC1TWYC

Written & Researched by Christine Whitehead

SITE IDENTIFICATION

(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1877
Ownership: Leased Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessibl
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no A-03074

Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Parking: N 50°59.398’
W 121°23.570’
Geocache Location: N 50°59.396’
W 121°23.602’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0612758;
North 5649935 10U
Geocache altitude: 808 m./2,652 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 3.5

B.C. Express Stage, 7 miles south of Clinton; Driver Steve Tingley. 1880

T

here is more to this tuckedaway back road than the lure
of some excellent rock hounding,
wildlife viewing and scenery. It
holds an elusive piece of British
Columbia’s Gold Rush history and
may hide all or part of a more
elusive treasure. The loot, stolen
from a stagecoach in 1890, is
reputed to be worth in excess of
$500,000 in today’s market!
The story goes that a B.X. (B.C.
Express Company) stagecoach left
100 Mile House one hot July day
in 1890, with a strongbox containing $15,000 in gold nuggets
and bars. The treasure was on its
way south to Yale for shipment
down the Fraser River to New
Westminster. Unfortunately, a
stagecoach robber, armed with
a Winchester rifle, intercepted
the coach and driver at gunpoint.
Stealing the strong-box, the
bandit ordered the stagecoach to
continue south. The stagecoach
driver reported the theft upon
his arrival in Ashcroft but could
not clearly identify the bandit. A
posse searched the rolling hills
and wetlands south of 100 Mile
House but could not find the
robber and did not retrieve the
strongbox.

Shortly after the theft, news of
gold on Scottie Creek spread
throughout the area. A man by
the name of Sam Rowland had
struck it rich on the creek! This
news explained the large deposits Mr. Rowland was making
at the Ashcroft Store and Bank.
Prospectors flocked to the area;
however, the flurry of excitement
died down after only traces of
gold were found on the creek.
When approached, Sam Rowland
was secretive and evasive about

The pried open strongbox that was
found by railway workers remains
on display at the Clinton Museum.
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by railway workers and is kept on display at the Clinton
Museum.
Is the cache of gold still hidden at Scottie Creek? This is
one of several versions of this event and it is probably
not a good idea to spend a lot of time searching for
the treasure. Many report a similar version of this story
in accounting for the name of the community to the
south, Cache Creek. Only our elusive bandit knows the
truth of the missing gold.

his claim. This aroused suspicion and Rowland was
eventually arrested in Ashcroft and thrown in jail. When
interrogated, Rowland revealed that he knew absolutely
nothing about gold mining! The gold on deposit was
examined by experts and it was confirmed that the gold
did not come from Scottie Creek at all. It had come
from several Cariboo Creeks, likely in the Barkerville
area. Sam Rowland was tried, found guilty of armed
robbery and sentenced to several years in the penitentiary in New Westminster. After two years, Rowland
escaped, and was never seen again. The strong-box was
found pried open several years later, north of Clinton

However, other treasures abound in the Scottie Creek
area. A few kilometers along this logging road is an
outcropping of amethyst crystals with banded agate.
Visible signs of historical mines can be found throughout the Crown grazing lease, and gold was successfully
mined from Scottie Creek in the early 1900s. Keep your
camera handy as the area is home to a large population
of deer, moose, cougar, grouse and other wildlife. An
abundance of trails, meadows and even Scottie Creek
Falls, provide ample opportunities for exploration or
relaxation.
Detailed access information:
• From Cache Creek, travel north on Hwy 97 an
estimated 18 km.
• Turn east onto Scottie Creek Road.
• This is an active logging area, travel with headlights on and use caution.
• Be alert for both wildlife and cattle on the road as
this is graze lease land.
• Park well off road.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Basque, G. (1983). Lost Bonanzas of Western Canada. Victoria, BC: Heritage House Publishing Co. Ltd.
Stangoe, I. (1994). Cariboo-Chilcotin Pioneer People and Places. Victoria, BC: Heritage House Publishing Co. Ltd.
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Boston Flats
SITE #020104

GC1V3XC

Written & Researched by Maggie Meekis

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Location: N 50°46.158’
W 121°18.359’
Geocache Location: N 50°46.364’
W 121°18.652’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0619100;
North 5625913 10U
Geocache altitude: 489 m./1,603 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1860
Ownership: Ministry of
Transportation
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• High visibilty area,
use stealth.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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I

n the early days, when
Europeans were first exploring
the rugged bits of the country,
the first white men the natives
saw were either Hudson’s Bay
Company men from England or
Americans. The Hudson’s Bay
Company men differentiated
themselves from the Americans by
calling themselves “King George
Men.” The men from the States
came to be known as “Boston
Men.”
Wilson Henry Sanford has been
credited as the first white man to
settle in the Cache Creek area in
the early 1860s, and was the first
white man many of the natives
had ever seen, so he was the first
“Boston Man” and the nickname
stuck with him. He did not seem
to have minded, notwithstanding
his claim to being from eastern
Canada and not actually from the
States.
In an area as dry as the Ashcroft
Cache Creek region, irrigation is a
necessary requirement to farming.
“Boston” Sanford began digging
the big ditch in the Bonaparte
valley near Cache Creek, called
Boston ditch, in the summer of

1871 to irrigate the section now
known as Boston Flats. The ditch
began about six miles north of
Cache Creek and ran about 10
miles.
After having the length of the
irrigation line surveyed, “Boston”
then contracted out two-mile-long
sections. One wonders if this was
the smartest thing, a group of
men from below the border
were on their way to make their
fortune in gold and were hired by
“Boston” for one section. They
decided to adjust the survey
pegs around a point known as
Rattlesnake Hill, turning a difficult
job into one considerably easier.

A nearby mobile home park still
bears the name ‘Boston Flats.’
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Photo: Ashcroft Museum

British Columbia) and Philip Parke took a hotel built
by James Orr and moved it to Cache Creek proper and
renamed it Bonaparte House after the Bonaparte River.
In 1868, Parke sold his half to Sanford and the hotel,
also known as Cache Creek House, was run by Semlin
and Sanford.

Boston Flats and Elephant Mountain, c 1950.
Elephant Mountain was named for its
resemblance to an elephant laying down.

“Boston” was an integral member of the community
of Cache Creek and, as well as having run a ranch and
a hotel, was a trustee at the local boarding school in
Cache Creek.
Wilson Henry “Boston” Sanford gave his nickname to
the flats upon which he built his ranch.

Despite this rather major setback, water was eventually
brought to the Boston Flats region and the potatoes
produced there developed a good reputation. As one
traveler wrote, “the celebrated ‘Boston’ Ranch…is one of
the finest farms in the colony. The proprietor keeps a hotel
which receives an excellent name from those who have
stopped at it.”
When the road between Spence’s Bridge and Clinton
was finally completed, Cache Creek became a stopping
place for the prospectors heading north and east, and
Charles Semlin (who later became the first Premier of

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

They were paid for their work and by the time the
entire irrigation line was finished and turned on, they
were already long gone, and out of earshot, when the
water failed to make it to its planned destination.

Tomatoes growing at Boston Flats.
Detailed access information:
• At the junction of Hwy #97C & Trans Canada Hwy
#1, use frontage rd. access.
• Parking available at the Route Information signage.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Patenaude, B. (1998). Golden Nuggets: Roadhouse Portraits along the Cariboo’s goldrush trail. Surrey, BC: Heritage House
Publishing Company Ltd.
The Boston Ditch and W.H. Sanford. (1933, November). The Ashcroft Journal.
Wade, M.S. (1921, January 29). Tales of the Cariboo Road (second series) No.2: Blazing a Trail. The Daily Province.
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Transportation Hub
SITE #020105

GC1V3XM

Written & Researched by Maggie Meekis

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Geocache Location: N 50°48.569’
W 121°19.499’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0618013;
North 5629976 10U
Geocache altitude: 467 m./1,531 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1850
Ownership: Village of Cache
Creek
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Parking available at
the Dairy Queen or
Cache Creek
Info Centre.
• High visibility area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Intersection of Highway 1 and Highway 97 North in Cache Creek, 1953

O

n January 24, 1848, in
Coloma, California, James
Marshall discovered a pea-sized
gold nugget and precipitated a
tidal wave of human migration
that came to be known as the
California gold rush. But the
wave did not stop at California.
With the discovery of gold on the
Thompson River at Kamloops and
the rumor of gold in the Fraser
River, miners flooded north and
began to work the sand bars in
the lower Fraser, then began moving ever farther up the rivers into
the Interior. Billy Barker’s strike in
the Williams Creek area in 1862
was the beginning of Barkerville,
where the population swelled to
10,000 people over the next year
and the Cariboo gold rush was on.
But getting there was half the
trouble.
The first hopefuls attempted to
make their way up the Fraser
River but found their passage
through the narrow canyons of
the Fraser all but impossible at
many times of the year. In May
of 1858 an arrangement was
made to turn an old Hudson’s

Bay Company trading route into
a trail to the Interior. Mule trains
became the method of transporting goods to the prospective
prospectors.
But the increase in population
escalated the demand for supplies. The transportation of goods
from Yale up the Fraser River and
the Thompson River to Barkerville
had to be stepped up. Governor
Douglas, who is considered by
many to be the “Father of British
Columbia,” brought in a group of
Royal Engineers and hired contractors to construct a road. Work on
the road began in Yale in 1861,
and four years and 380 miles later,
it was possible to drive a wagon
to Barkerville. The Cariboo Road
brought in supplies, prospectors
and ranchers and the colonization
of the Interior of British Columbia
began in earnest.
Ashcroft, Cache Creek and Clinton
became important centers of commerce as the Thompson River led
many prospectors and settlers to
the east. The two main routes to
Barkerville were the Fraser Route
(the Cariboo Road) and the
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the Interior.

Photo: Peter McArthur

In 1910, discussion of the TransCanada highway, then called the
Canadian Highway, was focused
on creating a southern route
through the province. World
War I intervened and work on
the road from Hope to Princeton
was suspended, along with many
other projects. General improvements were made during the
years from the end of the First
World War to the Depression
on many roads throughout the
province, so when the TransCanada Highway Act was passed
in 1949, outlining cost sharing
Intersection of Highway 1 and Highway 97 North in Cache Creek, c 1960
between the federal government
Harrison Trail (through Lillooet Lake), which met at “the and provincial governments, some basic infrastructure
Junction,” now Clinton. From Cache Creek a wagon trail was in place which made a northern route appealing.
to Savona was ready for use in the spring of 1866 to
The official opening of the highway in July of 1962, with
connect the Cariboo Road to the foot of Kamloops Lake, the completion of the Rogers Pass route, connected
and this trail became one
Cache Creek to the rest of the country with a ribbon of
of the main routes east.
asphalt.
The construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway line
closed the road from Spences Bridge to Ashcroft in
1891, and it was not replaced until 1927. As the lower
pass from Hope to Princeton had not yet been built,
the main wagon road to the Interior became the
Harrison Trail, and Cache Creek with its connecting road
to Savona became the southernmost wagon road into

In the early 1980s the last stop sign on the entire length
of the Trans-Canada highway was removed at the
intersection of Highway 1 and Highway 97 in Cache
Creek. Although, since the building of the Coquihalla
Highway, traffic along this highway has decreased,
Cache Creek and the Trans-Canada highway are still
destinations in themselves.
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The Cache Creek Mélange
SITE #020201

GC1TQDF

Written & Researched by Bruce Madu

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Location: N 50°48.502’
W 121°19.691’
Parking: N 50°48.507’
W 121°19.676’
Geocache Location: N 50°48.501’
W 121°19.653’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0617835;
North 5629846 10U
Geocache altitude: 472 m./1,548 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Village of Cache
Creek
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Turn west at the
junction of Hwy
#97N and Hwy #1.
• Follow Todd Rd.
across the bridge &
park in gravel lot.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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ocal residents have found it
curious that almost all geological field trips that pass through
this part of B.C. stop in town at
this location – why?

for knapping into tools such as
scrapers or arrow heads.

If you look up a few meters, at the
rock cut just north of the bridge
you crossed to get here, you’ll see
At first glance this road cut looks a light color block of rock that is
like pretty typical rocks, there are about 2 meters high and a meter
some layers and the rock is more across. It stands out considerably
or less....well...grey. But to trained from the darker rock that contains
eyes these rocks hold valuable in- it and is at about the same level
sights into the geological history of the wires that pass in front of
of British Columbia, especially the it. Once you have spotted it, you
movements of continent-sized
have discovered the essence and
tectonic plates and the beds of
significance of this stop.
very ancient oceans.
The block is comprised of
The scene before you is a jumbled limestone and, unlike the rocks
mix of rock types, dominated by
around it, formed in a relatively
argillite (shale) and chert. Both are shallow marine environment.
known to have formed in a deep
Fossils within the rock tell us it
ocean environment. Micro-fossils formed during the Carboniferous
within the rocks tell us they
period and is at least 60 million
were laid down primarily in the
years older than the rock that
Triassic period, which spanned
surrounds it.
from 206-248 million years ago. If
Geologists have borrowed the
you have a pocket knife or other
French word mélange to describe
hardened steel instrument with
you, you may try scratching these such scrambled collections of rock
rocks and find some are quite soft types, a word which simply means
(argillite) and others exceptionally “mixture.” What you are looking
at here is a small section of the
hard (chert). Area First Nations
would seek out rock such as chert Cache Creek mélange, a geologi-
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Cartoon showing the
probable relationships
between the oceanic rocks
(argillite, chert, in black)
and limestone rock units
(brick pattern) during the
period of geologic time
where there was an active
subduction zone
underneath modern day
Cache Creek
(Mathews and Monger,
2005).
cal unit which can be traced up and down much of the
length of British Columbia. Prior to understanding plate
tectonic theory, the motions of the earth’s crustal plates
on a plastic mantle, mélanges such as this one were
very difficult to explain.

The Cache Creek mélange represents the remnant
scrapings that were made above this subduction zone
as oceanic rocks lost their battle in a squeezing contest
with the dominant rocks to the east and formed what is
called an accretionary wedge.

Between about 225 and 180 million years ago these
oceanic rocks were on a virtual conveyor belt heading eastward, colliding with a collection of volcanic
islands, ancient oceans and the westward bound North
American tectonic plate at a convergent plate margin.
In this zone, the oceanic rocks were forced underneath
the competing rocks to the east (or subducted) to be remelted as they descended back into the molten mantle:
this geological feature is known as a subduction zone.

It is this history of geological events that has given us
what we see today. Massive limestone blocks seemingly
ripped from their origins and consumed within argillite
and chert host rock, echoing the very tectonic events
that shaped British Columbia’s complex geological
history.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Publishing.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

The Kelly Lake Roadhouse
SITE #030101

GC1XHN2

Written & Researched by Don Logan

Photo: Don Logan

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Location: N 51°00.768’
W 121°46.303’
Parking: N 51°00.649’
W 121°46.669’
Geocache Location: N 51°00.637’
W 121°46.714’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0585686;
North 5651716 10U
Geocache altitude: 1068 m./3,505 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1862
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• High visibility area,
use stealth.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

Kelly Lake Roadhouse with the two bottles found during
renovations displayed on the table in front.
t was in the fall of 1862 that
from Pavilion Lake on the other
Gustavus B. Wright completed
side of the mountain. He had been
the section of the new Cariboo
growing and selling vegetables to
Wagon trail over Pavilion
the gold miners. On the Kelly Lake
side he set himself up on a prime
Mountain and down the Snake
Hill to arrive at the scenic lake,
piece of real estate at the mouth
known today as Kelly Lake. Not
of Porcupine Creek, establishing
a roadhouse to meet the needs
far from the bottom of the hill
he encountered a settler, David
of the gold field travelers. The
“House” was known as the 38
Reynolds. Reynolds had come

I

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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In the late 1990s, owners had decided to renovate a
small cabin, at one time a ranch bunkhouse, and rent it
out for a bed and breakfast. It was while removing the
small wood heater that she discovered a small space
beneath it, where a hired hand had stashed his whiskey
flask.

Kelly Lake Ranch House c 1950
Mile House and was listed in the Colonist newspaper,
along with others, in March of 1863 as a “Good Stopping
House”.
The roadhouse was acquired in the mid 1860s by two
brothers, George and Edward Kelly. The lake was later
named after these two brothers.

Later renovations revealed yet another hiding spot,
while removing all the old sawdust in the icehouse
(used to insulate ice cut from Kelly Lake). One more
bottle was exposed, a Chinese beer. This location would
have been ideal as the beer would have been kept nice
and cool all year round. Both discovered bottles were
circa 1900.
Today, the buildings remain at the junction of the
Clinton-Pavilion and Jesmond roads. Fabulous photograph opportunities abound on this short jaunt from
the Village of Clinton; however, please do not access
this historic property.

Successful merchant in Clinton, F.W. Foster, purchased
the property from the Kelly brothers giving him ownership of almost the entire Cut-Off Valley. But by the mid1880s the legendary Thaddeus Harper of “Gang Ranch”
fame was adding to his land empire.

Joe and Doris had shipped all their worldly possessions
to their new home at Kelly Lake via the Pacific Great
Eastern Railway. Many of the locals referred to the
railway as the ‘Please Go Easy’, because it was so slow.
However, Joe and Doris Illingworth had the luxury of a
rail siding across the road from their new acreage and
were given free demurrage for a week to unload at their
convenience.

Photo: Don Logan

Harper purchased George and Edward Kelly’s original
397 acres as a stopping place for his cattle drives from
the Cariboo to the newly constructed Canadian Pacific
Railway in Ashcroft. The 397 acres were also operated
as a hay ranch until Thaddeus’ over extension on his
credit forced his major creditor to call his note. The
new owner and creditor were one and the same. The
ranch became part of “The Western Canadian Ranching
Company” holdings until 1948 when newlyweds, Joe
and Doris Illingworth, purchased it from the Western
Canadian Ranching Company.

Historic Kelly Lake Ranch barn
Detailed access information:
• From Clinton, drive 17 km west on Kelly Lake Road.
• This historic site is at the junction with the Jesmond
Road.
• The cache is NOT located on the roadhouse
property, please follow the coordinates.
• Park in Downing Park day use area.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Patenaude, B. (1995). Trails to Gold. Victoria, B.C.: Horsdal & Schubart.
Gallagher, J. (1975). The Western Canadian Ranching Company. In Victoria City Archives: PD212.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

The Clinton Museum
SITE #030102

GC1XHRZ

Written & Researched by Maggie Meekis

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Geocache Location: N 51°05.492’
W 121°35.222’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0598950;
North 5660952 10U
Geocache altitude: 898 m./2,945 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1892
Ownership: Village of Clinton
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located within the
Village of Clinton.
• High visibility area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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The Clinton Museum is housed in a former schoolhouse.

t the beginning of the Cariboo
gold rush there were two
paths to get into the Interior of
the Province. Travelers could
either brave the route along
the Fraser River on the Cariboo
Wagon Road or travel up the
Harrison-Lillooet Trail. Either way,
the road chosen went through
“the Junction” at 47 Mile.
47 Mile House, later renamed
the Clinton Hotel, was a favorite
resting place for those heading
for the gold in Barkerville. But the
travelers required more than just
a place to rest. A general store
and a blacksmith were needed
early on and by 1892, Clinton
boasted shops, a bank, a telegraph office, a courthouse and
the burgeoning town required a
larger schoolhouse. Ed Norton
was making bricks out of clay
from the Clinton area and was
given the contract to build the
one-room school. He may not
have been charging enough as
his brick-building business closed
in 1898, making the little brick

schoolhouse a unique rarity for
Clinton. The one and only brick
house, then and now.
At one time, the school sported
a bell tower complete with a
brass bell donated by Sir Richard
McBride, a well-known provincial
politician. The bell was later
melted down for the “war effort”
and the bell tower removed.
The brick building was used as a
school and later, when the original courthouse burned down, a

Some of the items on display
inside the museum.
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marriage. Within an hour Dunwoody determined that
the vengeful Indian implicated by Betty Coward had an
airtight alibi and Betty’s story seemed a little loose.

Clinton School, c 1915
substitute courthouse. When a trial was in session, the
children were sent outside to play. When yet another
larger school was built, the little brick building was
used solely as a courthouse.
This little courthouse/schoolhouse was the site of
the trial of Betty Coward. In September of 1910, near
Vanderhoof, British Columbia, Betty Coward and her
daughter Rose Dell arrived at a neighbor’s house in a
panic with a story about “an Indian with a grudge.” This
Indian had apparently murdered the poor woman’s
husband, Jim, in his sleep!
W.R. Dunwoody, the Provincial Police District Chief, was
summoned from Fort George and began the investigation. He discovered that Jim and Betty Coward had only
arrived from California the previous year and had later
been joined by Rose, Betty’s daughter from a previous

In the course of his investigation, Dunwoody traveled
through thirteen states and three provinces. In San
Francisco he discovered that Betty Coward was actually Mrs. Dell. When questioned, Mr. Dell said, “She’s a
dangerous woman and has a hell of a temper. You mark my
words; she’ll commit a murder one day.”
Betty was arrested and tried for the murder of her husband; her daughter Rose Dell was arrested for conspiracy, although the case was later dropped. The evidence
collected by Dunwoody, including a life insurance policy
taken out by Elizabeth Dell on Coward’s life, ensured
that the jury assembled at the Clinton Assize quickly
came back with a guilty verdict against Betty Coward.
She became the first woman in British Columbia to be
sentenced to death. Forty-eight hours before the hanging her sentence was commuted to life in prison.
The little brick schoolhouse entered its next phase of
usefulness by becoming a museum when, in May of
1956, the South Cariboo Museum and Historical Society
opened its doors. In 1999 the museum also acquired
and moved the then 88-year-old Provincial Government
Stable, filling it with their ample collection of historical
artifacts. The only building ever made out of Clinton
bricks is not only historical itself, but today is filled with
the history of the entire area.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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The Painted Chasm
SITE #030201

GC1TTW8

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Location/Parking: N 51°13.212’
W 121°28.260’
Geocache Location: N 51°13.096’
W 121°28.882’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0606059;
North 5675193 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,082 m./3,549 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1940
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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s the Gold Rush and the
Cariboo Wagon Road
progressed further north from
Clinton to Barkerville, so did the
gold seekers and adventurers.
Men and women wise to the travelers’ needs for creature comfort,
food, supplies and entertainment
along the way, began building and
providing services and supplies
along the gold rush trail. Three
such savvy businessmen were the
Saul Brothers, Isaac & John and
William Innes, who were working with G.B. Wright to build the
Cariboo Wagon Road. At 59 Mile,
Saul & Company built the first
roadhouse north of the Pollard
Guest Ranch in Clinton.

The Painted Chasm, as it was
soon to be known, brimmed with
life. Travelers looking down into
the Chasm Creek valley watched
and listened to an abundance of
wildlife, including bighorn sheep,
moose, mule deer, black bear,
coyote, small mammals, songbirds
and remarkable birds of prey such
as osprey and eagles.
However, what our pioneers did
not know at the time was the rich
history and untold geology of

The two-story structure was erected in the 1860s on the flat land of
the Fraser Plateau with breath-taking views of a scenic and colourful
chasm. The location attracted
many travelers who could picnic
over-looking the colourful walls
and gaze in amazement on the
grandeur. Unfortunately, in 1948
the roadhouse burned down in
a spectacular fire. It was never
replaced.
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The Painted Chasm canyon runs 8 kilometers long, 600
metres wide and is 300 metres deep from the top of
the plateau. As the ice age glacial melt traveled through
British Columbia, the glacial waters carried much silt.
This silt was deposited as a ridge of gravel, called an
esker, and stretches 40 kilometers upstream from the
head of the chasm. The pressures and movement of
the glacial ice and the resulting melt of the massive ice
fields carved out the canyon you see today. The waters
and silt exposed the deep colourful walls of many lava
flows. These flows created strata of columnar-jointed
rope lava (pahoehoe), thick-tiered lava flows, and
minor pillow lava flows (formed in water) and pillow
rock fragments (breccias). Rare airborne fire fragments
(pyroclasts) are also evident as layers (silicic tephra).

this splendid canyon. They were gazing at a colourful
geological wonder, beautifully detailed bands of sediment, which had been forming for more than 16 million
years. The area became most active over 10 million
years ago, resulting in successive basalt lava flows. The
‘grand’ painted canyon itself was created over a period
of 10,000 years. The Painted Chasm views and layers
allow the observer to look back to the Miocene and
Pliocene Epochs.

In 1940, the Province of British Columbia declared 141
hectares of the painted canyon as a provincial park to
protect its beauty and geology. In 1995 that area was
expanded to 3,067 hectares to protect not only the
chasm but also the sensitive ecosystem that surrounds
it. Just as the pioneers 150 years ago gazed upon the
magnificent colours of red, orange, pink and purple,
today the Painted Chasm yields up its story rich in the
history, geology and wildlife of Gold Country, British
Columbia.
Detailed access information:
• Follow the signs to Chasm, north of Clinton on
Hwy 97N.
• Please park in appropriate areas, indicated by
coordinates.
• Respect all fences and other safety barriers.
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Last Chance Lake Soda Site
SITE #030202

GC1V3XX

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Parking: N 51°19.394’
W 121°38.697’
Geocache Location: N 51°19.603’
W 121°38.246’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0594936;
North 5687040 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,089 m./3,572 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c1898
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located north of
Clinton, via Hwy
#97N, the Cariboo
Hwy.
• Head west on
Meadow Lake Road,
pull well off road for
stops and parking.
• Back country road,
be prepared for all
events.
• Good shoes
recommended.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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he Clinton and 70 Mile House
area is filled with alkaline
lakes, easily recognizable by the
ring of white soda deposits that
line their shores. Once labeled as
‘useless,’ these shallow and often
smelly lakes were once a beehive
of activity.
Although testing of the salt was
an occurrence in the late 1890s,
the completion of the Pacific
Great Eastern, in 1919 provided
a more available means of transportation and several lakes went
into production. The Pacific Great
Eastern was the railway that went
north, many of the locals referred
to it as the Please Go Easy, because it was so slow.
Some lakes were mined for
their Epsom salts or magnesium
sulphate, the surface was scraped,
and the ore put in sacks. Other
lakes produced soda carbonate, a
product used in washing. Analysis
testing done on the soda in 1898
was inconclusive as to what it
contained. No two chemists could
agree, except that housekeepers
pronounced it to be far and away
ahead of “Pearline” for washing,
and blacksmiths felt that no other
soap compared with the native
compound.

These lakes were mined in the
winter, accessibility depending on
a thick layer of ice. The soda was
in the mud at the bottom of the
lake and in the water. The cold
weather would bring it up. The
ice had to be eight to ten inches
thick, strong enough to hold a
team of horses. A six to seven inch
layer of soda would form under
the ice. The ice would be chipped
away and the layer of soda broken
out and placed on the ice with
tongs.
Production however at ‘The Last
Chance’ was unique. The lake held
very little water and there was a

Remaining structures from
the Soda Works.
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roft Museum
Photo: Ashc

lot of mud in the soda. After several experimental trials
the British Columbia Chemical Company developed a
process to separate the soda from the mud.

Today you might find a few broken bricks or boards,
or further up the hill, remainders of the camp. A scant
reminder of this failed scheme, once a ‘Salt Lake City’ of
its own.

Photo: Clinton Museum

According to the 1929 Report of the Minister of Mines,
a well designed plant was constructed and a good camp
for winter operations was provided, having cost the
company approximately $50,000. Unfortunately a 1930
report states that “no further operations were carried on at
the works of this company... It is reported that results were
not satisfactory.”

The soda processing plant, prior to closing in 1930

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Reg Conn Centennial Park
SITE #030301

GC1V3ZK

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Location/Parking: N 51°05.314’
W 121°35.225’
Geocache Location: N 51°05.223’
W 121°35.239’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0598939;
North 5660454 10U
Geocache altitude: 887 m./2,909 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1963
Ownership: Village of Clinton
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located within the
Village of Clinton.
• High visibilty area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467

I

n the heart of Clinton lies a
serene spot where one can lay
quietly absorbing the golden rays
and listen to the peaceful waters
of the small brook while contemplating the remarkable history of
this unique village.
Clinton came to life during the
excitement of the Gold Rush.
Originally it was merely a roadhouse at 47 Mile on the Cariboo
Wagon Road. As the Gold Rush
grew so did Clinton, bringing
many prospectors, adventurers,
ranchers, entrepreneurs and the
Royal Engineers. Hotels were
erected, stores established, as
was a post office. By 1873, a court

house and government agent
house was built. The town kept
growing and the people kept coming. With more families came the
need for schooling and by 1892 a
brick schoolhouse was built and
soon occupied. It currently houses
the Clinton Museum and Archives.
While some passed through, some
chose to make Clinton home.
One can visit many of the original
pioneers of the village while strolling through the Pioneer Cemetery
established in 1861. Some headstones have stood the wrath of
time, but many have not survived
the sometimes inclement weather
conditions.

email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
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In 1964 the Clinton Centennial Committee was created and they decided to make the development of
the park their centennial project. By 1967 the comfort
station was established in the park and two footbridges
were built. They now had the basic structure of a park
in place. In 2003 the Clinton and District Economic
Development Society spearheaded the construction of a
theatre and band shell, which is used for entertainment
in the park in the summer months. In 2006, with the
assistance of members of the Clinton Lions Club, new
playground equipment was installed.

1970 Clinton Council. Back row: Ed Peterson, Fred Boyd,
Sid Elliott. Front row: Mayor Reg Conn and Joe Illingworth.
In 1963 the town was established as the Village of
Clinton and from 1963 to 1970 Reg Conn was the first
Chairman and Mayor of Clinton. It was shortly thereafter that the Village decided they would create their own
municipal park, the heart of their quaint village.
An application was made to the Ministry of Recreation
and Conservation to lease nine lots formerly belonging
to the School District and now owned by the Province.
Additionally, the Clinton Benevolent and Protective
Order of Elks offered to transfer their lease of eight adjacent lots to the Village. This was accepted gratefully.
An additional parcel of land also lay adjacent to the
proposed parklands. Cedric Dorrell was a well known
Clinton resident. The Lloyd West family, in honour of
Dorrell’s commitment, donated the land when they purchased Dorrell’s holdings in 1965, formally conveying
the Dorrell property to the Village. Thus, yet another
parcel of land was donated for the soon-to-be village
park.

As the park was being created it had several monikers,
the Dorrell Park in respect and honour of Cedric;
Clinton Creek Park, although the Creek is called Cut-off
Valley Creek; and Centennial Park, as it was the centennial project.
Regardless of the name, the volunteers after many
years of planning and toil, had created what they had
planned, a peaceful picturesque village park. But it
really did need an official name, and in 1971 the Village
of Clinton Council passed a motion to name the park. It
would officially be called the Reg Conn Centennial Park
for the first Mayor of the Village of Clinton who also
contributed countless hours clearing land, falling trees
and preparing the park.
So where do you go after your long stroll through the
remarkable history of Clinton, the Gold Rush and its
formal establishment as a village? You mosey under
the great arch of Reg Conn Centennial Park, across
the expanse to Cut-Off Creek. You layout your picnic
under a golden sun and perhaps cool your feet in the
babbling waters of the creek. You may even nod off in
the warmth and glow of the afternoon and dream of
the Gold Rush and the history of the quaint Village of
Clinton, in the heart of Gold Country.
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GRAVESITES & MYSTICAL PLACES

Clinton Pioneer Cemetery
SITE #030401

GC1VA5K

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Geocache Location: N 51°05.595’
W 121°34.686’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0599572;
North 5661157 10U
Geocache altitude: 885 m./2,904 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1861
Ownership: Village of Clinton
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located within the
Village of Clinton.
• High visibility area,
use stealth.

A

s the Gold Rush of 1858 grew,
it became apparent there
was a need to manage the gold,
as well as the rowdiness of some
gold seekers. James Douglas,
Governor of the Colony of British
Columbia, would establish Gold
Commissioners, assigning ten
commissioners and a Chief Justice
to be agents throughout the
corridor as the Gold Rush moved
northward along the Cariboo
Wagon Road. The first agent
assigned in Clinton arrived in
1872. Frederick Soues was later

appointed in 1877 and remained
the Gold Commissioner until his
retirement in 1911.
Gold seekers traveled with horses,
mules and camels, but not all gold
seekers passed through Clinton
on to Barkerville. Many decided
to stay and build businesses and
services in the town. In 1862, John
Pollard of Cornwall tired of the
gold searching and pre-empted a
number of lots with three others.
He soon bought them out and
acquired all 640 acres. The Pollard
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alongside the Cariboo Wagon Road to provide a cemetery for those who did not survive the challenges of the
Gold Rush community. And thus, the Clinton Pioneer
Cemetery was established.
Many who forged the history of British Columbia during
the adventures and hardships of the Cariboo Gold
Rush lay below the golden meadows overlooking the
Clinton valley. The original wooden tombstones have
disintegrated but the stone markers have survived.
While there is no record of any Gold Rush camels being
buried at the site, there are many graves of others who
weathered the Cariboo over the past 150 years.
The resting place of William Saul, David Pratt
and other Clinton Pioneers.
Cornish Guest Ranch and Roadhouse was established
and still exists today. Others, like the Saul brothers, also
stayed becoming part of the growing Clinton community. William Saul was elected as a Member of Parliament
of the new colony.
The Watson brothers began building the Clinton Hotel.
At the completion of the hotel in 1863, Joseph Smith,
along with his wife Mary, and Tom Marshall, bought the
hotel. It soon became the centre point for travelers and
locals following their dreams. Unfortunately, the hotel
burned down in May 1958. The Clinton Ball, which
began as an annual event at the hotel in 1867, continues to this day.
The town was growing, some stayed, some left and
some succumbed to the hardships and diseases of the
time. In 1861 Joseph Smith, the soon-to-be proprietor
of the Clinton Hotel, donated several acres of land

Much of the history of the Cariboo Gold Rush lays silent
beneath the weathered tombstones. There are many
pioneers and many untold stories lying under the warm
winds and light snows of the historical Clinton Valley
Pioneer Cemetery.
John Pollard and his descendents have gravesites in the
Clinton Valley and their history continues at the Pollard
Ranch. Frederick Soues contributed to the mining
industry as we know it today. Members of his family
remained in the area and are buried alongside Soues.
William Saul was a part of the first parliament representing the Colony of British Columbia. His brothers,
wife and son are also interred nearby. Joseph Smith,
proprietor of the social hub during the gold days, lies
under the golden valley amidst many of those who
frequented his establishment and reveled in the Cariboo
Gold Rush.
The Clinton Pioneer Cemetery is rich with the told and
untold stories of the Gold Country of British Columbia.
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HISTORIC CHURCHES
St. Peter the Apostle
Roman Catholic Church
SITE #030501
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SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Clinton, V0K 1K0
Location/Parking: N 51°05.303’
W 121°35.771’
Geocache Location: N 51°05.273’
W 121°35.781’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0598305;
North 5660535 10U
Geocache altitude: 900 m./2,953 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1865
Ownership: Church Property
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• From Hwy #97N,
turn west on the
Kelly Lake Road.
• Parking available in
church lot.

F

ollowing the Cariboo Wagon
Road, along with the Gold
Rush adventurers, came those
in the service of God. It was
1864 when Bishop Louis-Joseph
D’Herbomez and his priests
became responsible for the
missions of the colony and the
conversion of the natives to
Catholicism.
Traveling priests baptized
native families throughout the

colony, but it was not until about
1865 that a church was erected
above the wagon road in Clinton.
The simple log structure soon
became the holy gathering house
of the newly converted.
In 1892 the church was rebuilt by
Father Maurice Marchal and the
Pavilion villagers out of logs and
materials from the first structure.
The log structure was rough and
the bell tower short. Although
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Father Thomas once claimed, “…Father Marchal was
an excellent carpenter…”, the Church of St. Peter the
Apostle was not evidence to justify such a claim. It was
one of the most primitive of the mission churches.
By the mid-1940s the church had become very dilapidated. In 1949 Father Gerald Dunlop wrote to Monsignor
McDonagh requesting a new church for his one hundred
souls. While some services were ‘enlightening, as the sun
shone through the roof upon the congregation’ others were
‘disheartening, as the cold rains dampened spirits’. Ringing
out the word of God could be a dangerous endeavor,
even for the most devout, as debris from the crumbling
bell tower would rain upon the bell ringer.

blessed in 1952. The original altar from the first church,
the picture of The Last Supper, the first statues and
other artifacts were moved to the current church and
remain there today. The church bell from England, that
rang havoc of debris, now rings joyfully and crisply,
echoing the toll of the Gold Rush and the First Nation
Catholics of the Clinton Valley. Father Marchal, Father
Ryan, Father Scott and Father Dunlop are long gone
but their memory lives on in the soul of St. Peter the
Apostle Church in the heart of Gold Country.
This lovely little white church can be seen from the
highway as you are traveling north, just as you enter
Clinton.

Joining Father Dunlop to rebuild, across from the
original site, was Father Jackie Ryan, Father Wilfred
Scott and Bill Swan, a Scottish carpenter. St. Peter the
Apostle, church structure three, was completed and
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The s7istken (pit house)
at T’it’q’et
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Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)
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T

storing food. One room in the
s7istken was known as the ‘hand
room’, because from this room,
the hand of anyone ascending or
descending the ladder was easily
visible. The entrance was via a
For much of the year, the St’at’imc ladder through a square hole in
traveled throughout their territory the roof. A notch was made in
hunting, fishing for salmon from
the top of the ladder, from which
the plentiful runs that ascended
moccasins could be hung before
the major rivers, harvesting edible people entered the pit house.
plants and gathering medicines
across a wide area. During this
time, they lived in conical-shaped
tents made of reed mats that
could be easily erected and dismantled for travel. When the first
snows came, the St’at’imc would
tear down their tents, gather in
villages and descend into the
warmth of s7istkens, which were
circular, semi-subterranean pit
houses.
he aboriginal St’at’imc people
inhabiting the dry bench
lands along the Fraser River
near Lillooet have lived here for
thousands of years.

This replica s7istken is approximately 12 metres in diameter,
spacious enough to accommodate
four families in pre-contact times.
Traditionally, four main support
rafters divided the s7istken into
quarters or rooms, with a section
for sleeping and a section for

Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no A-06161

Date Established: 2006
Ownership: First Nations Land
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• From Lillooet, follow
Mountain View Rd.
to Rancherie Dr.
• You are on private,
First Nations land,
please show respect.

Inside a traditional pit house, 1907
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The pit houses were built with the materials at hand,
lodge pole pine poles, rawhide to tie the poles together, a roof of water-proof clay that was beaten and
stamped firmly and 10-inches of pine needles and dried
grass that acted as insulation. While the men were out
getting the logs from the forests, the women of the
village used woven baskets and deer shoulder blades to
excavate the s7istken home sites.

The story behind the construction of this s7istken is a
tale of community co-operation and effort. Members of
the T’it’q’et Community and volunteers from neighbouring Lillooet joined forces to build the replica. Work on
the project commenced in September 2006 and was
completed the following spring under the leadership of
Community Chief Bill Machell and with expert advice
from Grand Chief Des Peters Sr.
The s7istken can be visited on a St’at’imc Cultural
Experiences tour that includes a presentation on the
St’at’imc way of life, a story performance by Bear
around the s7istken fire and a meal featuring traditional
foods.

Photo: Wendy Fraser, Lillooet News

What they did not already have, the St’at’imc traded for,
using dried salmon, which was a recognized and valued
commodity everywhere. Dentalia, small, slender, horn-

like sea shells, have been discovered in some Lillooet
area s7istkens. Archaeologists found a whale rib that
was used long ago as a knife at the Keatley Creek village
site, located between Fountain and Pavilion on Highway
99 North.

Photo: Wendy Fraser, Lillooet News

Dancing, feasts, simple social gatherings, games and
story-telling were common winter activities. The men
also spent part of the winter manufacturing spears,
daggers and other weapons. It was painstaking work
and it could take up to three hours to craft a single
arrowhead. The women processed hides, cared for their
families and completed other winter tasks.

Construction of Pit House, 2006
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS
The Fishing Rocks at Xwisten
(Bridge River)
SITE #040102
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Written & Researched by Wendy Fraser

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lillooet, V0K 1V0
Location: N 50°45.086’
W 121°55.923’
Parking: N 50°45.026’
W 121°55.995’
Geocache Location: N 50°45.046’
W 121°56.012’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0575234;
North 5622652 10U
Geocache altitude: 224 m./734 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2.5
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: First Nations Land
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessibl
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

Fishing camps where the Fraser River meets Bridge River

I

n St’at’imc mythology, a story
says that in the beginning, the
people living along this section
of the Fraser River were without
salmon. They heard that some
women living at the mouth of
the Fraser had built a weir that
prevented the salmon from
swimming upstream. Coyote, the
trickster, decided that since he
was smarter than anyone else, he
would go and get the salmon for
the St’at’imc people.

After being assailed by flies, wasps
and salmon lice, Coyote broke
the fish weir and released the
salmon. “Follow me!” he called
out to the salmon and began to
run along the river. As he ran, he
called out to the people, “Make
your fire! The salmon are coming!
The salmon are coming!” And that
is how the salmon found their way
here to Xwisten, the confluence of
the Fraser and Bridge Rivers and
the principal fishing site of the
St’at’imc people.
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Here, in a tumultuous surge of white water, massive
ridges of bedrock burst from the river bottom, slowing
the upstream migration of the salmon, making it easier
to catch them and creating one of the greatest fishing
sites anywhere on the Fraser.
Five species of Pacific salmon are present in the Fraser
River: Chinook or Spring, Coho, Chum, Pink and
Sockeye. All begin their lives in fresh water, journey to
the sea where they disperse, grow and then return, at
ages ranging from two to eight years of age, to spawn
in their home streams and die.
The largest salmon runs began in July; therefore, late
July and early August were traditionally devoted to
catching salmon, primarily sockeye. The success of
the catch during these runs determined the ability of
St’at’imc families to survive the winter, as the fish were
dried and stockpiled. Salmon heads, eggs and innards
were used to make salmon oil, which was stored in
bottles made of salmon skin. The skin was also used to
make shoes. Salmon was a valuable trading commodity;
St’at’imc elders say this trade brought the first horses to
their territory.
For millennia, salmon has been the primary food of the
St’at’imc. The techniques currently used for aboriginal
salmon fishing on the Fraser River are gill netting,
set netting and dip netting. An unforgettable sight at
Xwisten is the view of a St’at’imc fisher perched precariously on the fishing rocks and skillfully using a dip net
on a pole to snare a silvery salmon. The fish are still
preserved in the traditional way by hanging the fillets
from the poles of a drying rack, after making cross-grain
cuts in the flesh. These cuts allow the strong, hot winds
along the riverbank to dry the flesh. The salmon are
then stored for the winter.
The Xwisten (Bridge River) Band opens the fishing rocks
to all members of the St’at’imc Nation. The Band also
conducts tours of the fishing rocks and s7istken (pit
house) sites on its land.

Preparing the fish for drying

Detailed access information:
• The Xwisten fishing rocks are 7 km north of the Mile
0 Cairn.
• From Lillooet, follow Highway 40 (Moha Road) north.
• There are 2 small pullouts before the bridge over
Bridge River.
• The fishing rocks are below at the junction of the
Bridge & Fraser Rivers.
• Use caution along slopes and rivers edges, slippery
rocks & uneven terrain.
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The Old Bridge
SITE #040103
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SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lillooet, V0K 1V0
Location/Parking: N 50°42.702’
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Geocache Location: N 50°42.714’
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Geocache altitude: 222 m./727 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1911
Ownership: District of Lillooet
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.
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A

fter enduring the rigors of
the Harrison-Lillooet Trail
in 1861, prospectors and their
stubborn mules faced another
obstacle, crossing the Fraser River
at Lillooet. As one 1860s goldseeker recorded in his diary, “The
Fraser River flows by here with great
rapidity and the want of a bridge is
greatly felt, the only method up to
the present time for conveying passengers and goods across is by boats,
while cattle and horses have to swim
across.”
Known today as The Old Bridge,
this span was built circa 1911. It
is a suspension bridge of steel
cables and wood with “dead-men”
(cable ends) embedded in the
rocky banks of the Fraser. The
middle section of the bridge is
held up by cables. The bridge
replaced a truss bridge, which
in turn replaced a winch ferry
that was powered by the river’s
current and was in use from the
1860s to 1888.

vividly recalled the intensive
labour that went into building this
span, “Everything was handmade in
those days,” said Swart. Both men
lived to see The Bridge of the 23
Camels constructed down river
from this site in the 1980s.
In 2003, the District of Lillooet
and the provincial Ministry of
Transportation completed a
restoration of the bridge, which
is for pedestrian-use only.
Then working with the Lillooet
Naturalist Society, the District
decided to make the bridge “bat
friendly.”

With assistance from the local
Lions Club, bat houses were built
and installed under the bridge
deck as part of the restoration
project. Lillooet is home to eight
confirmed species of bats, five
of them are listed by British
Columbia as endangered, threatened or at risk. The Old Bridge
provides new roosting options
that help mitigate the loss of bat
Otis Swart and Pete Diablo helped habitat due to development. On a
to build The Old Bridge. They
summer’s evening at dusk, it is a
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Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no I-57554

the Fraser, the Fraser River stock is the
only remaining wild stock. These monstrous fish, relics from the
Jurassic period, can attain lengths in
excess of six
metres and weight more than 600
kilograms.

Stocks in British Columbia had plummeted to near extinction levels by the
early 1900s because of intensive commercial fishing. In 1990, the Province
identified white sturgeon as ‘Species of
Special Concern’ and has subsequently
upgraded the species to ‘Imperiled’ putLooking up river at the Lillooet Bridge, 1911
ting the sturgeon on B.C.’s Red list. In
pleasure to watch the bats perform their aerial acrobat- 1994, commercial fishing of sturgeon was closed and a
ics above the river. And despite popular myth, bats are
catch-and-release system was initiated to help stabilize
not blind. In fact, they have
the population. At the annual Lillooet Sturgeon Derby,
excellent vision and navigate and pursue food using
competitors can still test their skills by trying to catch
their own advanced sonar systems.
a fish bigger than they are, but then it is back into the
river for the sturgeon.
The Old Bridge also overlooks a white sturgeon fishing
hole. Of the three remaining white sturgeon populaThe Old Bridge is also popular with
tions in the world, the Sacramento, the Columbia and
Lillooet residents who “do the bridges,” a 10 kilometre
walk taking in spectacular riverside views from both the
Old Bridge and the Bridge of the 23 Camels.

Detailed access information:
• From downtown, travel north to Old Mill Plaza, turn
right and cross the C.N. Rail tracks.
• Follow Old Bridge Rd. for approx 1km.
• Alternately, access the Old Bridge via Davis Rd., off
Hwy #99.
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Spawning Channel
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walk along the Lower Seton
River Spawning Channel is a
pleasant, 1.4 kilometre loop, all
on flat terrain, around the winding channel. This is a bird-watcher’s paradise, offering views of
many species, including great blue
herons, pelicans, loons, eagles,
falcons, owls, ospreys, cranes,
kingfishers, plovers, sandpipers,
flycatchers and swifts.
Try to spot the three bat houses
that have been placed in the
trees. The channel is an excellent location for seeing bats,
particularly at dusk. Other Seton
River wildlife includes river otters,
beavers, muskrats, gophers, deer,
squirrels, groundhogs, marmots,
coyotes and bears. Black bears are
more likely to be seen in the fall
when the salmon are running. If
your timing is right, you may have
an opportunity to see sqlaw’7ul
(beaver) at work.

accommodate pink salmon, who
return to the Seton River in oddnumbered years to spawn.
Pink, or humpback salmon, have
a short two-year life cycle. When
the two-year-old adult Pinks
return from the ocean to their
home streams, the female uses
her tail to dig a trough-shaped
nest, called a redd, in the gravel
of the streambed. As she deposits
her eggs, she is approached by
one or more males who fertilize
the eggs as they fall into the redd.

The Sekw’el’was (Cayoose Creek)
Community oversees the area
and is making ongoing trail
and habitat improvements. The
channel was originally operated to
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and insects were introduced for fish and wildlife use.
In-stream structures, including boulders, rocks and logs,
were also installed in the 2,900 metre-long channel.
The Lower Seton Spawning Channel receives its water
supply via 150 metre-long siphons from B.C. Hydro’s
Seton Power Canal.

The spawning channel is designed with logs and rocks to
control the speed the water travels at and create pools for
the different species of fish.
She then uses thrusts of her tail to cover the newly
deposited zygotes with gravel. The female lays from
1,000 to 2,000 eggs in several clutches within the redd,
often fertilized by different males. Females guard their
redd until death, which comes within days of spawning.
The eggs hatch from December to February, depending
on water temperatures, and the juveniles emerge from
the gravel during March and April and quickly migrate
downstream to the ocean.
To ensure fish for the future, the Lower Seton
Complexing Project was initiated to enhance the rearing habitats for a wider variety of fish species; Coho,
Chinook, Sockeye and Pink salmon, Steelhead trout,
Rainbow trout, Bull trout, Mountain whitefish, Shiners,
Sculpins and long-nosed Dace.

Funding for the ambitious “complexing” of the spawning channel was provided by B.C. Hydro’s Bridge Coastal
Restoration Program. Established in 1999, the goal of
the program is to restore fish and wildlife habitats and
resources that were adversely affected by the development of hydroelectric power facilities in the Bridge
River Coastal generation area. These footprint impacts
include negative effects on fish and wildlife as a result
of reservoir creation, watercourse diversions and dam
construction. B.C. Hydro provides $1.7 million in annual
grant funding for eligible restoration projects.
According to signage at the entrance to the project,
the Cayoose Creek Community has been developing a
co-operative working relationship with B.C. Hydro, the
federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans and the
provincial Ministry of Land, Air and Water Protection.

Detailed access information:
• From Lillooet, drive 2.5km south on Hwy #99, the
Duffy Lake Rd.
• Turn right onto the overgrown road immediately
beyond the Lightfoot Gas Station.
• Go down the hill for a short distance, and turn left at
the first fork.
• Follow the road to the parking area & signage.

To re-create the natural habitat and improve the biodiversity of the area, pools and riffles were constructed,
the channels were aligned, marshes were created
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The Kaoham Shuttle
SITE #040302

GC1VKHP

Written & Researched by Wendy Fraser

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lillooet, V0K 1V0
Train Station: N 50°41.099’
W 121°56.166’
Geocache Location: N 50°43.759’
W 122°13.193’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0555058;
North 5620015 10U
Geocache altitude: 262 m./861 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1915
Ownership: C.N. Rail &
First Nations
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessibl
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467

All aboard the Kaoham Shuttle!
allow photographers to capture
escribed as one of the most
those special glimpses of the local
spectacular rail trips in the
world, this ‘Little Engine That
wildlife.
Could’ first travels from Lillooet
The Kaoham Shuttle links Lillooet
through the narrow Seton River
with the remote lakeside
canyon. It then proceeds along
communities of Seton Portage
the scenic northwest shoreline
and Shalalth. The shuttle is an
of 24.3 kilometre-long Seton
economical and green alternative
Lake, a long, fjord-like finger of
glacial jade-green water. The lake to the only other link between
Lillooet and Seton Portage or
is walled in by near-vertical cliffs
Shalalth, a steep gravel road over
and towering mountains soaring
Mission Mountain that concludes
to heights of over 2,000 metres.
with a dramatic 1,300 metre
Bighorn sheep, bears, deer and
descent to Seton Lake.
eagles are often seen along the
route and the train will stop to

D

email: info@exploregoldcountry.com

Photo: Lillooet Museum

For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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The Cariboo Prospector, which provided Lillooet with
over 50 years of passenger service.
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The Kaoham Shuttle rail bus is operated in partnership
between Canadian National Rail and the Seton Lake
Indian Band. Its first run was November 1, 2002 and
it was established to provide a vital passenger service
after the cancellation of the regular Budd car service
that operated daily between North Vancouver and
Lillooet.

This safe near the Shalalth Station was used by prospectors
to store their gold until it could be loaded on the train.
Shalalth is the site of B.C. Hydro’s Bridge River hydroelectric complex, completed in stages from 1931 to
1960. Water is diverted from Terzaghi Dam at the foot
of Carpenter Lake, and through Mission Mountain,
plunging down the mountainside through giant
penstocks to powerhouses #1 and #2.
Seton Portage is the site of the first railway in British
Columbia. During the Cariboo Gold Rush, a tramway
was built in 1861 to transport gold-seekers’ supplies
across the “short portage” between Seton and
Anderson Lakes. Completed at a cost of $9,000, the
tramway consisted of a narrow track of wooden rails,
which guided the wagons along; later, mule-drawn
wagons resembling ore carts were employed on iron
rails. Seton Portage was also once known for its apple
orchards, and for many years the tiny community
produced the annual Christmas gift box of McIntosh
apples given by Canada to the Queen.

The train runs along a line constructed in 1915.
Hugging the shore as it does, the track above Seton
Lake features some extremely tight curves, with one
forming an 18-degree arc. The hour-long jaunt also
includes one very long, very dark tunnel. At 1,201
metres, the Seton Tunnel is the third-longest tunnel
on the former Pacific Great Eastern or B.C. Rail line.
In the St’at’imc language, the word “Shalalth” means
“the lake.” And “Kaoham” means “to meet the train.”
Detailed access information:
• The C.N. Rail station is in the 1300 block of Main
Street, Lillooet.
• Saturday to Thursday, the shuttle makes one trip
from Seton to Lillooet and back to Seton.
• On Fridays, the Shuttle offers additional service
for those interested in a day trip.
• It is essential to check and maintain schedules if
riding the shuttle.
• Ask the driver to let you off at the Shalalth Station.
• Shuttle runs on schedule – do NOT be late.
- OR • From Lillooet, take Hwy#40 (Moha Road) to the
dam and go left at the Shalalth turn off.
• Parking is available at the Shalalth station stop, do
NOT stop on road.
• Use caution, tight corners and steep grades, road
conditions should be considered.
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Red Rock
SITE #040303

GC1V1V4

Written & Researched by Wendy Fraser

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lillooet, V0K 1V0
Parking: N 50°41.534’
W 121°56.630’
Geocache Location: N 50°42.112’
W 121°57.217’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0573893;
North 5617195 10U
Geocache altitude: 828 m./2,717 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 3.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Crown Land &
First Nations
Access: • Public Road
• Seasonal
• Hiking Required
(3.5 km)
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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T

he crimson crags of Red Rock
loom like a sentinel above
Lillooet.

by its dark, iridescent green-black
back, rosy breast and red face
rimmed with black.

This familiar landmark provides a
spectacular vantage point offering panoramic vistas of the town
below; the striking confluence of
the blue waters of Cayoosh Creek
with the muddy brown Fraser
River; and the ever-changing play
of sun and shadow on the surrounding mountain peaks.

Red Rock is not red sandstone.
Instead, it is Mariposite, a kind of
nickel silicate. Red Rock gets its
distinctive red colour from the oxidized iron on the outside of the
rock. Mariposite is found in the
Shulaps mountain range northwest of Lillooet and at the base
of the steep slopes of Fountain
Ridge, directly across the Fraser
River from Lillooet and Red Rock.
Long before the Fraser carved its
deep path through this rugged
valley, a swath of Mariposite ran
from Red Rock’s outcrop across to
the base of Fountain Ridge.

The hike to Red Rock is an
experience to savour. It takes
you from dry hillsides dotted
with Ponderosa pine and up into
stands of Douglas fir. Balsam root
in season, juniper, several varieties of wild berries and wild roses
can be spotted along the way.
Listen for the sounds of chickadees, nut hatches and pileated
woodpeckers. A Lewis’s woodpecker, a red-listed (endangered)
woodpecker, has been spotted
near the trail. You could be
rewarded with a glimpse of this
rare bird, which can be identified

The hike to Red Rock is rated
moderate, with sturdy shoes and
good general health required. But
there was once a more challenging
way to reach the top of Red Rock.
In the early decades of the 20th
century, Lillooet celebrated
Canada’s July 1st birthday with a
community event called simply,
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“The July.” One of the highlights of ‘The July’ was a gruelling foot race up to Red Rock. Fleet-footed competitors would run up the mountainside, complete a circuit
around Red Rock and then descend pell-mell to Lillooet.
Chief Bill Machell’s father was one of those competitors.
Chief Machell says his father never won the exhausting
race, but he was justifiably proud to have finished it.
The best hiking time is in the morning. Do not try to
hike this trail on a hot July afternoon. Also avoid doing
this hike in the rain because you will encounter numerous muddy spots and your shoes will feel as though
they each weigh fifty pounds. Always bring plenty of
water. Black bears have been spotted in the vicinity, so
be alert and stay on the road, do not veer off.
On a scale of ‘Easy’, ‘Moderate’, ‘Difficult’ and ‘Most
Difficult’, the Red Rock trail is rated Moderate. You can
do it in running shoes, but hiking boots certainly do not
hurt, and a hiking pole is helpful in navigating the slippery slopes near the top. You can estimate that this will
take you one and a half to two hours for the climb to
this majestic lookout, with a much quicker return trip
of approximately one hour. This represents the average
time a fit adult hiker takes to complete the trail, with
occasional short stops for drinks, snacks and rest.

Detailed access information:
• Parking is available at the paved turnaround at the
south end of Victoria Street.
• Red Rock Trail is the road straight off the end of the
turnaround that follows along the bank.
• Follow the trail along the bank and turn right at the
intersecting road and follow it up the hill.
• Take the first right, just before the large blue water
reservoir.
• Stay left on the flat area under the power lines.
• The proper road runs left and starts to climb again
after the power lines.
• Stay on this road all the way up to Red Rock (do
not follow any of the small dirt bike or hiking trails
off the road)
• There is a new fire road that starts to descend from
the switchback just below Red Rock. Do not go
down this road, continue your ascent on the old
road to the left.
• The road ends at Red Rock. Follow the trail 50
meters down the ridge to the view point.
• Remember this is a hike, be prepared with plenty
of water and let others know where you are
headed.

Remember, Red Rock is farther than it looks. But the
gorgeous scenery is well worth the effort!
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Tunkwa Lake
SITE #050101

GC1VBVC

Written & Researched by Doug Smith

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Location/Parking: N 50°36.144’
W 120°51.623’
Geocache Location: N 50°36.139’
W 120°51.625’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0651406;
North 5607787 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,150 m./3,774 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)
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The area was used for hunting and
fishing by First Nations peoples,
but its elevation and long winters
discouraged permanent residence.
A transportation corridor was
likely used from Kamloops Lake
up Durand Creek and down
Guichon Creek towards the Nicola
River for trade. The first mining
claims were established in nearby
Logan Lake as early as 1871, but
little development occurred for
the next ninety years. Full scale
development of the mines nearby
started up in the 1960s. There
were some claims in the Tunkwa
Lake area also, and there is a story
that a trapper was paid to overwinter in a cabin near the lakes
just to protect the claim. Winters
are long in this high country!

The area was used by ranchers
and homesteaders early in the
twentieth century in the Meadow
Creek area, the Guichon Creek
Valley and in some of the grassland areas toward Tunkwa and
Leighton Lakes. Ranching continues to be active in these highland
plateaus.

sh

unkwa and Leighton Lakes lay
approximately twenty minutes
drive from either Savona or Logan
Lake along a good gravel and dirt
road. Tunkwa Lake Provincial Park
is comprised of 5,100 hectares of
grassland, forests, creeks, wetlands and lakes on the Thompson
Plateau.
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Date Established: c1909
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
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o

J.B. Leighton
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to Savona and over time Leighton took up ranching,
acquiring 1,800 acres, with another 2,400 acres leased.
He took on the task of running the ferry at Savona, was
district cattle overseer, Fisheries Officer and superintendent of the B.C. Express. In James’ retirement he
published some of his reminiscences in ‘The Sentinel’
newspaper in Kamloops. He passed away in 1945 at the
age of 94.

Tunkwa and Leighton Lakes were made larger by damming the outlets. Downstream grazing lands benefit
from a summer supply of water from these reservoirs.
This occurred as early as 1909 when James Leighton
funded a project to use the headwaters of Guichon
Creek. By putting a ditch into Tunkwa Lake and another
at Leighton Lake, with dams on both to feed Durand
Creek as needed, he was able to provide irrigation and
domestic water for the ranches on the southern hills
above Savona.
James Leighton came from Scotland to California in the
1850s and then moved to Vancouver Island. He went
on to Barkerville, then Lytton with his uncle while still
a teenager. He became an agent for Barnard’s Express,
and then moved to Cache Creek where he and his new
wife took care of the telegraph. In 1881 he received
the contract to carry the weekly mail from Cache Creek
to Kamloops and on to Spallumcheen. They moved

Tunkwa Lake was named after the Indian word “Toonkwa” which means Goose Lake. It was established as a
Provincial Park in 1996 out of recommendations from
a Provincial Management Plan process for the area.
The lake features one of the top ten fisheries in the
province, specializing in the famous Kamloops fighting
trout. The two lakes also provide stock for other lakes
in British Columbia. There are extensive grasslands surrounding the lake, with bluegrass, rough fescue, needleand-thread and blue bunch wheatgrass. Grassland birds
like meadowlarks, curlews, killdeer and vesper sparrows
nest in the spring. Riparian zones, swamps and ponds
are home to waterfowl such as ducks, geese, loons,
grebes and sandpipers. The surrounding forests are
habitat for moose, deer, bears, coyotes, lynx, bobcat,
cougars, rabbits, marmots, eagles, kestrels and grouse.
Campers can stay at either Tunkwa or Leighton Lake
and a total of 275 sites are available for fishermen,
hunters, ATVers, hikers and geocachers, and anyone
who loves the outdoors. Recreationalists can visit
nearby Logan Lake for supplies and services. Toon-kwa
– a special place.
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The Birth of Logan Lake
SITE #050102

GC1V1WP

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Parking: N 50°29.996’
W 120°48.795’
Geocache Location: N 50°29.966’
W 120°48.776’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0655104;
North 5596447 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,155 m./3,790 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1970
Ownership: District of Logan Lake
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located within the
District of Logan
Lake.
• Parking is available
at the ski trail
parking lot.
• High visibilty area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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70 Mile House, c1914

I

n the heart of Gold Country
in the early 1970s there was a
brand new town offering golden
opportunities to those who dared
to come. One of the newest
and youngest towns in British
Columbia, Logan Lake was built
on the copper potential of the
Highland Valley. And how long
does it take to build a town from
scratch? Not long when there is
will, cooperation and, well, copper, lots and lots of copper.
Ranchers had been settling in
the area since 1870. By the early
nineteen hundreds it was miners
who came to the valley. Copper
porphyry was abundant in the

area. Those willing to experience
the trials and tribulations of
mining soon staked claims. In
1910 well known surveyor Frank
Cyril Swannell explored and
mapped the Highland Valley.
The intense labour and great
distances to take copper to a
smelter did not prove as economical as they had hoped. It was a
long haul by horse drawn wagon
on steep dirt cattle trails through
the Highland Valley to Ashcroft
and beyond. Many dreams of
wealth were dashed and claims
and mine shafts soon abandoned.
It was the mid-sixties before
technology would
be available to
present the copper
mining industry
with a more
feasible and economical approach
to mining in the
Highland Valley.
Alongside other
mining ventures,
Dr. Egil Lorntzen,
a geophysicist,
after exploring
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and staking claims in the area, saw the real potential in
excavating and removing the large quantities of copper.
With substantial investing and mine engineering, the
mining excavation would soon begin. And so would the
construction of a town to provide homes and services
to those few who were currently employed by Lornex
and those many that soon would be.
Summertime 1970, excavation for utility services underground and surveying for housing began. It was phase
one of the new town. Housing starts began in the
early winter and hay bales were used to insulate the
basement concrete and water lines to protect them
from freezing.
In the meantime while the town was being erected,
literally from the ground up, Victoria appointed John
Aldrich from Lornex as Mayor, and Councillors Douglas
Guild, Russell Scott, James McDonald and William
Gilmore. The Village of Logan Lake was incorporated
and M.L.A. Phil Gaglardi presented the provincial flag.
All the town and district services were built in one area
providing easy access. The town hall with council
chambers, town clerk’s office and Lornex housing
services were all together in the municipal and district
building. Next door were the Fire and Rescue services
and RCMP, while public health was across the road.
Retail shops and the library were all built in a
pedestrian only mall. Lornex donated the eight hundred

thousand dollar construction costs for sewage and
wastewater services and a television repeater station.
A recreation society was formed and Lornex donated
money for the playground and sports fields, as well
as, the construction costs for a community recreation
centre.
At the beginning of August 1971 the people came.
Entering onto Galena Drive, the first phase of
housing was completed and wound onto Beryl and
Amber Drives. There were eighty homes, five condos
and thirty trailer lots ready for residents. The school
was completed by enrolment date. The brand new town
of Logan Lake was now populated.
A little more than a year after its inception, the
inaugural ceremony took place on November 13, 1971.
Phil Gaglardi presented the town seal and gavel to
Mayor Aldrich. The Village of Logan Lake was now
official.
The copper of the Highland Valley is a valued metal.
More importantly, the Highland Valley copper from
the Lornex mine laid the foundation for the birth and
growth of a newly erected town. In the seventies Logan
Lake provided many golden opportunities for young
families. Today many families still remain. Beautifully
situated, Logan Lake is a still a thriving town in the
heart of Gold Country.
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Logan Lake Pioneers
SITE #050103

GC1VBWP

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Geocache Location: N 50°29.424’
W 120°49.425’
Accuracy: 10 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0654366;
North 5595420 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,044 m./3,425 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1970
Ownership: District of Logan Lake
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located within the
District of Logan
Lake.
• Parking available at
Whispering Pines
Cemetery.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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U

p in copper country, nestled
in the Highland Valley, is a
small but mighty town not yet
four decades old. Built by the copper mining industry and with the
determination of Egil Lorntzsen
and many others, Logan Lake is
a village of new era pioneers. Dr.
Lorntzsen discovered copper and
started one of the world’s largest
open pit copper mines. Logan
Lake was built because of his
perseverance and largesse.
Ranchers had been pre-empting
and homesteading in the surrounding area since the turn of
the twentieth century. Ranches
were long established at Mamette
Lake and Meadow Creek.
However, there was no central
industry or town to draw families
to the area. Well, not until Lornex
mine established itself as one of
the largest open pit mines in the
world.

daughter whose name had been
adapted to English as Anne Logan,
thus the name Logan Lake.
The town took a year plus to
structurally build and was open
for occupancy on August 2nd,
1971. The first to arrive were
Willis and Evelyn McBride. Willis
was a mining engineer and arrived
with his family from Asbestos,
Ontario. On their heels were
Glen and Johanna Scott, who had
pioneered Elliot Lake in Ontario.
Willis and Evelyn’s son, young
Doug McBride, was the first
student employee of the village,
working under the supervision
of Clifford Proznick. Cliff came
to Logan Lake in 1970 during its
construction, moved his family to
town in June 1971 and remained
to become the first village employee.

Bobby Cunliffe also arrived with
his wife and family in August.
Logan Lake was the chosen site to Bobby, a mechanical engineer
build the town. It is believed the
from Britain, was to be the mainlake got its name from a Savona
tenance supervisor for the Lornex
Indian named Tslakan. He had a
mine. The following month he
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In 1973, the energy of Bill Maggs came to town. He became the public works manager, the fire chief, founded
the country club and started a winter polar carnival. He
was also instrumental in the building of the recreation
centre.
And they kept on coming. By mid-November 1971 five
hundred people were living, working and playing in
Logan Lake. Within the next few months another one
hundred homes would be completed.

Mine development in the Highland Valley, c1970
created a boys and girls club for the many youngsters
now in Logan Lake.
Postmistress Rose Naismyth also arrived in August and
Canada Post was first established in the basement of
her home until October. Joe and Mary Moss arrived
from Kamloops to open and run a Safety Mart grocery
store. It was opened on September 5th and the Mosses
not only carried food and the basics but also provided
gardening and hardware supplies.
An RCMP detachment was established and Constable
Larry Larsen and Corporal John Boh began their patrol
of Logan Lake and the surrounding Highland Valley. The
Hitchens, Brian a principal and Vallerie a teacher, would
be opening the school with an enrolment of ninety-seven elementary pupils and twenty-two kindergarteners.
A nurse, Marie King, arrived as did Dr. Shaw. Marie later
went on to be mayor in 1978.

The town continued to grow. By 1974 the population
was nearly fifteen hundred people. Logan Lake became
a desirable town to work, play and raise a family. Its
appeal was spreading. At its peak in 1981, the population had grown to more than twenty-six hundred and
currently remains steady around twenty-three hundred.
Logan Lake was a fresh town built by the hard work and
perseverance of many people in the early seventies. It
grew from sod to a village with all the amenities for
residents who thrive on what the area has to offer. It
may not have a museum or a long history, but what it
does have is a concise history with lots of stories; stories of the people who were the first new era pioneers.
The very people, who today some forty years later,
enjoy sharing their tales and their town with visitors,
the new era pioneers and people of Logan Lake are a
gold mine of information on how to successfully build
and grow a town in Gold Country.
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Transvaal Mine
SITE #050104

GC1TQFD

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Location/Parking: N 50°33.800’
W 121°00.949’
Geocache Location: N 50°33.867’
W 121°00.934’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0640541;
North 5603273 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,771 m./5,811 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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George Novak (right) and the Transvaal Tunnel.

he ‘Novak’ cabin was built by
pioneer miner George Novak
while he worked at the Transvaal
mine.

black rocks are basaltic andesite.

The history of the Guichon
batholith, in terms of mining, goes
back to the turn of the twentieth
Northwest of the District of Logan century thanks to pioneers like
Lake exists mountains rich with
George Novak.
local mining history. Of the late
Triassic and early Jurassic period, Born in Ontario in 1862, George
this Nicola volcanic rock is of the was the oldest child of a large
family. George left home at the
Guichon batholith, with Miocene
age of 16 and began his mining
basalt.
The batholith is a great irregular
mass of coarse-grained igneous
rock more than one hundred
kilometres square. It is one of
the most studied intrusions of
country rock in the Canadian
Cordillera. Rich in copper and
molybdenum, it is the principal copper reserve for British
Columbia.
Much of the area is covered by
till, an unconsolidated sediment
containing all sizes of rock fragments from clay to boulders. This
sediment with the great boulders
was deposited by alpine glacial
action. These massive dull green-

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Date Established: 1899
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Forestry Access
Road
• Seasonal
• 4x4 Vehicle
recommended.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

George’s niece Lillian Price with an
ore car at the Transvaal Tunnel.
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career in Butte, Montana; a famous mining town. By
1895 George had followed other interested miners to
the Kootenay region of British Columbia. He later came
to Ashcroft, where he met a couple of fellows who
wanted him to go north to the Cariboo after gold, but
George never made the trip.
Samples of copper ore and rough sketches provided by
local native Spence, beckoned George to the Highland
Valley, where he spent the whole summer of 1898.
Within a couple of years Novak had staked six claims,
including the Transvaal, reportedly staked September
20, 1899. This group became known as the Highland
claims. By 1902, with partners Hosking and Knight,
he had opened up good sized bodies of ore on the
Transvaal property.
Several other miners also staked claims in the Highland
Valley; the ore was there along with the dream of
something big to come. The ore was first moved by

During the 1920s and 1930s many of the claims were
allowed to lapse, and the partners moved on to other
ventures. But not so for George Novak who was described by the department of mines as “plucky”. George
continued to work the Transvaal tunnel from 1929 until
1945 out of his own pocket. It was during this time that
George built his cabin; one side was used for living and
the other side for his supplies.
George continued to work
the mine sporadically until
he retired at the age of 91.
He died in Ashcroft, British
Columbia in 1957 at the
age of 94, just a few short
years before the dreams
of Highland Valley became
a reality. George Novak
is buried in the Ashcroft
cemetery.

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

(above) George’s cabin
as it appeared in
1938.
(right) A photo of how
it appears today.

pack horse and later by freight wagon, but uneven terrain and the steep grade made movement of the ore to
the Canadian Pacific Railway loading docks in Ashcroft
difficult at best. Although testing continued at various
sites and better roads were considered there was never
enough investment money to fulfill the potential of the
Valley’s ore.

George Novak

Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #97C, access Cinder Hill forest service
road.
• Be prepared for all conditions, back country
access.
• There is no celluar service & vehicle with good
clearance required for rain bars.
• Up-to-date maps are advised, as logging roads
and cut blocks change landscapes.
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Highland Valley Copper Mine
SITE #050201

GC1TXPX

Written & Researched by Christine Whitehead

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Parking: N 50°30.414’
W 121°00.913’
Geocache Location: N 50°30.404’
W 121°01.194’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0640405;
North 5596846 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,374 m./4,507 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1962
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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H

ighland Valley Copper Mine
is one of the largest open pit
copper mining and concentrating
operations in the world. The size
of the operation laid out below
you is astonishing to a first time
viewer; it is said that astronauts
can use the Valley pit to mark
their place in space, as it is one of
earth’s features visible on a clear
day.

ing in the area and investigating
abandoned claims. New Brunswick
born Heustis, a well-respected
businessman with significant
connections and vision, was a
major force in the successful
opening of the first low-grade
high volume open pit copper mine
in Canada. One of the three
Bethlehem pits was named
Heustis.

The history of Highland Valley
Copper dates back to 1962,
with the commissioning of the
Bethlehem Copper Mine (on the
north side of the highway). The
official opening of the Bethlehem
Mine on February 1, 1963 brought
new prosperity to Ashcroft, 43 km
to the west, where many of the
employees lived.

The Bethlehem Mine sites
were followed by discovery of
the Lornex ore body in 1963.
Stripping of the Lornex deposit
began in 1970 and the milling of

Japan’s Sumitomo Metal Mining
Company Ltd. put up 5.5
million dollars to develop the
mine, after being convinced by
Herman (Spud) Heustis to invest
in the project. Heustis became
convinced that the mine would be
a viable operation after prospect-
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Copper concentrate is transported in bulk trucks 43
km to the rail yard at Ashcroft, then by rail to North
Vancouver and finally by ship to overseas smelters.
The molybdenum concentrate is packaged on site for
shipment.
Highland Valley Copper has an active environmental
management program covering waste management,
land and water reclamation, as well as, site decommissioning. At the end of 2007, approximately 2,292
hectares, out of a total disturbed area of 6,181 hectares,
had been re-vegetated.

One of the massive trucks that haul the ore.
the ore commenced in 1972. The Municipality of Logan
Lake was constructed and incorporated in 1970 to accommodate the growing workforce at Lornex. In 1964
the Valley deposit was discovered; however, stripping of
waste rock was not initiated until 1982.
Today, the Highland Valley Copper operation is the
largest open pit copper mine in Canada, employing
more than 1,000 people. Owned by Teck Cominco and
Highmont Mining Company, this site produces 1% of the
world’s copper and 1.5% of the world’s molybdenum.
In 2008, Highland Valley Copper produced 254
million pounds of copper from 334,000 tonnes of copper sulphide concentrate and 3,800 tonnes of molybdenum sulphide concentrates, containing 4.2 million
pounds of molybdenum. Because the ore bodies only
average 0.38% copper a total of more than 86.9 million
metric tonnes of rock is mined, of which 44.9 million
dry metric tonnes of ore is milled.

Waste stripping for Highland Valley’s 300 million dollar
mine life extension is continuing with the pushback of
the east wall in the Valley Pit. The pushback of the west
wall is necessary to extend the mine life to 2019.
Upon closure, the mine is committed to reclaiming the
land to a sustainable state, “equal to or better than what
existed prior to mining, on a property average basis.”

Detailed access information:
• From Logan Lake, travel west 18 km on Hwy #97C
and turn onto Viewpoint Rd.
• From Ashcroft the mine is approx. 43 km east on
Hwy #97C.
• Follow Bose Lake Rd. for about 2 km, before a left
turn onto a dirt road.
• The mine is private property with no access, view
from cache site & lookout.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Paska Lake
SITE #050301

GC1VNQ7

Written & Researched by Doug Smith

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Location/Parking: N 50°31.618’
W 120°39.518’
Geocache Location: N 50°31.708’
W 120°39.337’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0666156;
North 5600015 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,475 m./4,838 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Public Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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T

he Meadow Creek Road is
the main route between
Kamloops and Logan Lake. It can
be accessed off the Coquihalla
Highway near Lac le Jeune or by
driving east from Logan Lake.
The road travels through open
country dotted with ranches.
Part way along the road, a side
route climbs north to a series of
Highland Lakes.
The Paska Lake Road is a good
road and suitable for two wheel
drive vehicles, as it climbs up
beside Morrison Creek on its way
to Paska Lake. Beyond, road conditions are good during summer,
but will vary with the seasons.
Some of the more remote lakes
require a four wheel drive vehicle
with good clearance.

a popular summer destination. It
freezes over from November right
through to mid-May.
An open, B.C. Forest Service
Campsite lies on the west bank
of the lake. There are fifty sites
with picnic tables, pit toilets and
a boat launch. Many campers
come to Paska Lake and venture
out to fish, hike, mountain bike,
dirt bike, ATV, ride on horseback
or explore. The lake is used for
canoeing, boating and swimming.
In the winter, the area is used for
snowmobiling and cross country
skiing.
Centered at Paska Lake, there
are trails east up the slopes of

From the turn off, Paska Lake
is a 14 km drive. The route in
is forested and the views are
limited, but at Paska Lake, the
views open up and beautiful Paska
Lake lies to your right. At 1,440
meters elevation (4,724 feet), it
is fifty hectares in size, very
accessible and well-used. Paska is
stocked with rainbow trout and
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Beyond Face Lake, the road gets rougher and in some
seasons may require a four wheel drive vehicle, but the
lakes beyond are worth the slow going.
Dominic Lake is north of Paska, it is 36 hectares in size
and sits at 5,000 feet. Ice remains on the lake until the
end of May and there is a fishing camp on the lake with
cabins and boats. The lake is stocked with rainbow
trout and because of its elevation; the fishing is good
for the whole ice-free season, although trout sizes are
smaller.

Chuwhels Mountain or north to Greenstone Mountain.
Many smaller lakes, side roads and trails exist for
anyone who wants to explore.

Beyond Dominic Lake, Dairy Lake is 26 hectares in size
and lies at 1,460 meters or 4,789 feet. There is a small
B.C. Forest Service Campsite and a boat launch. This
lake is sometimes subject to winterkill. Further down
the slopes to the north lies Duffy Lake at 23 hectares
and 1,160 meters (3,800 feet). It can also be accessed
from the north via the Greenstone Mountain road
system. This is another B.C. Forest Service Campsite, a
boat launch and excellent fishing.

Paska Lake has excellent populations of freshwater
shrimp, chironomid, caddis fly, mayfly and dragonfly
larvae, providing feed for the trout that grow up to
three pounds. It is a very good fly fishing lake.

On this highland plateau, there are numerous other
lakes including the Wyse Lakes and Roper Lake. This is
an area worth exploring, staying for awhile and returning to. Try out the Paska Lake Road this summer!

Face Lake, sixty hectares in size, is a short drive north
of Paska and is also called Mile High Lake. There is a
small B.C. Forest Service Campsite on the north end
of the lake with ten sites, a car top boat launch and a
private resort on the lake. Trolling for trout is the best
method for fishing on this highland lake.
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Detailed access information:
• From Logan Lake, take Meadow Creek Rd. to
Paska Lake Rd.
• Parking is available in each of the recreation sites.
• If stopping along the road, please pull well off in
wide spots.

PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Lytton Reaction Ferry
SITE #060102

GC1TQ34

Written & Researched by Peter McArthur

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lytton, V0K 1Z0
Location/Parking: N 50°14.799’
W 121°35.606’
Geocache Location: N 50°14.825’
W 121°35.650’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0600233;
North 5567049 10U
Geocache altitude: 187 m./612 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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F

irst Nations people initially
travelled across the rivers at
Lytton by canoe. Early European
settlers built several “ferries,”
which were generally row boats
attached to a cable. The current
form of crossing, a reaction ferry,
was first built in the 1940s.

The ferry is lashed to the dock to
allow loading and unloading then
the opposite rudder is lowered
into the river, allowing the ferry
to return across the river. There is
no engine and no electricity is required, providing a charming five
minute ride on a sunny afternoon.

The Lytton Reaction Ferry is a
The Lytton Reaction Ferry protraditional non-powered river
vides access to the west side of
ferry. Consisting of two steel
the Fraser, home to approximately
pontoons, a small deck and a crew
house, its simple construction
has withstood the test of time.
The ferry is attached to the cable
spanning the river with a ‘traveller’ and managed with a ‘bridle’ of
steel cables and sheaves. A simple
wooden dock on each side of
the river provides a docking area
for the ferry and ramps to load
vehicles and passengers.
To begin crossing, a rudder at
the forward end of the ferry is
lowered turning the ferry at an
angle to the river’s flow. Since
the cable over the river prevents
the ferry from being pushed
downstream the force of the
current propels the ferry across.

Photo: Lytton Museum & Archives

Date Established: c1940
Ownership: Lytton First Nations &
BC Ministry of
Transportation &
Infrastructure
Access: • Public Road
• Seasonal (ferry
closed at high water)
• Vehicle accessible
• Located 2.5km
northwest of Lytton
on Hwy #12.
• Turn left onto the
Lytton Ferry Rd.

Lytton Ferry c 1929
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Lytton Ferry c 1950
300 people. School buses bring children across to
Lytton daily and visitors and hikers can access the
front end of the Stein Valley Nlaka’pamux Provincial
Park. Bearing great historical, cultural and spiritual
significance, this park provides the nature purist with
wonderful backcountry hiking opportunities. You may
also follow a gravel road 65 km north to Lillooet or
30 km south to Boston Bar; however, neither road is
recommended to occasional drivers.
Although the daily ferry ride is peaceful, there has been
excitement too. On May 9, 1979 cables broke loose
leaving the ferry to float down the Fraser River. Boats
from Boston Bar rescued it, gently pulling the ferry to
shore. No one was injured and even the car on board
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The ferry operates from 6:30 am to 10:15 pm daily, closing for lunch and dinner. No reservations are required;
however, there can sometimes be a wait. Do not be late;
the last crossing is at exactly 10:15 pm not approximately 10:15 pm. The Lytton Reaction Ferry holds two
vehicles and twelve people but does not operate yearround. Due to the dangers of being struck by debris
carried down the river, the ferry ceases operation each
spring, during high water. It has also been temporarily
closed for ice flows.
Visit with the ferry operators to learn more adventures
and mechanics of this innovative crossing.

Photo: Peter McArthur

Photo: Lytton Museum & Archives

made it home safely. However, tragedy had previously
struck in the 1960s, when a car rolled off the ferry into
the river and two local seniors drowned.

GEOLOGICAL WONDERS

Goldpan Provincial Park
SITE #060201

GC1TKWQ

Written & Researched by Peter McArthur

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lytton, V0K 1Z0
Location/Parking: N 50°20.991’
W 121°23.371’
Geocache Location: N 50°20.743’
W 121°23.374’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0614582;
North 5578310 10U
Geocache altitude: 214 m./701 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1956
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located 10 km south
of Spences Bridge
on Hwy #1.
• Located 28 km north
of Lytton on Hwy #1.
Note: Fishermen must
check regulations for
closures.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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G

oldpan Provincial Park hosts
14 campsites and a few day
use picnic tables on 5 hectares,
tucked between the Thompson
River and the Trans Canada
Highway. Scenery, semi-precious
gems, wildlife, fishing, train
watching, history and more make
this park quite charming!

The rock on the highway side of
the river is made of two distinct
types, exposed gravel bars and
lava basalt. Large gravel deposits
were left throughout this stretch
of the canyon during the formation of a large glacial lake that
once covered the Interior of B.C.
A wide variety of rounded rocks
are visible along the highway, due
The park road is part of the origi- to significant erosion from subsenal Cariboo Wagon Road. Before
quent river flows and weathering.
the park was created, the Goldpan The gravel banks have eroded,
area was commonly used as a
creating tall pillars known as pinresting area and camping location.
The Thompson River, through this
stretch, is famous for its steelhead
fishery and the nearby community
of Spences Bridge contains several
historic buildings over 100 years
old. The Nlaka’pamux are the
indigenous people of the area
and you may discover arrowheads
of chert and agate, remnant
evidence of their traditional
lifestyle. Most commonly found
are small flakes of chert, showing
where stone implements were
made. Chert is an exceptionally
hard, sedimentary rock that may
contain fossils.
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nacles or hoodoos and the rocks constantly roll across
the highway, especially at an area referred to as the
“shooting gallery”. One of the most impressive features
are the bands of various gravel colours in the cliffs,
which consist of stripes and swirls creating sand art in
greens, blacks and reds.
The second type of rock is the ancient lava basalt that is
exposed from Spences Bridge south to Nicoamen River.
This rock is largely without topsoil or vegetation, laying
naked to the wind
and rain and eroding
into fantastic shapes,
exposing oxidized
minerals hidden
within. The hillsides
around Goldpan are
famous for their
smokey grey banded
agates, found in
potato sized nodules
Agates found at Goldpan

The Basalt hills are stark, rugged, harsh and beautiful in
their own right. About 4 km south of Goldpan there is
a formation called the Rooster. Look up the hillside into
the draw while crossing the C.P. railway at Drynock, a
thumb of rock sticks up that looks remarkably like a
rooster’s neck and head.
Also, the Fraser River Gold Rush of 1858 started with a
shipment of gold from the Nicoamen River, just a few
miles south of Goldpan.
The area around Goldpan Park has many other attractions; Murray Creek and Nicoamen River both have
spectacular waterfalls.
Have your camera ready
for bighorn sheep and
bald eagle viewing,
and there is Rainbow
Canyon with its coloured
bands of folded rock.
Farm fresh peaches and
tomatoes are available
locally in season, and the
vicinity is famous for its
white water river rafting.
Unexpected adventure
waits at every turn.
Rooster rock formation

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Photo: Peter McArthur

Photo: Peter McArthur

and covered with a reddish rind. There are also white
and yellow agates, chalcedony and rare opal pieces.
Agate is found throughout the area; and a collector
reported that he gathers a gunnysack full every year, on
foot from Goldpan.
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Botanie Valley
SITE #060301

GC1TQCY

Written & Researched by Peter McArthur

SITE IDENTIFICATION

Photo: Peter Wratschun

Nearest Community: Lytton, V0K 1Z0
Location: N 50°22.743’
W 121°32.866’
Geocache Location: N 50°22.802’
W 121°32.890’
Accuracy: 11 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0603224;
North 5581893 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,127 m./3,696 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2.5

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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I

n 1926, with horse-powered
scrapers, an earthen dam was
built high up in the Botanie Valley
creating a small picturesque lake.
The dam provided much needed
water to the hot, dry benches of
the Fraser River valley, allowing
the development of early farming and settlement. One of the
original scrapers is on display at
the Lytton Museum, along with
pictures of the original dam construction in 1926 and the rebuild
in 1998.
Prior to the dam, the area was a
natural meadow, brimming with
wild flowers. Used as a gathering
place for local First Nations people, the Nlaka’pamux, the Botanie
Valley offered shelter from the
summer heat. In Lytton, summer
temperatures are regularly above
40 degrees Celsius. A vast storehouse of natural products can
be obtained from the woods and
meadow, where the Nlaka’pamux
traditionally gathered berries,
roots and animals. The local
First Nations still hold a Healing
Gathering and other events in
the area, supporting a continued
connection with nature.

One interesting fact about Botanie
Lake is that the dam is on provincial land, but the lake is entirely
on First Nations Reserve lands.
The dam only flooded the lowest
parts of the meadows, which now
provide grassy slopes down to the
water’s edge. The dam was rebuilt
in 1998 with modern spillways;
however, it retains its natural feel.
The valley is known for its
biological diversity. The mouth
of the valley is semi-arid and is
the natural habitat of prickly pear
cactus (Opuntia fragilus) and sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata). As the
main road climbs, the major flora

Photo: Peter Wratschun

(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1926
Ownership: Crown Land & First
Nations
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.
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The elevation of Botanie Lake is
approximately 1,000 meters, and
at the southern end of the lake
you can see the former Botanie
Mountain Forest Lookout watching over you from the 2,000
meter level. The unmarked lookout road begins roughly 6 km
from the bottom of the Botanie
main road, switching back and
forth up the mountain for nearly
3 km. If you are able to visit
this lookout on a sunny day, the
360-degree view is spectacular.

View of the dam
quickly changes to Ponderosa Pines (Pinus ponderosa)
and Fir (Pseudotsuga Menziesii), with Saskatoon Berry
(Amelanchier spp) understory. The wild flowers range
from common Columbine (Aquilega formosa), Indian
Paintbrush (Castilleja spp.), wild Sunflowers or Balsam
root (Balsamrhiza sagittata), to a rare white bunching
ladyslipper. The road continues into coastal rain forest
vegetation, such as Cedar (Thuja plicata) and Amabilis Fir
(Abies Amabalis). On the mountain slopes above the tree
line you can find tundra and approximately 5 kilometers
past Botanie Lake is the Skwaha Ecological Reserve. If
you choose to journey further to explore Skwaha, please
ensure you plan ahead and contact both Lytton First
Nations and Parks Staff for permission to access this
protected area. You may reach Kamloops, Water, Air and
Land Protection Office at 250-371-6200.

Botanie is the name of the lake,
valley and mountain, derived
from the Thompson Language,
the language of the Nlaka’pamux
people. The language was
not a written language; therefore, there are several
English versions of the translation including Pootanie,
Botany and Botannie. The correct pronunciation is
boo-TAN-y, with emphasis on the second syllable. Three
translations of the name’s meaning include: ‘Blanket
of Flowers’, ‘Blanket of Cloud’ and ‘Blanketed’. In any
language, the valley is breathtakingly beautiful.
Detailed access information:
• From Lytton, head north on Hwy #12, then turn
right just past the bridge onto Botanie Valley Rd.
• Travel 17km to the Botanie Rec Site.
• Please honour the ‘No Trespassing’ sign posted
at the cattleguard, this is First Nations land and
permission must be sought to access beyond the
dam.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Cumming, I. (2005). Wildflowers of Skwaha Ecological Reserve. Retrieved February 2, 2009, from Flowers of
Botanie Ecological Reserve, Lytton, BC Web site: http://www.ece.ubc.ca/~ianc/Botanie3/
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GRAVESITES & MYSTICAL PLACES

Stein Valley Asking Rock
SITE #060401

GC1VCKG

Written & Researched by Christine Whitehead

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lytton, V0K 1Z0
Location: N 50°16.285’
W 121°38.394’
Parking: N 50°16.342’
W 121°38.129’
Geocache Location: N 50°16.292’
W 121°38.445’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0596862;
North 5569705 10U
Geocache altitude: 210 m./690 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1995
Ownership: BC Provincial Park &
First Nations Land
Access: • Ferry & gravel road
• Seasonal (Ferry
does not run during
high water).
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

S

tein Valley Nlaka’pamux
Heritage Provincial Park was
officially protected in 1995 and
is jointly managed by the Lytton
First Nation and B.C. Parks. The
name “Stein” comes from the
Nlaka’pamux word “Stagyn”,
which means “hidden place”.

in southern British Columbia. The
Birthing Rock at the entrance to
the Stein Valley belongs to these
people. It has long been a source
of intrigue and has elicited feelings of emotion and empathy for
lives lived for hundreds of years in
this beautiful valley.

The lower Stein Valley is the
home of physical and cultural
remains of the heritage of the
Nlaka’pamux, (commonly called
“The Thompson”) First Nation
people of Interior Salish ethnicity

You will find the birthing rock by
starting at the trailhead by the
park sign. Hike along the hillside
trail and across a rustic bridge
over Stryen Creek. Continue
along the trail until you reach a

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here
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The birthing rock is often referred to as the “Asking
Rock.” First Nations people would stop and ask the
spirits for permission to enter the Stein Valley. They
would also ask for safe travels and for good weather. If
you look closely, you will observe faded rock paintings
made by the Nlaka’pamux at special locations. These
paintings are said to possess spiritual powers. Most of
these are found on cliffs or boulders at the base of the
broken-rock covered slopes beside the aboriginal trail
that follows the river through the mountains.
The paint used to create these images was made from
red ochre, mixed with burned tamarack pitch and saliva.
Red ochre is a dye made from the naturally tinted clay
found in this area. The red color symbolized life, luck
and goodness. Do not touch the pictographs or petroglyphs, as they are extremely fragile.
Remember not to disturb the offerings to the spirits
that you will find throughout this area. Traditional offerings were burnt sage and tobacco; however, today the
offerings range greatly.

The rock has been decorated with
Pictographs. Some of these pictographs have existed for
several thousand years. Please refrain from touching them,
as the oils and acids from your skin are damaging.
large rock with two cradle-like hollows, large enough
for a person to lie. Native women would line the stone
ledges with soft fir boughs and give birth to their children in this sacred place. The babies would be baptized
in the frigid waters of Stryen Creek.

Detailed access information:
• From Lytton take the Ferry across the Fraser River.
• Approximately 5 km up the road take a left on Stein
Trail Road (marked).
• This will lead you to the parking coordinates and
trail head.
• Remember you are in a wilderness setting, respect
all wildlife.
• Abide by all B.C. Park notice to users signage, and
remain in designated parking areas.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Scheer, R. (Undated). Vision Quest Rock Art in B.C.’s Stein Valley.
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GRAVESITES & MYSTICAL PLACES

Lytton Cemetery
SITE #060402

GC1TQ25

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lytton, V0K 1Z0
Location/Parking: N 50°13.351’
W 121°34.549’
Geocache Location: N 50°13.252’
W 121°34.477’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0601682;
North 5564160 10U
Geocache altitude: 289 m./947 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1876
Ownership: Village of Lytton
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located on Hwy #1
across from Kumsheen Secondary
School.
• Please park in visitor
parking area and
stay clear of graveyard entrances.
• Cache is not in the
graveyard, please
respect all interred
here.
• High visibility area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

H

Many volunteers helped clear the
site revealing the markers. Every
gravestone or marker was then
examined in detail and individual
photos were taken. Volunteer
Marie Heaster deciphered and
recorded all the information,
With little information to go by
mapping the cemetery and its
and no map of the cemetery or
residents. All the information and
grave markers, it was a matter
photographs for each gravesite
of mining history in the dark.
was collated and filed in the
Sometimes that is what archaeolo- Lytton Village office.
gists do, they lay out their grid
What did all this work reveal?
system to ensure accuracy of
points and record an entire block Many interesting stories on the
people who built the village of
to be slowly dug and explored.
Lytton lay above today’s town.
However, at the Lytton Cemetery What does 2nd century Rome and
no one was interested in digging
19th century northern Italy have
up any graves. What they did
to do with Lytton? Now, that is an
want to do was reveal who was
interesting tale.
there, when they were interred
and where they were placed. This During the reign of a rather
would allow historians the oppor- oppressive 2nd century emperor,
a group of Romans immigrated
tunity to dig up stories and lore
on local pioneers. With the help
to northern Italy. They were soon
of Exton Dodge Land Surveyors, a known as the ‘rebellious ones’
and their name, over the years
grid was created and 160 survey
points were established across the of linguistic evolution, became
Rebagliati.
cemetery, dividing it into blocks.
idden beneath tall grasses,
amid the pine needles, existed a gold mine of history. It was
1986 when the Village of Lytton
decided to uncover and explore
one of their greatest treasures.
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Who else is buried in the historic Lytton Highway
cemetery? Headstones and markers have revealed the
resting place of so many who were pioneers to Lytton
and the surrounding area. There are Chinese families,
First Nation families, church families, all pioneers and
first people of the Lytton area before, during and after
the Gold Rush. There is also the notable grave of
Archbishop Richard Small, the ‘Archdeacon on Horseback’.
Today these pioneer families lay peacefully watching
over their village, the Rebagliatis, Lorings, Gammies,
Johnsons, Brophys and many others. Their hard work
and stories are a gold mine of the history and tales of
Lytton, in the heart of the Fraser Canyon in Gold
Country.
In 1882 Bernardo Rebagliati voyaged for the New
World. After his trip around Cape Horn and up the
coast from San Francisco, arriving in Hastings Mill, he
continued up the Fraser to Yale. From Yale, by horseback through the canyon, he soon discovered his ‘new
Italy’ at Lytton.
Rebagliati went to work in the local store and shortly
thereafter bought it. In 1886 he sent to Italy requesting
a wife, and his bride Angela soon arrived. A new store
was built across the street in 1892 and another, adjacent on the south side, would be added in 1913.
Unfortunately, it burned to the ground in the second
Lytton fire of 1949. Angelo Rebagliati, Bernardo’s
brother, arrived to Lytton in 1890 with his wife
Concessa, Angela’s sister. Bernardo and Angela would
come to have ten children together, while Angelo and
Concessa added seven children of their own. This was
the beginning of the ‘Little Italy of Lytton’.

The headstone of Archbishop Richard Small,
the ‘Archdeacon on Horseback’.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
(2008). Retrieved April 5, 2009, from The Lytton Museum and Archives Web site: http://www.lyttonmuseum.ca
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HISTORIC CHURCHES

Church of St. Mary and St. Paul
SITE #060501

GC1TQ1X

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lytton, V0K 1Z0
Location: N 50°14.167’
W 121°34.664’
Parking: N 50°14.171’
W 121°34.691’
Geocache Location: N 50°14.174’
W 121°34.657’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0601435;
North 5565864 10U
Geocache altitude: 196 m./644 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1897
Ownership: First Nations Land
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• St. Mary and St. Paul
is located on Main
Street in Lytton.
• Parking is available
on the roadside in
front of the church.
• High visibility area,
use stealth.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

W

ith the Gold Rush came
the rush of the golden
word, the gospel according to
the Anglicans. It was 1860 when
Reverend George Hills was consecrated Bishop, and with Reverend
John Booth Good, travelled the
Interior by foot to baptize the
Indians. While they both spent
time in Yale, they were drawn
to the North Thompson and the
Ntkyala’pamux people of Lytton.
In his diary, Bishop Hills writes
of his first encounter with Chief
Cexpe’nthlEm, the Peacemaker,
“We were offered horses to complete
our journey…but I am anxious to
continue on foot. There is a genuine
sense of kindness about the Chief.
They have checked on us several
times…to ensure we are well.”

in Lytton and soon recognized the
many challenges that lay ahead.
The new white settlers ‘were of a
heathen sort and brought vile institutions of debauchery.’ He soon found
his only peace above the town “…
my little Zohar on the hill…most
romantically or rather gloriously situated,” and was preacher in both
English and the Ntkyala’pamux
language for the next 16 years.
It was 1872 and the church of Sts.
Mary and Paul was erected above
the town where the cemetery is
now. That May the first baptisms

By 1867, after difficulties arising
with the Catholic mission, Chief
Cexe’nthlEm, known as Spintlum,
rode with several hundred
Indians to Yale, requesting help
from Bishop Hills and Reverend
Good. Reverend Good established
himself and the St. Paul mission
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Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no B-05488

St. Mary & St. Paul Anglican Church, Lytton c1900
took place in the ‘primitive wooden structure,’ including Chief Cexpe’nthlEm, the Peacemaker. In 1897 the
church was moved to its present location.
After Bishop Hills, it was Bishop Acton Sillitoe who
found himself and his wife Violet entranced by the First
Nations people. “I used sometimes to think that the Indians
were nearer to [the Bishop’s] heart than any other members
of his flock,” wrote Violet.

in terraces and benches…in a little natural amphitheatre,
was erected a canopy of evergreens, under which on a raised
platform was the altar…the whole scene was bright and
picturesque and, to most of us, novel,” Sillitoe later
described Reverend Good’s ‘Zohar’ when he and Small
arrived.
Archdeacon Small, with his horse Jupiter, was committed to his mission from 1884 until his death in 1909.
The Archdeacon left his beloved Lytton briefly, only
once, to mission in Korea. But hearing his post was yet
to be filled he returned to his true calling at Sts. Mary
and Paul.
Sts. Mary and Paul was later re-built and re-dedicated
to ‘The Archdeacon on Horseback’ in the 1930s. The
brilliant stained glass window is a tribute to Small
and Jupiter, and their zeal and dedication to the
Ntkyala’pamux Indians of Lytton.
Chief Cexpe’nthlEm, the Peacemaker; George Hills, first
Anglican Bishop of the colony; Acton Sillitoe, Bishop
to the Indians; John Good, preacher in Ntkyala’pamux;
Richard Small, Archdeacon on Horseback and the
Ntkyala’pamux people, weave together a rich and
colourful history of St. Mary and St. Paul Church in
Lytton, Gold Country.

In 1884 Bishop Sillitoe brought Archdeacon Richard
Small to the Ntkyala’pamux and his new mission
territory. “The native camp was on a flat at the upper end
of a narrow valley and beyond it the ground rose suddenly

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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GEOLOGICAL WONDERS

Craigmont Mine
SITE #070201

GC1TQEP

Written & Researched by Maggie Meekis

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Parking: N 50°12.109’
W 120°53.349’
Geocache Location: N 50°12.111’
W 120°53.300’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0650696;
North 5563208 10U
Geocache altitude: 755 m./2,476 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1962
Ownership: Private Land
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

T

he Guichon Batholith hosts a
broad belt of copper mineralization running from Lake Chelan
in Washington State through the
Nicola Valley and beyond to Cache
Creek. It was formed as magma
from deep within the earth
pushed to the surface 198 million
years ago, close to the end of the
Triassic Period. The magma’s heat
dissolved iron and copper in the
surrounding rock, which reacted
with limestone from ancient
ocean beds to form iron and
copper minerals. The ore bodies
in the Promontory Hills region,
formed from the mineral reaction
to the limestone, are known as
skarn deposits, as opposed to the
porphyry copper deposits in the
Highland Valley region.

lines kept veering away from
straight. Something was in that
mountain, but it was some time
before the funding to explore
further became available.
The high level of magnetism
indicated the presence of magnetite (Fe3O4), a highly magnetic
oxide of iron. Further investigation revealed the presence of
chalcopyrite (CuFeS2, Copper Iron
Sulfide), and hematite (Fe2O3, Iron
(III) Oxide) as well.

Harry D. Merrell and prospector
Martin Retan, were doing
exploration work for Craigmont
Mines around the eastern slopes
of Promontory Hills and staking
some claims in the winter of
1954. Encountering difficulties
while attempting to plot a straight
line, their compasses were having
trouble finding north and stake
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View of the open pit mine c 1967.
Craigmont Mines was a newly reorganized company
under the leadership of Neil H. McDiarmid, a lawyer
who had begun his career in Likely, B.C., and now began
acquiring claims in the area. The optimistic McDiarmid
had hopes of billions of tons of copper. He envisioned
a copper smelter, and using the coal near Merritt, an
iron smelter and steel industry. He wanted to produce
finished products in Canada, rather than ship raw materials off to Japan. Unfortunately, this was economically
unfeasible at the time and the magnetite and hematite
were relegated to the tailings pile. The mine itself was a
financial success, quickly paying off its initial loans.
Craigmont Mine was B.C.’s first modern, large-scale
open-pit mine, changing to an innovative sublevel caving method of underground mining when the maximum
safe depth for the open-pit method was reached. The
problem of transporting thousands of pounds of ore
more than a mile down the mountainside was solved
with a cable belt conveyer that, when loaded with ore,
produced some of the electricity needed by the mine.
The mine employed as many as 660 people at one time
during its peak years and over 5,000 by 1983. From
1962 to 1982 Craigmont Mine produced 36,750,000
tons of ore averaging 1.28% copper.

Today, Craigmont is recovering magnetite from the mill
tailings for use in the coal mining industry, the fertilizer
industry, specialty paints and as an abrasive in the sand
blasting industry. Material from the old tailings pile
is first mixed with water and converted to slurry. The
magnetite in the slurry is then extracted by use of magnetic separators, and the extracted magnetite is ground
to various sizes depending on the specifications of the
customer. Since 1993, Craigmont Mines has produced
more than 600,000 tonnes of media grade magnetite
product.
An examination of the copper still left in the
Promontory Hills region is ongoing and looks positive.
In the future, copper may flow from the Craigmont
Mine yet again.

Detailed access information:
• From Merritt, follow Hwy #8 west about 8.5 km to
Aberdeen Rd.
• Pull well off at the pullout as this road has regular
industrial traffic.
• Active mining operations are off-limits; please
respect all property boundaries for your safety.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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VIEWS & VISTAS

Monck Provincial Park
SITE #070301

GC1TTW0

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location/Parking: N 50°10.585’
W 120°32.271’
Geocache Location: N 50°10.614’
W 120°32.414’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0675627;
North 5561197 10U
Geocache altitude: 730 m./2,395 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1951
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

M

onck Park offers an extraordinary combination of First
Nations history and biodiversity.
Amid the ponderosa pine, black
cottonwood, douglas fir, tule and
cattail, are remarkable Kikuli depressions and native petroglyphs.
Originally part of one of the
largest ranches of the last century,
the land was bequeathed as a
park and protected environment
in 1919 by Charles Sydney ‘Major’
Goldman and named after his son,
Commander Victor Robert Penryn
Monck of the Royal Navy. The
provincial park was established in
1951.

Thompson Plateau, surrounding
hills rise to nearly 610 meters
above the lake. While the southeast side of the lake is grasslands
and meadow, the northwest area
is a light forest of ponderosa pine.
The shores are covered in sage
brush, bunchgrass, cactus and
rabbit bush, making it an ideal
habitat for some of the smaller
creatures.

From the lake shore one can look
back at the steep uplands. These
lava cliffs, and the broader area,
are scattered with boulder-sized
rocks, known as glacial erratics,
remnants from glacial wash and
Monck Park is 92 hectares border- landslides. The bench of the lake
ing Nicola Lake and complimented is a flat natural beach where both
tule and cattail, once used by
by the gentle rolling hills of the
aboriginal people to make mats,
grow in dense patches on the
white sandy shores.
The varied vegetation and diverse
ecosystems that make up the park
are home to mammals, including wapiti and mule deer. These
fauna were an important part of
aboriginal existence and their
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Further along from the park, past the second beach,
one can again travel back several thousand years. On
these great glacial rocks are the legends and drawings
of the Salish people. These petroglyphs, prehistoric
drawings on stone, are pictographs depicting the stories, values and culture of the inhabitants of the Nicola
Valley thousands of years past.
Monck Park is rich in geological history, an archaeological gold mine and a scenic glory, bearing a kingdom of
wildlife. With Nicola Lake it is a picture perfect landscape, a shining jewel, in the heart of Gold Country.

Salish subterranean home, 1907
community economy; other key populations include
beaver, hare, marmot, porcupine, muskrat and tree
rodents. Additionally, a variety of edible roots, berries
and fruits supplement the diet of regional fauna. The
pristine waters of the lake reveal kokanee (land-locked
salmon), carp and trout. A bird watchers’ paradise, you
may find hidden in the scrub and underbrush families of
grouse and ptarmigan. A variety of migrating waterfowl
decorate the lake seasonally.
Artifacts found within the park unveil evidence of the
unique cultural history of the Nicola Valley Salish people
dating back to 1500 BC. Further evidence of Salish
culture revealed with the Kikuli pit houses of Monck
Park. Kikuli houses are subterranean winter dwellings
with central stone hearths. The traditional Kikuli is an
efficient log frame conical structure, earth sheltered and
protected, and often open to the sky. There are several
in the area that were originally excavated and recorded
in the 1890s by anthropologist and photographer James
Alexander Teit. The dwellings are now covered over as
pit house depressions to be preserved and protected,
vestiges of ancient Salish living.

Detailed access information:
• From Merritt, follow Hwy #5A north to Monck
Park Rd.
• Kikuli pits are visible near the grass playing fields
within the park.
• Private property borders the park, please be
respectful and practice no trace hiking.
• Parking is available at Monck Park entrance and
within the park day use area.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Archer, D. (1970). Monck Park Site: EbRd3 Summary Report. In B.C. Ministry of Forests Library.
Monck Park Provincial Management Plan. (1996). In B.C. Ministry of Environment, Lands & Parks.
Teit, J. (2006). The Salish Pit House. In Canadian Encyclopedia.
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VIEWS & VISTAS

Merritt Viewpoint
SITE #070302

GC1TTVC

Written & Researched by Steve Thornton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location/Parking: N 50°07.095’
W 120°48.265’
Geocache Location: N 50°07.113’
W 120°48.282’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0656937;
North 5554119 10U
Geocache altitude: 767 m./2,516 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 3.5

70 Mile House, c1914

(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1970
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

The viewpoint provides a panoramic view of the City of Merrit.

H

igh enough above Merritt
for a view of nearly every
nook and cranny in the city and
some aspects of the valley beyond
it, the Viewpoint has for years
provided lovers with solitude and
introduced viewers to the geography of a rural city.
In the 1970s, it was a Merritt
businessman who saw the value
in creating a viewpoint. Henry
Norgaard had founded Norgaard
Ready Mix, a concrete producer,
below a rocky outcrop at the
northwest corner of Merritt in
1960-61. Some fifteen years later,
he gouged a mile-long road up
to the viewpoint and carved out
a parking area, then planted a
flagpole.

the pole itself is hinged, so that it
can be lowered and a wind-torn
flag replaced approximately every
six months.
Sometime in the 1980s Henry
Norgaard and an assistant planted
what is surely the Merritt viewpoint’s most intriguing feature: a
series of sighting tubes arranged
to look down on significant
structures and formations in and
near Merritt. The sight tubes were
arranged to present a bird’s-eye,
tunnel-vision view of everything
important, but now, years later,
some things have moved, and one
or two of the sight tubes are now
inaccurate.

Some of the interesting views
to be revealed include the
Predictably, the flagpole was hit
community parks full of paths,
by vandals, who pulled it down
recreational fun and great events.
with a four-wheel-drive vehicle.
Other community recreational
Henry fought back by moving the facilities are visible supporting
flag pole higher, out of reach of
both summer and winter family
vehicles, and slung a 9-by-18-foot fun for residents and visitors alike.
Canadian flag off it. There is no
The Visitors Information Centres
halyard attached to the pole, since are highlighted and will not only
that might also tempt vandals, but offer a great view, but also are a
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c 1911

Sight tubes are labeled with the landmark
visible by looking through the tube.
veritable waterfall of information on Merritt and the
Nicola Valley region. Stop in to visit the great staff and
ask for any assistance you may need planning your visit.

The old town of Middlesboro once stood where lumber
yards now stand in Merritt, and several coal mines were
operated throughout the early 20th century. Coal is no
longer mined in Merritt, but its influence remains, as a
fire that started in an underground coal seam decades
ago continues to burn. In winter, the area of the old
burning coal mine is usually free of snow as heat rises
through the land. Also once its own village, Collettville
is now part of the City of Merritt. The large grey-blue
building viewed from post number five is Collettville
Elementary School.
You are invited to enjoy the glorious views and tidbits
of history from this unique viewpoint.

c 1913

Photo: Nicola Valley Museum & Archives Association

Although looking through the square pipe is a little
unnecessary, we dare you to resist. See that large lump
in front of you? That is Iron Mountain, at 1,693 meters
its peak is accessible via Coldwater Road to Comstock
Road and then to Iron Mountain Road. From post three
you can see all the way to the Okanagan Connector
or Hwy #97C, this is the newest highway connecting
Kelowna and Merritt.

c 1990
The changing view of Merritt over the years.

Detailed access information:
• From Merritt follow Nicola Ave./Hwy #8 to
Juniper Dr.
• Turn up the dirt road between the gravel pit and the
cemetery, follow this 1.5 km.
• Steep terrain, be careful of footing.
• Restrictions: No overnight camping, no motorbikes
or ATVs, no garbage.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Norgaard, H (2009). Personal Interview.
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GRAVESITES & MYSTICAL PLACES

Pineridge Cemetery
SITE #070401

GC1TTWA

Written & Researched by Maggie Meekis

Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location/Parking: N 50°07.194’
W 120°47.580’
Geocache Location: N 50°07.188’
W 120°47.687’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0657641;
North 5554280 10U
Geocache altitude: 622 m./2,040 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c1910
Ownership: City of Merritt
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• From Merritt, follow
Nicola Ave./Hwy #8
to Juniper Dr.
• Please park at site ID
coordinates, along
the roadside.
• No vehicles are
permitted on the
cemetery property.
• Respect all interred
here.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

Photo: Maggie Meekis

SITE IDENTIFICATION

S

treet names say as much about
a town’s history as its old
buildings and museums. A trip to
the Pineridge Cemetery in Merritt
is much like looking at a roadmap
of the area. The newer section of
the cemetery is peppered with
Garcias and Coutlees, Clappertons
and Colletts, family names that
were given to streets as well as
children.
As you view the Pineridge markers, you walk through the history
of Merritt and can locate nearly
every street name in town. The
stories of these pioneers, either
large or small, are more than will
fill this page. Here are a few, some
with streets and some without.

when anthropologists and archivists were few and far between,
helped to preserve the culture of
the time.
George Brown Armstrong first
opened a store in Lower Nicola
but in 1907 moved his operation
to Nicola Avenue. “Armstrong’s”
became Merritt’s first Post Office
as well. He was elected Mayor of
Merritt in 1929 but his term was
cut short by his untimely death
later that same year.

Emma Castillou has her monument placed at the entrance
of the cemetery. Her husband,
Joseph, was a packer and her son,
Henry, became a County Court
Judge.
James Alexander Teit was born
in Scotland and immigrated to
Canada at the age of 19. Settling
in Spences Bridge, Teit married a
local Nlaka’pamux woman named
Lucy Artko and became enamored
with native culture. Teit was an
ethnologist of note, and at a time

James Teit, 1911.
He spent much time with the First
Nations people, learning their
language and documenting their
culture, customs and mythology.
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clearly visible when approaching the cemetery from the
west and overlooks the city. Born July 15, 1837, in the
town of Holstein in what is now West Germany, Voght
left at 16 to try his luck in America. He spent some time
in Iowa, New Orleans and California, and then in the
summer of 1858 Voght travelled by ship to Victoria,
and in 1873 he moved to the Nicola Valley. Voght had
five children with his native wife, Theresa Clama, from
Boston Bar: Timothy (whose gravemarker is also in
the Pineridge Cemetery), William H., Matilda Anne
(Cleasby), Christina (Collett) and Sophie (Newkirk).
Voght, Jesus Garcia and William Charters were the
owners of the three original preemptions, portions of
which became the new town site that became known as
Merritt. Voght helped establish the first school and was
a member of the first school board. He was involved in
the push towards incorporation and died in February
1911, mere months before Merritt incorporated on
April 11, 1911.
Dr. Cyril S. Williams, the superintendent of the first
Nicola Valley General Hospital, married Rosella Stewart,
a schoolteacher, in 1912. She unfortunately died in
childbirth at the age of 36.

The stories associated with the headstones are many
and varied and some are lost forever in time. Visiting
the names etched in stone allows us to see the anchors
of families and of eponymous streets.

William Henry Voght became known as “The Father of
Merritt,” and his memorial grave marker expands this
somewhat and proclaims him “A Father unto all.” His
gravestone, in the corner of the Pineridge Cemetery, is

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
(1978). Commemoration: William Henry Voght, “The Father of Merritt”. Nicola Valley Historical Quarterly. Vol. 1, No. 2.
(1979). Commemoration: James Alexander Teit. Nicola Valley Historical Quarterly. Vol. 2, No. 2.
(1980). Medical Doctors of the Nicola Valley. Nicola Valley Historical Quarterly. Vol. 3, No. 1.
(1983). Coutlee. Nicola Valley Historical Quarterly. Vol. 6, No. 2 & 3.
(2007, February 16). James Alexander Teit. Retrieved May 8, 2009, from Canadian Museum of Civilization Web site:
http://www.civilization.ca/cmc/exhibitions/tresors/ethno/etp0800e.shtml
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HISTORIC CHURCHES

Trinity United Church
SITE #070501

GC1TTXZ

Written & Researched by Steve Thornton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Geocache Location: N 50°06.667’
W 120°47.502’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0657891;
North 5553321 10U
Geocache altitude: 599 m./1,964 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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T

he Trinity United Church in
Merritt is old enough to have
its affiliation with history run back
into the dramas of time.

as trustees: G.B. Armstrong, Isaac
Eastwood, Alexander J. Gordon,
Phillip McLean, and the seller,
William Voght.

There was a small but vigorous
A contract for the building was
population of Presbyterian worlet to Phillip McLean in 1910,
shippers in Merritt at the dawn of and by November of that year,
the 20th century, but they did
not have a church and so their
services were conducted in
a hodge-podge of locations:
Hyland’s Hall, the old Merritt
Herald building, the Methodist
Church, the home of pioneer
William Voght. Rev. W.J. Kidd and
his wife had been in Merritt only
a short time when he determined
that a church must be built. While
Mrs. Kidd helped organize a
Ladies’ Aid, which would supply a
fund for a church organ; he began
doggedly to pursue the construction of a real church, with wooden
pews, for the area’s Presbyterians.
In 1908, Kidd saw that land for
a church was purchased from
William Voght, for the sum of
$400. A deed was then made out
to five gentlemen who would act

Photo: Nicola Valley Museum & Archives Association

Date Established: 1910
Ownership: Trinity United Church
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

William Voght,
“The Father of Merritt.”
He is buried in the Pineridge
Cemetery, overlooking Merritt.
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St. Andrew’s Presbyterian
Church was erect and habitable. Opening services were
held on the first Sunday of
December, with the Rev.
George Murray of Nicola
and the resident pastor, Rev.
Kidd, conducting services. In
1921 the last payment was
made on the mortgage and
the property was clear of
debt.

In 1925, an event occurred across Canada that would
profoundly affect the Merritt Presbyterian church. Four
Protestant denominations, the Presbyterian Church, the
Methodist Church, the Congregational Union, and from
Saskatchewan the Association of Local Union Churches,
were merged and the United Church of Canada was
formed.

Around that time, William
Voght, who has been called
the father of Presbyterianism
in Merritt, presented the
church with a stained glass
window, in memory of his
wife, which was placed in
Headstone of William
the south end of the church
Voght, the father of
Presbyterianism in Merritt, overlooking Voght’s farm
located in the Pineridge residence a block south.
Cemetery in Merritt.
Soon, a Sunday school room
was added to the church, and then a manse on the
adjoining lot. The church was left with a debt of $1,500
when the manse was finished, and by 1922, that debt
had grown to $1,800. Church organizations worked
hard thereafter to pay off the bills, and soon they were
able to paint the church and manse, and fit the church
with a badly-needed furnace.

In 1923, Rev. W.R. Brown published a booklet describing
the earliest years of the Presbyterian Church in Merritt;
fifty cents from the sale of each booklet went to pay the
church’s debt. Near the end of this short publication are
these words about the church. “Its bond of union is not
organization, but sympathy, and it knows no law, but the law
of love.” Today, Rev. Brown’s heartfelt words continue
to define the community and spiritual response of this
important Merritt church.

Therefore, on June 5, 1927, the former Presbyterian
Church of Merritt became Trinity United Church, and
some 80 years later, this historic building and congregation continues to thrive.

Detailed access information:
• Trinity United is located within the City of Merritt.
• Parking is available on the street.
• Please be respectful of neighbouring residences’
and private property.
• Keep gate closed, visiting church dogs to remain in
the yard.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Brown, Rev. W.R. (1923). St. Andrews Presbyterian Church Souvenir Book, marking the thirteenth anniversary of the opening
of the church. Merritt, BC: Self.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Jesmond
SITE #080101

GC1TTQJ

Written & Researched by Don Logan

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: 70 Mile House, V0K 2K0
Location/Parking: N 51°15.444’
W 121°57.237’
Geocache Location: N 51°15.457’
W 121°57.227’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0573005;
North 5678994 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,157 m./3,797 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Y

ou will not find a restaurant
or even a store at Jesmond,
but there is something magical
about the quiet of the country
road, the mountains and the soft
green and gold of the sun and the
ranchlands. You can almost hear
the echoes and smell the dust
created by horses and by the old
mail truck on the hot summer
days of an era gone by.
The history of Jesmond dates
back to 1889 when a roadhouse
was established. Known then as
“Mountain House,” it was built
on Lot 150 by Nicolas Hammond.
Nicolas sold to Philip Grinder,
an American from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. Philip had settled
first at Alkali Lake, then Big Bar,
before settling down
at Jesmond, where
he preempted the
land for the roadhouse.
In the early days, Phil
operated a freight
packing business
and was away for
months at a time.
He and his native

wife, Nancy Kastalamara, had
eleven children and thus began a
dynasty of Grinder descendants.
Edward Haller, Philip and Nancy’s
grandson, lived with them during
1907 and 1908, helping around
their small farm. Eddie gave an
interview to the Vancouver City
Archives in 1958 and related the
following story.
‘Three packers, Philip Grinder, Conrad
Kostering and Alex Burnett had
joined forces to make a large pack
train to the Nass Country. It was
springtime and the winter had been
long and hard, upon arriving they
encountered natives who were near
starvation and desperate. Unable to
trade with the natives and concerned
for their safety, they abandoned their

Photo: Mumford Family

Date Established: c 1870
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

Grinder’s Mountain House
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Photo: Hogarth Family

Rebuilding the Mountain House in the 1920s
supplies and headed home with their undernourished pack
animals. Without food, they were forced to resort to utilizing
pack animals for sustenance on the return to civilization. This
misadventure ended the packing business for all three, each
settling in the Big Bar and Jesmond region.’
Philip and Nancy’s son in law, Grant Lee, sold Mountain
House in 1912 to Harry and Louise Coldwell, a newly
arrived family from England. There they raised three
children, Pete, Elsie and Evelyn.

A Vancouver gentleman, now in his 70s, recalls spending childhood summers at the Circle H, a working ranch
near Kelly Lake. He and his brother would embark on
their annual adventure, by taking the Union Steamship
from Vancouver to Squamish and then proceed by
Pacific Great Eastern rail to Kelly Lake. The boys would
often ride horseback from the Circle H Ranch to the
Jesmond General Store for ice cream. Sometimes they
would hitch a ride with the mail truck, which made
weekly runs along Jesmond Road.
Old-timers recall the excitement created in the Jesmond
area in 1950 by the release of a Hollywood western,
“Cariboo Trail,” starring Randolph Scott, a major leading
actor of the day. The movie’s location was the Big BarJesmond area; however, filming was actually done in the
U.S.A.
Today, Jesmond is a private ranch, still owned and operated by the Coldwell family.

Photo: Hogarth Family

After settling in to the original Mountain House, the
family prospered. Harry farmed and did carpentry work
when available. Unfortunately in 1921, the Mountain
House burned down
and was replaced by
the current structure.

Elsie & Harry Coldwell at the
Jesmond Post Office, c 1920

When the post office
was opened in 1919
the Mountain House
name was changed to
Jesmond, after Harry’s
hometown “Jesmond
Dene” in England.
The Coldwell family
opened a store and
gas station in 1927,
which they operated
until 1970.

Detailed access information:
• From Clinton, follow Kelly Lake Rd. 15 km to
Jesmond Rd.
• The original Jesmond town site is approx. 34 km.
• Alternate access to Jesmond Rd. via Big Bar Rd.
• Please park beside the large barn on the west.
• Remember this is private property and be
respectful.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Haller, E. (1958). Interview with Vancouver City Archives staff.
Patenaude, B. (1995). Trails to Gold. Victoria, B.C.: Horsdal & Schubart.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

70 Mile Roadhouse
SITE #080102

GC1TTRQ

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION

Photo: Stallard McConnell

Nearest Community: 70 Mile House, V0K 2K0
Parking: N 51°18.268’
W 121°23.819’
Geocache Location: N 51°18.270’
W 121°23.806’
Accuracy: 3 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0611757;
North 5684907 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,094 m./3,588 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1862
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located at the junction of Hwy #97 and
North Bonaparte Rd.
• Please respect no
parking signage
and remain in public
areas.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467

G

70 Mile House, c1914

old Country is rich with the
history of roadhouses and
pioneers and 70 Mile House offers
both. Mae McConnell knows, after
all she recalls tales of the Cariboo
Wagon Road from Clinton to 70
Mile and beyond.
After G.B. Wright and his construction crew completed the
phase to 70 Mile in 1862, he
and partner J.C. Calbreith were
surprised to see partner Charles
Adrian had already pre-empted
land and was erecting a large
log house. This structure would
soon serve as the local hostel for
the road works crew and later be
bought by Wright himself in 1869.

By 1922 Matt and Isobella Porter
became the managers of the
busy stopping house and 70 Mile
Roadhouse would cater not only
to wagons but now cars and
trucks. It is during their ownership that we meet Mae McConnell,
the youngest of eight children.
Mae’s parents, Lydia and Haveloch
Bryant, arrived in the area after
spending four years in Clinton.
They first settled at the Dunden
B.C. Rail Station at the Flying-UGuest Ranch, the oldest established working guest ranch in
Canada. Three years later, after
working at the ranch for rodeo
rider Jack Boyd, the Bryants

email: info@exploregoldcountry.com

Photo: Stallard McConnell

For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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70 Mile House in 1915 with an automobile and wagon train.
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Photo: Stallard McConnell

70 Mile House in 1955
moved from the dirt floor cabin to their new homestead, Willow Flats at 83 Mile.
Unfortunately, Mae’s father became ill and at the young
age of eight Mae was sent to Clinton to work for
rancher Arte Bishop and his wife Pearl. Later, Mae would
work at the well known Clinton Hotel, home of the
famous Clinton Ball. By the time Mae was eighteen
years old, and now a young women, she was back closer
to home and working at the busy 70 Mile Roadhouse
for Granny Porter.
Mae tells us “It was open 24 hours. The doors were always
open. There was a sign at the desk that said ‘Just Holler’, and
in the middle of the night Granny or ‘Ma’ Porter, would come
down stairs with her oil lantern. She would register the guest
and then cook a meal.”

It was a very busy roadhouse. “The Porters offered a bed
and breakfast for travelers all for just a $1.50. They served
a buffet of porridge, bacon, eggs, potatoes, hot-cakes and
whipped cream and coffee, and it was help yourself,”
remembers Mae. It was at the 70 Mile Roadhouse that
Mae Bryant met David McConnell, grandson of Granny
Porter. Later, as a young woman of twenty-three, Mae
married David.
David and Mae raised their six children in 70 Mile
House. “I remember when there were only three people living
on Green Lake. We used to visit Hoofy Haines on the big
island at the top of the lake. We went by wagon; we could
cross because there wasn’t much water. We used to ride out
to Taylor Lake to visit the Japanese families, we would go
everywhere by horse or wagon back in those days. It was
better in those days. I loved it then. I would go back anytime,
if I could.”
The Bishops, Bryants and Porters have long since been
interred alongside other Cariboo Wagon Road
pioneers in the Clinton Pioneer Cemetery. Although
there is no longer a 70 Mile Roadhouse, the history and
tales, many told and untold, are still alive with local
pioneer Mae McConnell.
The 70 Mile Roadhouse burned in 1956, six years shy of
its 100th anniversary.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
(1999). The Cariboo Gold Rush: Roadhouse Proprietors. Retrieved March 9, 2009, from British Columbia Heritage
Web site: http://bcheritage.ca/cariboo/people/70mile.htm
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Big Bar Lake Guest Ranch
SITE #080103

GC1TQ4W

Written & Researched by Leona Paxton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: 70 Mile House, V0K 2K0
Parking: N 51°18.917’
W 121°49.422’
Geocache Location: N 51°19.018’
W 121°49.388’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0582015;
North 5685732 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,104 m./3,623 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1921
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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The original lodge, before the fire.

T

he Lady of Big Bar Lake is the
title many have affectionately
given Violet May (Peg) Marriott.
At the age of 18, after completing
high school and “Normal School”
in Vancouver, she accepted a
teaching position in the Cariboo.
As Miss Price, she taught at
Spring House School, followed
by 70 Mile House, where Harry
Marriott met her in 1920. Peg and
Harry were married in December
1921 and moved to a log cabin to
establish a homestead at Big Bar
Lake.

guest ranch and fishing camp. By
1934 Peg ran Big Bar Lake Guest
Ranch on her own while Harry was
working the OK Ranch.
In 1947 Peg felt she should buy
out Harry, after some negotiation
she did so, becoming sole owner
of Big Bar Lake Guest Ranch. Her
brochure and advertising offered
accommodation, meals, horseback
riding, fishing, boating, swimming
and evening activities. The Ranch
operated for more than 40 years
with many guests coming back

Peg’s love for Big
Bar Lake will never
be questioned; for
it is here that she
lived for almost 80
of her 107 years…
and made history.
This petite lady with
a strong will and
independent spirit
faced challenges
with outspoken
determination. In
1931 Peg and Harry
ventured to start a

Peg, Ron & Harry Marriott c 1930
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trees for logs which were then brought back across on
sleighs. Notches were made in the end of the logs for a
tight fit. The roof consisted of cut poles, a little hay and
then covered with dirt. You can see grass now grows
there. Besides the Lodge, with adjoining dining room
and kitchen, and single cabins, there was a common
shower area and an ice house. In the winter blocks of
ice were cut from the lake and covered with sawdust so
fishermen in the summer could keep fish. As you drive
the 5 km of Marriott Road you see the development of
new homes with residents seeking the peace, beauty
and freedom to be with the nature that Peg so loved.

Rebuilt lodge, after the fire
annually. Some of these guests’ ashes are now scattered
on the knoll and hill overlooking the lake. Running the
Ranch was not easy for Peg or without setbacks. There
was no electricity, water was brought from the lake, and
the outhouse was standard. In 1952 a fire destroyed the
main lodge, but true to her character she rebuilt and
carried on, continuing to have guests until the 1970s.
Husband, Harry, died in 1969 and son, Ron, the following year. Peg concluded the sale of some of her lake
property about 1980, retaining a 5 acre parcel where
she lived full time until 1997 and in summers until
2002.
Today travel into Big Bar Lake is on a hard packed,
gravel road, along which you might see deer, moose
and bears as you go through forest and meadows with
wild flowers. You may encounter cattle on the road;
cross cattle guards; pass several ranches and see some
flooding from beaver dams. If you meet any oncoming
vehicles be sure to give a wave…this is the country way.
There is a Provincial Park at the Northwest end of the
Lake but before reaching it you can take a little trip into
history.
Turning right off Big Bar Road onto Marriott Road you
will soon come over a hill to the most spectacular view
of Big Bar Lake. On your left is the knoll and to your
right a hill side where ashes have been scattered. A
little further on is a small white cottage (now slightly
altered) which was home to Peg until 2002. After crossing the cattle guard under the Big Bar Lake Ranch sign
you will see some remaining buildings of Peg’s Big Bar
Lake Guest Ranch. One cabin at the end is of particular
interest as it shows how the first cabins were built. In
the winter men walked across the frozen lake to cut the

Violet May (Peg) Marriott, truly a lady from a vanished
era, died June 15, 2008 just shortly before her 108th
birthday. As was her wish, she is buried in The Pioneer
Cemetery in Clinton, “Loved and Remembered”.

(right photo) Peg on her
100th birthday,
September 6, 2000

Detailed access information:
• From Clinton, drive 9 km north on Hwy #97N to
Big Bar Rd.
• Marriott Rd. is a no thru road, please respect private property markers.
• Park in day use area of Big Bar Provincial Park.
• Park is approx 5 km beyond Marriott Rd. turn off.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Marriott, H. (1994). Cariboo Cowboy. Surrey, BC: Heritage House Publishing Company Ltd.
Marriott, V. (2008). Personal files and Interviews.
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VIEWS & VISTAS

Crater Lake
SITE #080301

GC1TQF0

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: 70 Mile House, V0K 2K0
Location: N 51°20.990’
W 121°05.937’
Parking: N 51°21.128’
W 121°05.848’
Geocache Location: N 51°21.040’
W 121°05.912’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0632412;
North 5690538 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,024 m./3,358 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 3
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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B

uilt along the Cariboo Wagon
Road in 1862, by Charles
Adrian during the Gold Rush,
70 Mile Road House became
a popular stopping place for
travelers. After G.B. Wright and
his construction crew completed
the 23 miles of wagon road from
Clinton to 70 Mile, he and partner
J.C. Calbreith were surprised to
see Adrian had already pre-empted land and was erecting a log
structure. This would soon serve
as the local hostel for the road
works crew and later be bought
by Wright himself in 1869. By
1875 Saul & Co., who established
59 Mile Road House at Painted
Chasm, purchased the 70 Mile
Roadhouse. Until its demise by
fire in 1956, the stopping house
was operated by many others.
As gold seekers and adventurers
traveled through 70 Mile House,
they explored surrounding areas,
not necessarily to discover gold
but to enjoy the many rich wetlands and beautiful lakes amid
the forests and meadows of the

South Cariboo. One uncovered
gem is Crater Lake, sitting placidly
juxtaposed with the evolution
of the mining industry in British
Columbia.
Traveling along North Bonaparte
Road, Green Lake, so aptly named,
is only moments away and makes
an idyllic picnic spot. However,
higher and further away from the
brilliant green lake you will find
Crater Lake, at the bottom of a
rushing river, below tumbling
waterfalls and looking as deep
down as its name might suggest.
A forested and rocky traverse,
winding with the river, will take
you to the top of the waterfall.
In the opposite direction a steep
and challenging trail takes you 45
metres down to the lake, surrounded by steep embankments
and tall evergreens.
The Rayfield River plunges into
Crater Lake, which is surrounded
by basalt rock and feldspar. The
geology presents itself from the
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Photo: Peter McArthur

(diorite) plutonic complex. They occur as a window of
alkaline plateau basalts and feldspar of the Chilcotin
group which blanket the Cariboo and Fraser Plateaus.

Pliocene and Miocene Epochs some 10 million and 16
million years ago. These phases of concentrically zoned
igneous rocks range from alkaline, potassium and sodium rich composition (syenite), to a more silicic granite

Crater Lake is home to trout, as well as other fresh water critters. It is also a watering source for a variety of
wildlife. Sit patiently and you may soon observe moose,
mule deer, fox, coyote, small mammals, big horn sheep,
black bear and, on occasion, cattle. The skies above ring
with the calls of songbirds, osprey, eagles and hawks.
The owls are there, but seldom heard.
Sit longer and imagine the gold seekers exploring the
unknown territory and creating the very history that is
Gold Country, British Columbia, as we know it today.
Consider the hardships and challenges they faced and
you will find a new perspective for your hike back up
from Crater Lake.

Detailed access information:
• Approximately 25 km east of Hwy#97 on North
Bonaparte Rd.
• Use caution along steep edges and uneven trails.
• Parking coordinates mark trail head.
• Continue beyond cache location to view the lake.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Hamilton, W.R., Wooley, A.R., & Bishop, A.C. (1985). Larousse Guide to Minerals, Rocks and Fossils. 6th Edition. New
York, USA: Larousse & Co.
Press, F., & Siever, R. (1986). Earth. W.H. Freeman & Co.
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Big Bar Reaction Ferry
SITE #080302

GC1TQCK

Written & Researched by Amy Thacker

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: 70 Mile House, V0K 2K0
Geocache Location: N 51°10.978’
W 122°07.799’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0560808;
North 5670531 10U
Geocache altitude: 306 m./1,005 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1894
Ownership: BC Ministry of
Transportation
& Infrastructure
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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A

reaction ferry is a ferry that
uses the current of the river to
propel the vessel across the river.
The ferry consists of two steel
pontoons with a wooden deck
bridging them, to allow operation
in rivers with strong currents.
These vessels require overhead
cables suspended from towers
anchored on either bank of the
river. A “traveler” is installed on
the cable and the ferry is attached
to the traveler by a bridle cable.
To operate the ferry, the bridle
cable is adjusted so that the pontoons are angled into the current
causing the force of the current to
move the ferry across the river.

then constructed here in the early
1920s. Local storytellers say that
before the aerial portion was constructed, ranchers were known to
hang from the cable and traverse
across using the strength of their
arms. Winter dances at the Big Bar
(Howling Dog) Community Hall
across the river were the possible
incentive!
At one time there were over thirty
reaction ferries in operation on
the rivers of British Columbia,
although mostly on the Fraser and
Thompson Rivers. Today, only a
few remain in operation.

Big Bar is the site of British
Columbia’s first aerial ferry or
tramway, and a reaction ferry
has been in service here since
1894. In those days there was a
small population of ranchers on
the west side of the river. After
an accident destroyed one of the
reaction ferries, a rancher hooked
a chair onto the overhead cable
and pulled himself across with
his arms. The aerial portion was
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Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no E-04410

the turn off and Lillooet. Alternatively, you could arrange with the ferry operator to bring you back across
the river. The ferry operator’s post is the house you can
see on the hill above the ferry slip. He will generally
come down the driveway to greet you as you approach
the ferry.
The original Big Bar Ferry ran directly from the mouth
of Big Bar Creek, it is now a mile or so north of its
original location.

Big Bar Ferry, 1920
The Big Bar ferry crossing time is ten minutes and its
capacity is two vehicles and twelve passengers. There
is no crossing fee. The schedule is “on demand” from
7:00 am to 7:00 pm, except for a noon to 1:00 pm
lunch break and 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm supper break. The
ferry is closed over the winter. The aerial tramway, for
passengers only, operates when the river water is low
or icy.
If you choose to take the ferry across to the west side
of the Fraser and travel on to Lillooet, a very slow
64 km, be sure you start out early, have food, water
and a dependable four wheel drive vehicle. The vistas
are unique and spectacular and worth every hair-pin
curve and white-knuckle minute! This route should be
taken on a clear day between July and early October.
Have your camera ready and bring a picnic lunch to be
enjoyed at one of the many scenic picnic areas between

The Mighty Fraser River
Detailed access information:
• From Clinton, drive 9 km north on Hwy #97N to
Big Bar Rd.
• Follow the signs to Big Bar Ferry, approx. 72 km.
• Do not leave gravel road with any motorized
vehicles.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Brundage, M. (2009). Personal Interview.
Ministry of Transportation and Highways. (2002). Frontier to Freeway: a short illustrated history of roads in British Columbia. Retrieved April 9, 2009 from Ministry of Transportation and Highways website:
http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/publications/frontiertofreeway/frontiertofreeway.pdf
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS
Morens’ Farm &
Family Gravesite
SITE #090101

GC1VA6F

Written & Researched by Dominique Robillard

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Spences Bridge, V0K 2L0
Location: N 50°27.430’
W 121°18.376’
Geocache Location: N 50°27.451’
W 121°18.357’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0620248;
North 5590873 10U
Geocache altitude: 323 m./1,059 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 3
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1880
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Watch for cactus &
in season, snakes.
• High visibilty area,
use stealth.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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T

he Morens’ house, built in the
1880s was the homestead of
Pierre and Françoise Morens of
the Savoie District in France. They
were cattle ranchers and orchardists on the new colony.
James Teit arrived in Spence’s
Bridge in 1884 to work on his
uncle John Murray’s orchard,
though his interests soon turned
to researching the culture of
the Interior Salish people. On
September 12, 1892, he married
his good friend Susanna Lucy
Artko, a native from the nearby
Twell Valley. At 33 years of age,
she died of tuberculosis, only
six and a half years into their
marriage.
James Teit remarried in 1904 to
Leonie Josephine Morens, Pierre
and Françoise’s daughter. After
their honeymoon, they moved
into the Morens’ family home
until they relocated to a new
house in Spence’s Bridge some
years later. James wrote many of
his anthropological manuscripts
while living at the Morens’ house.

James Teit soon learned the
languages of the Shuswap and
the Lillooet people and to them
became a great and trusted friend.
He participated in their hunting
and fishing expeditions. James
recorded hundreds of songs,
collected hundreds of artifacts
and costumes for anthropological
photographs. He recorded a great

Gravesite of Pierre and
Françoise Morens
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over to his two sons, Steve and Mike in preparation for
his retirement. Mike assumed full responsibility in 1999,
he and his wife Jewel operate it as Hilltop Gardens.
The present owners also open the house to fishermen
during the Steelhead fishing season.
All that remains of the Morens’ original orchards are
one apricot tree and one grapevine. A couple of other
trees growing at the property are from seedlings of the
original trees.
In the graveyard are buried Pierre and Françoise
Morens, their son Leon, Françoise’s sister Josephine and
two of Leonie and James Teit’s children; Inga, their only
daughter and baby Rolf who died at birth in 1912.

James Teit
deal of information on their social customs and
mythology. World renowned as the “anthropologist of
the people,” he helped them in many ways, acting as
an interpreter on their behalf, assisting them in legal
matters and relating their many grievances to the
government.
James Teit’s research contributions are recognized to
be the most complete and accurate description of the
culture of the Interior Salish tribes of British Columbia.
He passed away on October 30, 1922.
For a time, the Morens’ house was a road house on
the Cariboo Road and the white and red building next
to the fruit stand accommodated the blacksmith and
his shop. When the Canadian Pacific Railway pushed
through, Morens’ house was home to the station master
and it later served as a bunkhouse for laborers.
John Stepp purchased the property in the 1960s. Wayne
Rice, whose wife Lolly was John Stepp’s sister, acquired
the farm in 1971. In 1991, Wayne handed the business

Original Morens’ House, built in 1880.
Detailed access information:
• Located at Hilltop Gardens, north of Spences
Bridge on Hwy #1.
• Please park at the fruit stand and avoid residential
areas.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Norton, W. & Schmidt, W. (1994). Reflections: Thompson Valley Histories. Plateau Press.
Rice, M. & Rice, J. (2009). Personal Interview.
Ward, A. & Campbell, J.M. (1989). Widow Smith of Spences Bridge. Merritt, BC: Sonotek Publishing.
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Marble Canyon
SITE #090201

GC1TWZ3

Written & Researched by Dominique Robillard

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Parking: N 50°50.329’
W 121°42.048’
Geocache Location: N 50°50.034’
W 121°41.865’
Accuracy: 10 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0591702;
North 5632161 10U
Geocache altitude: 823 m./2,699 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1956
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
infomation on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467

M

arble Canyon’s towering
cliffs of mottled limestone
and dolomite create the marbled
effect that gives the canyon its
name. The white to grey coloured
rock walls and impressive rock
formations are uncommon
geological features in British
Columbia. These massive structures rise up to an elevation of
almost one kilometre above the
canyon’s three beautiful gem-like
lakes, Turquoise, Crown and
Pavilion.

Marble Canyon imparts a dramatic
500 million year old geological
history. It is a part of the Pavilion
Mountain Range which includes a
limestone belt extending from the
Cornwall Hills to as far north as
Jesmond.
The limestone of the Marble
Canyon formation belonged to a
pacific island chain of volcanic
plateaus, which were comprised
of limestone deposits about five
kilometres thick. The limestone
was formed by single celled creatures named fusulinid foraminifera.
These organisms would secrete a
shell composed of calcium carbonate, which accumulated over the
course of millions of years.

email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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The theory is that this limestone
shelf was situated to the west of
the Cariboo Mountains and lay
under fairly shallow water, adjacent to a deep ocean trench.
Powerful earthquakes caused
massive sections of the limestone
shelf to fracture and fall, disappearing into the depths of the
ocean trench.
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The force of tectonic collisions and the gradual
movements of the earth’s
crust caused Marble
Canyon’s section of the
limestone shelf to buckle
under the intense pressure, folding and rising
up to its present location and altitude. Other
plates collided with it,
creating the remainder
of British Columbia as
we know it today. Marble
Canyon’s folding is rather
complex because it
folded, refolded and faulted, creating the main canyon,
a network of side canyons and many interesting rock
formations. The Chimney Rock, also known as Coyote
Rock by the local First Nations people, is just one of
such formations.
The limestone of Marble Canyon matches the limestone
of other isolated pockets in the Cariboo, the southern
Yukon, the Pacific Rim, and various occurrences in
Southeast Asia. Therefore, due to the plate movements
of the continental drift, it seems that sections of the
original limestone shelf traveled an incredible distance!
Fossils of Marble Canyon include crinoids, which are
feathery armed primitive marine invertebrates that

thrived 300 million years ago. Also found are shells of
fusulineds that formed the limestone and other marine
evidence dating back 30 million years.
Two archaeological sites have been located in the
canyon near Hat Creek Valley, where Indian pictographs
can be seen. These ancient sites were occupied by the
Interior Salish people who used the area to collect food.
Marble Canyon is a popular rock climbing destination as
its beauty is relatively untouched. In winter, the waterfall at the west end of Crown Lake provides superb and
easily accessed ice climbing. It can be accessed by a one
kilometre trail along the lakeshore.
The colours of the canyon’s three lakes are amazing.
Turquoise Lake is appropriately named, Crown Lake
has a more golden hue, and Pavilion is a marvelous
turquoise and quite unique for its microbialite, fresh
water coral formations.

Detailed access information:
• From the east, follow Hwy #97N to the junction
of Hwy #99 (at Hat Creek Ranch). Turn west and
continue for 26 km.
• From Lillooet, travel 30 km northeast on Hwy #99.
• Park at unmarked pullout on the west end of
Crown Lake.
• Take trail to waterfall.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
BC Parks, Kamloops Area Pilot Project Team. (1996, November). Management Plan for Marble Canyon Provincial
Park. Retrieved March 1, 2009, from Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks Web site:
http://www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/public/PubDocs/bcdocs/363181/marble_cyn_mp.pdf
Eyer, J. (2009). Echo Valley Ranch and Spa A Natural History. Retrieved March 1, 2009, from Echo Valley Ranch and
Spa Web site: http://www.evranch.com/media_corner_evr_natural_history.asp
Marble Range. In Canadian Mountain Encyclopedia [Web]. Retrieved March 1, 2009, from:
http://www.bivouac.com/ ArxPg.asp ?ArxId=1314
Mathews, B., & Monger, J. (2005). Roadside Geology of Southern British Columbia. Missoula, MT: Mountain Press
Publishing Company.
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Hat Creek Coal
SITE #090202

GC1TT1K

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Cache Creek, V0K 1H0
Parking: N 50°46.270’
W 121°35.728’
Geocache Location: N 50°46.261’
W 121°35.765’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0598994;
North 5625301 10U
Geocache altitude: 916 m./3,005 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1877
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

The BC Hydro compound lies below the excavation site.
ne of the thickest accumulaof Canada was surveying, mapping
tions of coal in the world is
and discovering the geology and
in the Hat Creek Valley. The Hat
geography of the Gold Country
Creek Coal deposit is 26 kilomeregion for the Dominion of
ters long, 400 metres wide and
Canada and the Canadian Pacific
1200 metres thick. When and how Railway. As he surveyed the Hat
was it discovered? Well, therein
Creek area for the potential of a
lies a story.
railway corridor, he came upon
the graben. A graben, created by
In 1877, Dr. George Mercer
a geological fault, is a low block
Dawson of the Geological Survey of rock bordered by parallel fault

O

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no F-02699
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40 foot prospect shaft, Hat Creek coal outcrop, 1910.
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At Hat Creek the
coal is full range
from bright to
dull brown, but
80 foot deep coal outcrop at Hat
most of it is masCreek, 1910
sive, compact,
fine grained, relatively solid, dull brownish-black rock.
Fragments of petrified wood are common in the coal.
Parts of the coal are also characterized by small lenses,
globules and irregular shaped masses of light-yellow,
semi-transparent fossilized amber (retinite). Rare fossils
of forest and insect specimens dating back 50 million
years have been found in the amber.
The area consists of Tertiary coal and classic sedimentary and volcanic formations that rest on Cretaceous
volcanic rocks and metamorphosed Palaeozoic carbonates and greenstones.
In 1893, rancher George Finney sank the first shaft to
supply coal to locals and the village of Ashcroft. In 1923
a Chinese syndicate began a more ambitious project to
provide coal to the coast but it soon failed. The Clear
Mountain Coal Company took over and was equally

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no G-08762

scarps, or cliffs.
Often referred
to as a rift valley,
visually you see a
broad valley edged
by broken rock
formations. Little
did Dawson know
he had discovered
one of the largest
coal deposits in the
world.
unsuccessful. By 1925 it was Hat Creek Coal exploring
with shafts, tunnels and drill holes, but again exploration soon became dormant that same year.

Beginning in 1933 L.D. Leonard mined a few hundred
tonnes of coal, until 1942 when all activity ceased due
to World War II. In 1957 the Hat Creek coal area passed
to B.C. Electric, now known as B.C. Hydro, and again
further exploration and drilling ceased by 1959. In 1974
B.C. Hydro resumed exploration of the site and began
to mine sample quantities of coal. At this point protests
began, continuing into the early 1980s and effectively
preventing any further coal exploration or the development of a coal driven energy plant.
The Ashcroft Museum boasts an exceptional display
diarizing and documenting the history of coal discovery and exploration in the Hat Creek area. For more
information or just to view the amazing stages in this
story drop in for a walk through time. To this day there
remains controversy and opposition to any further
exploration and exploitation of one of the largest coal
accumulations in the world, the coal at Hat Creek in the
heart of Gold Country.

Photo: Ashcroft Museum

Some interesting minerals present throughout the area
include Bocanne, Buchite, Retinite and Poitevinite.
Detailed access information:
• From Cache Creek, follow Hwy #97N to Hwy #99.
• Follow Hwy #99 west to Hat Creek Rd., on the left.
• At Lehman Rd. keep left, remaining on Hat
Creek Rd.
• Park well to the roadside to ensure adequate
passing room.
• NO trespassing on B.C. Hydro private property.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Hamilton, W.R., Wooley, A.R., & Bishop, A.C. (1985). Larousse Guide to Minerals, Rocks and Fossils. 6th Edition. New
York, USA: Larousse & Co.
Press, F., & Siever, R. (1986). Earth. W.H. Freeman & Co.
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Cornwall Hills Park & Lookout
SITE #090301

GC1TY1Z

Written & Researched by Dominique Robillard

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Ashcroft, V0K 1A0
Geocache Location: N 50°41.592’
W 121°26.878’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0609620;
North 5616857 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,974 m./6,477 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 4
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1890
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• 4x4 vehicle
recommended
• Please note: ATV use
is prohibited within
the Park boundaries.
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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C

ornwall Hills Provincial Park
was named after Clement
and Henry Cornwall, English
gentlemen ranchers, who came
to the area in 1862. The park
covers 1,188 hectares of protected ecosystems, ranging from
Engelmann Spruce-Sub-Alpine-Fir
to parklands, grasslands and
alpine meadows. On April 30,
1996 the Cornwall Hills attained
provincial park status.

summit, professional geoscientist
Pierre Friele discovered half of
an unusual basalt projectile point
which later turned out to be at
least 6,000 years old. Such discoveries indicate the Cornwall Hills
summit served as an important
location for human activities such
as hunting and gathering. The
presence of water at the summit
permitted people to live in these
hills during warmer months. A
fenced pond remains there to this
day.

The history of Cornwall Hills is an
ancient one, dating back to the
late prehistoric and early historic If tiptoeing through ‘wildflowers’
periods. Research conducted in
is your cup of tea, tread carefully
1987-88 revealed eleven lithic
through these fragile alpine
scatter sites, most
of which were
located on
prominent knolls,
ridges or above
gullies where game
could easily be
observed. Lithic
scatter is surface
scatter of cultural
artifacts and debris
that consists of
tools and chipped
stone debris. Prior
to these studies,
Forestry Lookout building
while hiking on the
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Coast Range to the west. Pavilion Mountain and Marble
Canyon can be seen to the northwest, Cariboo Country
to the north and Kamloops Lake to the northeast. To
the east lies the Ashcroft Ranch in the Thompson River
valley below and above is a limited view of the Highland
Valley Copper Mine.

Indian Paintbrush is just one of the wildflowers you will
find in the surrounding grasslands.
meadows. There can be found an array of blossoms
including balsam-root, columbine, indian paintbrush,
larkspur, lupine, shooting star, soopollalie and the wild
rose, just to name a few!
Habitat for mule deer, cougar, blue grouse and a variety
of upland mammal and bird species is also protected by
the park. Be aware that wildlife may be encountered at
any time and act appropriately.
The park is also home to a provincial hang-gliding site.
What a wonderful opportunity to soar high above the
Thompson River valley and marvel at the incredible
views! The summit offers a 360-degree vista which
includes the Venables Valley to the southeast; Mount
Baker can be seen on a clear day to the south and the

Since the summit provided such an extensive view of
the surrounding area, a fire lookout was established in
the late 1800s and manned until the mid-1990s. You
will see evidence of a wildfire that raged through the
park on August 19, 2003 burning nearly 500 hectares
of land. In some areas, a very hot burn killed all the
vegetation, while other areas were only lightly burned
or not burned at all.
The appearance of the pine forests on Cornwall
Mountain has also been significantly altered by the
mountain pine beetle infestation, which hit the area in
the early 2000s. Mountain pine beetle naturally occurs
in B.C. forests, however, is usually kept in check by cold
temperatures. Mild winters of the past several years
have contributed to the current epidemic.
Detailed access information:
• Off Hwy #1, Trans Canada, 28.5 km north of
Spences Bridge turn on Hat Creek Road (Look for
grey feed building as turn off landmark).
- OR • From Hwy #97N, take Hwy #99 west to Hat Creek
Road – this route is more back country.
• If following the Hwy#97N route, please use current
maps.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Nelson, E. (2009). Personal Interview.
Rousseau, M.K., Breffitt, J., Guthrie, G., & Howe, G. (1989). 1988 Results of Archaeological Investigations in Upper
Oregon Jack Creek Valley and on Cornwall Hills Summit near Ashcroft, BC.
Shewchuk, M (1985). Backroads Explorer, Volume 1-Thompson Cariboo. Surrey, BC: Hancock House Publishers Ltd.
Wright, R.T. (1986). Backroads-The Junction Country, Boston Bar to Lytton.
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GRAVESITES & MYSTICAL PLACES

Ghost of Walhachin
SITE #090401

GC1VA6W

Written & Researched by Amy Thacker

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Parking: N 50°45.815’
W 120°59.475’
Geocache Location: N 50°45.755’
W 120°59.590’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0641530;
North 5625343 10U
Geocache altitude: 427 m./1,400 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1907
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Watch for cactus!
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Walhachin overlooking the Thompson River
nce a grand dream, the
Chinese workers were hired to
quaint community of
tend the fields and orchards,
Walhachin whispers the tales of a freeing the ‘upper-class’ to live
century old project.
a life of leisure and apparent
luxury. They enjoyed games of
In 1907, American entrepreneur
cricket, hunting, tennis, lakeside
Charles Barnes began to develop
picnics, music recitals and dances
his dream of grandeur set along
at the new community hall, which
the banks of the Thompson River. boasted the best dance floor in
This rich, fertile ground was to
the Province. By 1912 the town
produce unparalleled produce and was well established with a
orchards for the elite of British
bakery, general store, barber,
society. A community plan was
butcher, dairy, livery stable, ladies
laid out, elegant homes and
store, two insurance offices, three
businesses established, ground
laundries, post office and hotel.
broken and subdivision parcels
established to attract the wealthy While many, including the
English to this ‘new’ land.
infamous Widow Smith of
Spences Bridge, offered advice
By 1908 families had begun to
to assist Walhachin residents to
arrive, the town site was planned fulfill their dreams, the words of
and plots of land were selling for caution fell unheard in this lively
$300 per acre or $350 per acre
little ‘Camelot.’
with trees. In order to provide
income while developing the
Water for the orchards and comyoung orchards, alternate crops
munity was brought some twenty
were grown between the rows of miles from Snohoosh Lake in the
trees including, potatoes, tomaDeadman Valley via flumes, an
toes, onions and tobacco. The soil engineering feat of significance.
granted immediate rewards with
Built by local contractors, some
record crops of vegetables and
skilled and others not, and mainhealthy young fruit trees begintained by the Chinese labourers,
ning to establish.

O
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sufficient velocity and force to carry the water up the
high banks of the south shore to the orchard benches
above. The cables now lay along the river bottom.

Penny Station, 1905
the lumber used to build the flume was supplied by the
Monarch Lumber Company in Savona.
Despite early success, Charles Barnes dream was not
to be fulfilled. As World War I escalated the majority of
Walhachin male residents enlisted in the British forces
and returned to England to fight. With leaking flumes,
arid ground and a lack of human resources to maintain
the system, the ‘free’ life in Walhachin became taxed.
A storm washed out a section of the flume and it was
never to be repaired. Many immigrants returned to
England, defeated. Others stayed and built their own
dreams in this new British Columbia, some descendents
still return to see this place where dreams were born.
Today, the ‘Ghost of Walhachin,’ the flume remnants,
lay along the hills above the Trans Canada Highway
and along the Deadman Valley, bearing testament to
the engineering feats that once were. You can still view
the concrete forms that have withstood the mighty
Thompson currents below the town, these forms supported the cables that slung the flume across the river.
From high above today’s highway the waters entered
a wooden pipe, wrapped in wire, plunging down some
four hundred plus feet to the river. This drop created

Originally the only way to cross the river was a cable
ferry barge, in low water you can look down upon the
original ferry pilings. Due to the growth and interest in
the community the government commissioned a bridge
crossing down river, which was completed in 1910 and
stands today.
As you travel down to the bridge, observe the banks
to your right. The dark discolorations offer evidence of
ancient First Nations fires and a simple sift through the
sands reveals an abundance of fresh water clam shells,
remnants of old cooking sites. The nest upon the bridge
belongs to the resident Osprey family that returns
annually. They too, enjoy the fabulous fishing along the
Thompson River.
The historic Penny Ranch, situated west of the road on
the south shore, is the site of the first fruit trees and
the stimulus for Barnes dream. The area was originally
known as Penny Station and this ranch existed prior to
the development of the infamous community.
Several original homes remain in the community, while
others were sold and moved to the nearby communities
of Savona, Kamloops and Ashcroft. Please feel free to
visit with local residents of Walhachin and Thompson
River Estates in your quest for more tales on the ‘Ghost
of Walhachin.’

Detailed access information:
• Follow Hwy #1 to Thompson River Estates.
• No driving or parking on fragile grasslands.
• Do not disturb historical artifacts or cross private
property without permission.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Weir, J. (1984). Walhachin: Catastrophe or Camelot. Surrey, BC: Hancock House Publishers.
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HISTORIC CHURCHES

Saint Aidans of Pokeist
SITE #090501

GC1TTX0

Written & Researched by Kathy Paulos

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Spences Bridge, V0K 2L0
Geocache Location: N 50°31.186’
W 121°17.051’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0621634;
North 5597829 10U
Geocache altitude: 274 m./898 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1881
Ownership: Cook’s Ferry Indian
Band
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

P

Pokeist’s ‘White Stone’ was a
sacred place to these First Nations
people. Native healers climbed
The historic Village of Pokeist
to the rock where they would
lies 12 km north of Spences
fast and pray. It was also used by
Bridge, along the east bank of
young men coming of age and
the Thompson River, reverently
seeking a vision. Some of the
settled beneath the ‘White Stone’. elders remember when there was
Prior to the small pox epidemic of a rope attached to the pinnacle
1852, the population of Pokeist,
making it slightly easier to ascend
together with a small community and descend from the top.
just across the river, numbered
approximately 800 people.
Beneath the stoic white pinnacle,
okeist means “White Stone” in
the Nlaka’pamux language.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Saint Aidans is visible below the cliffs across the river.
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“While attempting to cross the Thompson River at the 89
Mile Post, east of Spences Bridge last Sunday night between
the hours of nine and ten o’clock, Indians Billy Pascoe, Long
George and his wife, Jimmie George and his wife and two
half-breed boys twelve and fifteen years of age, sons of Peter
Audap, were drowned, from the upsetting of a canoe.” The
Mining Journal account continues, “… up to Thursday
night the body of Jimmie George’s wife only had been found,
although a number of Indians with grappling irons were
dragging the river. Indians Long George and Jimmie are
brothers of Mrs. Audap, thus with this sad accident Mrs.
Audap loses two brothers and two sons.”
Saint Aidans remained in use for many years to come
for the community of Pokeist and neighboring families. The church was last painted in the 1950s when a
group of around twenty people arrived to help. Clifford
Yamelst came on horseback from Spences Bridge;
arriving late he found no paint brushes left. Clifford was
really keen on helping. Undaunted by the lack of paint
brushes he simply cut a handful of hair from his horse’s
tail and began painting. The evidence of this painting
technique is still visible on the church’s frame today.
nestled honorably amongst the sage brush, sits the tiny
Anglican Church of Saint Aidans.
The earliest mention of the church is found in the
memoirs of Bishop Sillitoe (1899). He recalls that on a
visit to Toketic (described in the memoirs as “Nine Miles
above Cooks Ferry”) an agreement was made between
himself and “Teetleneetsah” concerning the building of
a church. At this meeting provisions were also made for
a bell and a flag. The church is believed to have been
built on or about 1881, however no exact records have
been located. The original bell, donated by Bishop
Sillitoe, has since been removed for safe keeping.
The B.C. Mining Journal, dated January 1900, provides
an account of an 1899 Christmas Eve tragedy. The
Anglican Church at Pokeist had scheduled a regular
Christmas Eve midnight service. While en route to
the service several locals were lost in a river crossing
mishap.

The church continued to be used until the late 1990s
for baptisms and today, burials continue to take place at
the nearby graveyard.

Detailed access information:
• The church is on land owned by Cook’s Ferry
Indian Band and is not accessible.
• Viewing pullout is located 17 km north of Spences
Bridge on Hwy #1.
• ‘Hidden’ drive access to pullout is on the northbound lanes just north of cement barrier.
• Please use caution when entering and exiting
driveway.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
(1900). BC Mining Journal. January. In Ashcroft Museum and Archives.
Gowen, H.H. (1899). A Memoir of Acton Windeyer Sillitoe.
Henswold, D. Minnabarriet Family Research. In Ashcroft Museum and Archives.
White, J. (2009). Oral history and personal interviews.
Williams, C.E.H., & McGeachie, P. (1991). Archdeacon on Horseback. Merritt, BC: Sonotek Publishing Ltd.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Savona’s Ferry
SITE #100101

GC1TTWW

Written & Researched by Don Logan

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Location/Parking: N 50°45.449’
W 120°51.969’
Geocache Location: N 50°45.375’
W 120°52.192’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0650245;
North 5624882 10U
Geocache altitude: 351 m./1,152 ft.
Overall difficulty: 2
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1858
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Located off Hwy #1,
on Savona Access
Rd.
• Parking in Steelhead
Provincial Park day
use area.

T

Current view of the Savona ferry crossing location.

he current is gentle where
the First Nation people and
fur traders crossed to the north
side of the North Thompson River
near the Hudson’s Bay Co. fort in
Kamloops. However it was 1858
and the gold rush was on! Miners
and settlers coming up from the
south were heading for the Fraser
River and North Country, and
wanted the shortest and quickest
route. And so, despite the fast
moving current at the “Boute du

Lac” where Kamloops Lake flowed
out through a narrow channel,
François Saveneux established a
cable ferry. He also operated the
Hudson’s Bay Company’s wharf
and warehouse on the north shore
where a small community grew.
The “Saveneux” name soon became anglicized to “Savona” and
the community adopted the name.
While living in Savona, François
married the daughter of Joseph

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
Photo: Kamloops Museum & Archives, no 7698

email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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Savona’s Ferry, 1871
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Photo: Kamloops Museum & Archives, no 7699

View of Savona and Kamloops Lake
Bourke, a one-time Hudson Bay Company employee.
Bourke’s daughter, Frances, brought her teenage daughter with her to Savona.
The early ferry was only large enough for saddle horse
and pedestrian traffic, as there was only a trail west
of Savona. The Royal Engineers did not complete the
Wagon Road from Cache Creek until 1866. With the
road completion and wagon traffic, a vessel larger than
a raft became required.
A traveler who recorded his crossing at Savona was 16
year old Andrew Jackson Splawn. A.J. had been hired by
Major John Thorpe to help drive a herd of cattle to the
gold fields. They arrived at the ferry in the late fall of
1861.
“We crossed the Thompson River at the old landmark kept
by Savanos, a French Canadian, who had come to New
Caledonia-the name given to all of British Columbia- with the
Hudson’s Bay Company at a very early date. He had a small

ferry, on which we crossed the horses, while the cattle swam.
Another day found us on the Bonaparte, near the mouth of
Cash Creek.”
It was noted in the Christmas 1862 Victoria Colonist
that François Saveneux had passed away. With her
daughter’s help Mrs. Saveneux continued to run the
enterprise. The H.B.C. sent Donald McLean, son of the
Chief Trader, to help with their end of the business.
In 1866 Ned Roberts was the operator; however by
1870 the provincial government had taken over the
ferry and appointed James Uren.
Accidents were commonplace, the high water flood of
June 1875 broke the cable and the ferry was down until
the following year. In 1878 the scow broke away again
and in 1879 there was another break, resulting in the
drowning of Charles Fortier, a retired H.B.C. employee.
Continued requests were made for the construction
of a bridge to replace the ferry but it was not until the
Canadian Pacific Railway arrived in Savona in 1883 that
construction started. It was completed in 1884 at a cost
of $15,250.00.
The bridge also had its problems. In 1888, it was
covered by the high water; in 1894 it was swept away
by the flood. This brought the ferry back into operation
until 1906.
The site of the original ferry can be seen on the North
side of the present day bridge.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Balf, M. (1980). Savona’s Ferry. In Kamloops Museum and Archives.
Splawn, A.J. (1917). Ka-ma-akin-The Last Hero of the Yakimas.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS
The Hudson Bay Company
Brigade Trail
SITE #100102

GC1TT1W

Written & Researched by Doug Smith

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Location/Parking: N 50°48.362’
W 120°46.686’
Geocache Location: N 50°48.388’
W 120°46.674’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0656564;
North 5630656 10U
Geocache altitude: 582 m./1,909 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 3
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1843
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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70 Mile House, c1914

View of Kamloops Lake.
oving goods through
to Fort Kamloops using horse brithe Interior of B.C. was
gades. The horses each carried 80
never easy. High mountains,
to 90 pound packs and a brigade
steep canyons and raging rivcould have up to 100 horses.
ers challenged every route. The
Kamloops was the stopping
Pacific Fur Company established
posts at Okanagan, Spokane, and place, with grasslands to feed the
horses, for transportation routes
“Shewhaps” (Kamloops) at the
north and west. The original
junction of the North and South
route northwest was up the North
Thompson Rivers. In competiThompson to Little Fort, then
tion, the Northwest Company
along the route of Highway 24
connected routes between New
today to 100 Mile House, then
Caledonia and the Okanagan
north to Fort Alexandria. Furs
through “Cumcloops” in 1813.
Various routes were used by both traveled south in the fall and supplies traveled north in the spring.
trading companies, but in 1821,
It took about 20 days one way to
Fort Alexandria was built, under
the new merger of the Northwest make the journey.
Trading Company and the Hudson
In the 1840s with trade routes
Bay Company.
south of the 49th parallel cut
off, the establishment of trade
Overland trade routes began to
routes from Fort Langley to Fort
take the shape of Brigade Trails
Kamloops became a priority. The
using horses, a big departure
Hudson Bay Company Fort in
from the canoe-portage system.
Kamloops was moved to the west
By 1826 the route from Fort
side and a new brigade route (“the
Vancouver on the Columbia to
Fort Okanagan used flat bottomed lower route”) was found from
Shuswap Lake (now Kamloops
boats on the rivers and lakes
Lake) to 100 Mile House.
wherever possible. From Fort
Okanagan, the route was overland

M
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The Hudson Bay Company Brigade Trail from Kamloops
to Fort Alexandria followed this route and other variations until 1858 when a ferry was established at Savona.
The last brigade took place in 1862. After that a route
was established along approximately the same route
as the Trans Canada Highway, along the south shore to
Savona, then overland to the Cariboo Wagon Road.
After the Hudson Bay company route was no longer
used, the old brigade trails were sometimes used by
miners heading to gold fields and by cattle drivers. Over
time, sections have been turned into roads, railway
beds, or have become part of private lands. There are
traces of the trail here and there, but it is rare today for
someone to travel over this entire route by foot or on
horseback.

Journals from 1843 describe the route. The brigade
travelled along the north side of the Thompson River
to Tranquille Creek, then climbed the steep hill up into
what is now the Dewdrop Range. The route dropped
down to Kamloops Lake at Red Point, then followed
the lakeshore to Copper Creek. Early routes climbed
up the hills near Copper Creek, then through the
Sabiston Creek Valley to Hudson Bay Springs and over
the hills, descending to Deadman Creek. The brigade
trail followed Tobacco Creek towards Chartrand Lake,
then over the hills near Hihium Lake towards the east
end of Loon Lake. From here, the brigade crossed the
Bonaparte Plateau via Fly Creek to the southwest corner
of Green Lake, and then on to Horse Lake. From here it
connected to traditional north-south routes.

Sections of the brigade trail can be hiked or explored
by using area back roads. From the Red Lake Road, the
Deadman Valley Road, or the Loon Lake Road, visitors
can see the same terrain as explorers and traders in the
1800s.

Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #1, take Sabiston Rd. for nearly 24 km.
• At junction of Tranquille, Savona, Copper Creek &
Sabiston access, find a wide spot to safely pull off
road.
• Be prepared for all conditions, back country access, no cellular service.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Balf, M. (1981). Kamloops: A History of the District up to 1914. In Kamloops Museum Archives.
Favrholdt, K. Fur Trade Trails through British Columbia. In Kamloops Museum Archives.
Wilson, B. (1966). Hudson Bay Brigade Trail. In Boom Town Tales and Historic People.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

Vidette Lake Gold Mines
SITE #100103

GC1TTY2

Written & Researched by Doug Smith

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Parking: N 51°09.885’
W 120°53.974’
Geocache Location: N 51°09.887’
W 120°53.929’
Accuracy: 9 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0646909;
North 5670249 10U
Geocache altitude: 886 m./2,907 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1931
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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idette Lake lies at the northern end of the Deadman
Valley, about 50 km from the Trans
Canada Highway. The source of
the Deadman River is high up on
the Bonaparte Plateau. The river
flows west for 23 kilometres
before plunging over Deadman
Falls and feeding into the
Deadman Valley Lakes.

the area, with activity at nearby
Tranquille Creek starting in 1858.
Hydraulic mining continued there
through the 1890s.

As early as 1898 gold had been
found in the Deadman area, but it
was not until the winter of 1931
when more extensive surveying
was done by an American geologist. He employed seven men at
Vidette Lake and confirmed the
The valley was likely used as
presence of gold-bearing quartz
a transportation corridor for
Aboriginal peoples for hunting,
veins. Equipment and supplies
fishing and trading. The Hudson
were shipped to Vidette in 1932
Bay Company passed through this and a portable sawmill was set
area on its Brigade Trails from Fort up to provide lumber for above
and below ground construction.
Kamloops to Fort Alexandria at
100 Mile House in the 1840s. The Provincial mining reports in 1932
Vidette Lake area was considered talked about the need for further
development and the need to
as the halfway point along the
construct a road into the valley.
route. Later, packers used the
valley as a route over to the
Shares of Vidette Mines Ltd. were
sold on the market by 1933 with
Cariboo Wagon Road from the
public announcements that once
Okanagan-Thompson areas.
the road was built concentrates
Following the gold rushes in the
would be shipped. Eventually the
Fraser River and in the Cariboo,
company upgraded the road to
there was a flurry of exploration
haul status and the Province
and gold panning throughout
maintained it.
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By 1934, a town site with log huts surrounded the mine
site, which consisted of a two-storey bunkhouse with
electric lights, flush toilets and showers, a cookhouse
and a portable sawmill. Over 125 men were employed
and with their families, the town site grew quickly
to a village. The payroll at the mine alone was about
$75,000, in 1934 dollars and during the Great
Depression, which made a significant economic impact
on the region.
Nearby claims seemed to have been abandoned early
but the Vidette Mine carried on for a few years. At that
time, workers were paid about $0.50 per hour and
worked 8 hours days, for 6 days each week. Workers
could stay and be fed at the company-owned bunkhouse for $1.25 per day. Medical plans and dentistry
were available to workers. The village continued to
develop over the 6 years that the mine ran in full
operation. During those years the mine covered 5 miles
of tunnels, including one under the lake. The company
built 17 km of roads and about 28,000 ounces of gold
was extracted and shipped. Mine operations reduced
capacity in 1938 and with the onset of World War II in
1939 and dwindling ores, the mine closed down and the
surrounding village was abandoned over time.
View inside the mineshaft.
Supplies, equipment and manpower came from Savona
and Kamloops and The Sentinel newspaper in 1933
reported a boost in business for the area. Other stakes
were laid near the Vidette Mine in 1934, with the
Tuleric, Savona Gold and Hamilton Creek stakes
attracting investments from afar.
Financing for the Vidette Mine is not known now, but it
was rumoured that a Canadian Senator, General McRae
was a major shareholder. The Sentinel reported that he
was there to see the first shipment of ore bound for the
smelter at Trail.

Detailed access information:
• Located off Hwy #1, 50 km north on Deadman
Vidette Rd.
• Vidette Lake Gold Mine Resort is a privately owned
resort for paid clientele.
• Parking is available at the Forestry Rec Site or at
the lake access before the resort.
• Please pull well off the road as it is frequently travelled spring through fall.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
French, E. Retrieved March 10, 2009, from Vidette Lake Gold Mine Resort Web site:
http://www.videttelake.com/pages/1HomeHistory.html
McMillan, R. (2001). MINFILE No 092P086. Retrieved May 5, 2009, from Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum
Resources Web site: http://imperial.minfile.gov.bc.ca/Summary.aspx?minfilno=092P++086
Mobbs, L. (Undated). Vidette Lake Gold Mines. In Kamloops Museum and Archives.
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GEOLOGICAL WONDERS

Split Rock
SITE #100201

GC1VCMN

Written & Researched by Bruce Madu

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Location: N 50°53.982’
W 120°57.321’
Parking: N 50°53.954’
W 120°57.075’
Geocache Location: N 50°53.965’
W 120°57.105’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0644029;
North 5640638 10U
Geocache altitude: 738 m./2,422 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 4
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Leased Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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‘chimney’ of rock exposed as its
surrounding volcanic host was
eroded away. When looking at
fallen rock and exposures in the
road cuts below Split Rock you
will see rocks comprised of a
conglomeration of broken fragLocal legends tell that early trails ments of many shapes and sizes.
crossed through the fissure of
These are the products of volcanic
Split Rock – which would not have eruptions, many of which were
been an easy feat! The North
partially crystallized in the
West Fur Trading Company travchimney of a volcano prior to
eled near this location route in
their ejection to the surface. It
the early 1800s to a trading post
might be hard to imagine today –
once located just above Vidette
but you are in volcano country!
Lake.
Geologists have also mapped
It has been told that the Deadman large faults running the length of
Valley was named after the
the Deadman Valley and beyond.
murder of a French-Canadian
Movement along these faults was
clerk named Charette. He was
largely horizontal, similar to the
apparently knifed to death during famous San Andreas Fault, and
an argument with a traveling com- contributed to the landscape
panion and his body was found in you see today. Faults certainly
the river, near the North West Fur played a key role in the geological
Trading post.
history of the area and have given
us many phenomena such as Split
Very different from the rocks
Rock.
around it, the Split Rock of
Deadman Valley is described by
Mineral explorationists have
geologists as a breccia pipe: a tall been keenly aware of the role of
plit Rock is named for the
deep fissure that splits this
massive rock body into two
distinct parts and can be clearly
seen from the eastern side of the
hill along the Criss Creek road.
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Photo: Joanne Mosterd

faulting and volcanic activity in the valley and have pursued veins and other concentrations of gold and silver.
In support of the ongoing pursuit of the mineral wealth
of the valley, numerous active mineral claims exist along
Criss Creek and around the historic Vidette Gold mine.
As you visit this unique phenomenon, ponder the
powerful forces that created the landscape before you,
the gentle toll of erosion that revealed it and the
wonder of all those who came before you.

Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #1, access Deadman Vidette Rd.
• Head east on Criss Creek Forest Service Rd. to
parking coordinates.
• Watch for cactus and in season, ticks and snakes.
• Criss Creek is a staked waterway, please respect
all private operations.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Bryan, J. & Bryan, L. (1975). Backroads of British Columbia. Vancouver, BC: Sunflower Books.
Ireland, J. (1979). GUICHON EXPLORCO LIMITED: geological and geochemical surveys D.M. claims – Kamloops Mining Division, B.C. Kamloops, B.C.: Mineral Resources Branch.
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GEOLOGICAL WONDERS

Deadman Valley Hoodoos
SITE #100202

GC1V315

Written & Researched by David Loucks

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Geocache Location: N 50°55.537’
W 120°58.822’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0641937;
North 5643495 10U
Geocache altitude: 611 m./2,006 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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70 Mile House, c1914

A

hoodoo is a rock formation
which is shaped over hundreds of years by the forces of
erosion. The Deadman hoodoos
are carved into banks of rock and
clay conglomerate. Some parts
of the hoodoos are harder than
others and these hard parts last
longer. The tops of the Hoodoos
of the Deadman Valley are the
hardest parts and they protect
the soft rock below from wearing
away.

“Hoodoo Voodoo”
This area of the Deadman Valley
is a traditional gathering place
of the people of the Shuswap
(Sequa’pmug or Secwepemc)
First Nation and the hoodoos are
described in legends from the age
of shamans and transformer incantations. A shaman was a person of
power who would interact with
both the physical world and the
spiritual, usually acting as a sort
of intermediary between the two.
The shaman was often responsible
for both the physical and spiritual
health of people.
Centuries ago, when the Deadman
Creek served as a passageway to
and from the north, the residents
of the valley were vulnerable to
invading warriors from the north.
Elders gathered to plan a strategy
of nightly patrol and it was not
long before these preparations
paid off. Though casualties on
both sides were high, four of the
invading warriors were captured
and taken to the elders. Shamed
by their capture, the four invaders agreed to deliver a message
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crossed the valley, one of them looked over his shoulder. True to the threat of the shaman, the four warriors
of yesteryear became the four hoodoos. Legends such
as this help to preserve the history and culture of
the First Nations people and are passed through the
generations.

to their home territory that the people of the valley
wanted peace and would welcome all those who came
in peace.
A shaman then spoke while the bonds on the young
warriors were being cut loose. He looked skyward and
told the four warriors that if they left the valley without
looking back they would return to their villages safely.
However, if they disobeyed the rule, they would be
turned to stone. The four warriors left in haste. As they

Although this legend speaks of four hoodoos, there are
actually five. Visible when the light touches the pinnacles and craggy rock faces from just the right angle, the
Hoodoos of the Deadman Valley rise into view. These
spectacular formations are one of the finest examples
of hoodoos that can be seen from a public roadway in
British Columbia.
Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #1, access the Deadman Vidette Rd.
• At approx. 18 km watch for pullout signage.
• The property between the pullout and hoodoos is
private, please do not cross.
• A good camera lens or binoculars will assist you in
viewing the hoodoos.

View of hoodoos from the cache site. Binoculars or a good camera lens will assist you to view the hoodoos, which are
more visible later in the day. From this angle they are seen straight on, so may appear to be a single column.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Ignace, R. (2009). Personal Interview.
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VIEWS & VISTAS

Lac Le Jeune
SITE #100301

GC1TTQP

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Location/Parking: N 50°29.018’
W 120°29.011’
Geocache Location: N 50°29.045’
W 120°28.896’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0678656;
North 5595486 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,280 m./4,200 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1956
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

A peaceful evening at Lac Le Jeune.

I

n 1956 the original 47 hectares,
around what was known as
Costley’s Lake, was designated a
provincial park. Also known
as Fish Lake, but officially named
Lac Le Jeune in 1957, the lake
honours Father Jean-Marie
Raphaël Le Jeune. In 1996 an
additional 118 hectares of upland
and 48 hectares of foreshore was
added to the park with the intention for this section to remain in
its natural state.

Father Le Jeune, originally from
France, arrived as a missionary to
St. Joseph’s parish at Kamloops
Indian Reserve in 1882. He
became the traveling priest to
the district and served fifty years
in the region. He traveled by
foot and pony, learned to speak
many Indian dialects, and created
a script based on the Chinook
language using Duployé’s method
of shorthand. He published books
in Chinook and from 1891 to
1905 wrote a local newspaper, The
Kamloops Wawa.

Father Le Jeune would most likely
have traveled regularly in the
park area on his way to the many
villages in his parish. He rode his
pony alone across the Nicola
Plateau on the trails passing
through the hilly terrain of
lodgepole pine, douglas fir and
engelmann spruce. You may imagine Father Le Jeune surrounded by
vast and isolated uplands dotted
with ponds and small lakes as he
journeyed along the shores and
trails of the 5 kilometre lake that
would come to be his namesake.
Ah, but was he alone as he rode
the forested uplands and gentle
shores? No. The woods were alive
with a symphony of Steller’s jays,
pine siskins, juncos, finches, grey
jays, chickadees, woodpeckers
and brilliantly coloured rufous
and calliope hummingbirds. The
woodland music still plays on.
Trotting along the southwest side
of the large lake he would have
passed by the shallows of reeds,
waving and dancing with dragon-
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Photo: Royal BC Museum, BC Archives, no A-06072

greeted him on his many journeys. So
like many of nature’s traditions, waterfowl continue to greet those who roam
the shores today.
His journey would often take him closer
to heaven at the height of the far hills
above Lac Le Jeune. The lookout in
summer was a cool respite from the
sweltering heat below, as he stood
in awe at the splendor of his mission
territory. Not only was he taking in the
magnificance and wildlife of the glorious
uplands and forests, but the mule deer,
moose and lynx would be quietly watching the gentle priest from the secrecy of
their woods.

Brook trout, mountain whitefish and
lake chum still swim in the nearby
Father Le Jeune’s tent chapel, Nicola. c 1883
glimmering lake waters and the ‘fighting
flies and damsels. Seeing the lake drain into a smaller
rainbow trout’ continue to perform their magnificent
pond surrounded by a peaceful, green open meadow,
aerial displays.
perhaps a lovely spot to rest, have a meditative lunch
and water his faithful pony.
Gazing up into the deep blue heavens to see an
osprey or eagle circle Lac Le Jeune eyeing the trout,
Back on the trail, pleasantly eyeing the lake to the
you can feel Father Le Jeune watching over his parish
southeast, he would soon have reached the marshlands from above, still enjoying the peace and beauty of his
that too were a flutter. The songs of yellow-headed
journeys along the shores and hills of Lac Le Jeune in
blackbirds, marsh wrens, red-winged blackbirds and
Gold Country.
loons were his choral accompaniment to the soft lilt of
the hymns he sang in Chinook.
Detailed access information:
Moseying along further from the large lake, Father Le
Jeune would come upon hundreds of ponds, the waters
brimming with life. Barrow’s goldeneye, common loons,
ring-necked ducks and the stately great blue heron

• Located 47 km north of Merritt on Hwy #5, take the
Lac Le Jeune exit.
• Follow signs to day use parking area.
• Always wear proper footwear and carry water if
exploring the Park trails.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Balf, M. (Undated). Father Le Jeune. In Kamloops Museum and Archives.
BCGNIS Query Results: Lac Le Jeune Locality. Retrieved March 10, 2009, from B.C. Geographical Names Web site:
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Castle Rock Hoodoos
SITE #100302

GC1TQDY

Written & Researched by Doug Smith

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Location: N 51°06.676’
W 120°52.536’
Geocache Location: N 51°06.691’
W 120°52.511’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0648733;
North 5664373 10U
Geocache altitude: 881 m./2,889 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1997
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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A

visit to the Deadman Valley,
west of Savona off the Trans
Canada Highway, will bring you
to view the interesting Castle
Rock Hoodoos. But first you
get to journey up the beautiful
Deadman Creek Valley, full of
glorious views and rich history.
The road passes through the serene Skeetchestn Indian Reserve,
note the Community School
providing education to the valley
children above you. Side roads
meet the valley at various points
on your drive some heading into
Criss Creek, Back
Valley and Scottie
Creek. Stop to view
the noted Deadman
Hoodoos a few kilometres further north,
or hike a trail going
northwest climbing
along the historic
Hudson Bay Brigade
Trail up Tobacco
Creek to Chartrand
Lake. The route was
used by the Hudson
Bay Company trad-

ers to transport supplies north
to Fort Alexandria in the fall and
furs south to Fort Kamloops in the
spring.
Further up the valley, the arid
grasslands starts to give way to
ponderosa pine, then douglas
fir forest bordering a series of
five lakes. Mowich, Snohoosh,
Skookum, Deadman and Vidette
Lakes provide excellent opportunities for a leg stretch with Forestry
Recreation sites offering lakeside
access.

Vidette Lake
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road, take some photos and explore the area below the
hoodoos. Hiking and biking on the cliffs is forbidden,
please do not disturb the hoodoos.
Wood ticks are prevalent from March to June for most
of the dry Interior belt. Check your clothing after visiting this area or any of the other stops along the route.
The area is hot and arid in the summer, be sure to pack
a full water bottle and wear a hat.

Castle Rock Provincial Park is east of the road near the
north end of Skookum Lake. Beyond the park, the road
passes Deadman Lake, Outpost Lake and finally Vidette
Lake. Vidette Lake has been deemed the Center of the
Universe by visiting Tibetan monks. Above Vidette you
may discover the majestic Deadman Falls with a 200
foot drop to the steep canyon below. Early spring and
summer will awe you with its thundering roar and by
late summer and fall a mere trickle finds its way to the
edge. The road beyond the falls is best explored with a
4-wheel drive.
Castle Rock Hoodoos Provincial Park features white to
yellow cliffs, hoodoos and eroded volcanic ash. The
area is fragile and B.C. Parks recommends low impact
visits to the area as the Park was established to protect
this rare geological location. Stop by the side of the

The dominant flora in the area includes dryland choke
cherries, saskatoon berries, wild roses and douglas fir.
Each season features wildflowers adapted to the semiarid conditions including buttercups and balsam root in
the spring, gaillardia, mariposa lily, yarrow, pussytoes,
lupines, mullein, larkspur, prickly pear cactus and stonecrop in the summer, followed by aster and buckbrush
in the fall. Coyotes, hawks and grassland birds frequent
the area.
A visit up the Deadman Valley offers the visitor a chance
to see rock formations, lakes and rivers, grazing lands,
natural grasslands, dryland forest and wildlife. It is well
worth a day or two, be sure to bring your camera!
Detailed access information:
• Located 45 km north of Hwy #1 on Deadman
Vidette Rd.
• Do NOT climb or disturb the hoodoos or other park
formations.
• Sensitive area, do not pass cache spot.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
(2009). Castle Rock Hoodoos Provincial Park. Retrieved February, 2009, from BC Parks Web site:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/parkpgs/castle_rock/
Parish, R., Lloyd, D., & Coupe, R. (1996). Plants of the Southern Interior British Columbia. Edmonton, AB:
Lone Pine Publishing.
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Balancing Rock
SITE #100303

GC1VCMD

Written & Researched by Dominique Robillard

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Savona, V0K 2J0
Parking: N 50°45.577’
W 120°44.660’
Geocache Location: N 50°45.599’
W 120°44.444’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0659340;
North 5625568 10U
Geocache altitude: 541 m./1,774 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Leased Crown Land
Access: • Highway Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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S

et against the beautiful
backdrop of Kamloops Lake,
Savona’s magnificent balancing
rock is truly a marvel of nature.
Weighing in at many tonnes, this
large boulder perches precariously
atop a huge pyramid shaped pillar
of sedimentary rock, silt and sand.
Sedimentary rock is composed of
mineral and organic fragments
deposited and consolidated by
the forces of water, wind or ice.

sion caused by the forces of the
elements.
To the local Shuswap people, the
balancing rock is considered a
boundary marker for Shuswap
territory and is known as “Coyote
Rock”. The “Old One”, who was
the main creator, sent down transformers who were his helpers and
had the ability to alter their physical forms. They would complete

Twelve thousand years ago, the
glacial waters of the Thompson
basin drained, creating many lakes
and rivers, including Kamloops
Lake. The process of freezing and
thawing and the focus of wind
and rain carved the landscape into
steep cliffs and deep canyons.
Hoodoos, which are rock capped
pinnacles, were formed along the
canyon edges and cliff-sides as the
softer sedimentary rock surrounding the pinnacle eroded away. The
cap rock, which is composed of
harder materials, serves to protect
its supportive column from ero-
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There is one such related story of two female healers who stretched a net across the river. This upset
Coyote for they were catching too many fish. He then
transformed himself into a stick and floated down river
where he got himself caught up in the women’s net.
They emptied their net and found the stick and tossed
it onto the bank to be burned in their fire. There,
coyote transformed himself into a baby and the women
cared for him. He later changed himself into a man and
married both women. He then asked them to remove
the net and, being his wives, they obeyed his order.
Thus Coyote was satisfied.
70 Mile House in 1955

The “Coyote” had a multifaceted personality, as a creator, as a hero and as a humorous, clever and cunning
trickster who could, at times be quite greedy, jealous,
impulsive and reckless.

A close-up reveals how precariously the rock is
balanced on the pillar below.
the “Old One’s” work on the earth by improving the
land and giving shape to it in the forms of mountains,
valleys, lakes and so on.
The foremost of these transformers was the old coyote
and “Coyote Rock” is where he stepped down from the
heavens to perform his duties. Once Coyote finished
his work, he transformed himself into “Coyote Rock”,
standing as a sentry, keeping watch over the land.
When the natural balance was disrupted, Coyote would
transform himself into whichever form he deemed
necessary to correct the problem and restore balance to
the land.

The Balancing Rock can be viewed from the Trans
Canada Highway one half kilometer west of the Savona
hill rest stop. Pedestrian access is available to the site.
Please keep your footprint at a distance for not only is
the column fragile, but the site is of special significance
to the local Shuswap people.

Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #1 pull off at parking coordinates near
gate.
• Foot access ONLY, please be careful in this fragile
ecosystem.
• Do NOT walk to Balancing Rock, access allowed
for viewing only.
• Access beyond the cache box is forbidden, watch
for cactus.
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Secwepemc Museum.
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The McLean Brothers
SITE #110101

GC1TWQN

Written & Researched by Steve Thornton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Quilchena, V0E 2R0
Location/Parking: N 50°22.196’
W 120°20.889’
Geocache Location: N 50°22.223’
W 120°20.754’
Accuracy: 6 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0688734;
North 5583180 10U
Geocache altitude: 809 m./2,654 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1879
Ownership: Public Property
Access: • Public Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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I

n 1879, at the north end of
Stump Lake, a sheepherder
named Jim Kelly worked for Peter
Fraser. While sitting at the edge
of a meadow, Kelly didn’t know
he was about to become a part of
history. While the exact spot of
his death is lost in time, the viewpoint on the Old Kamloops Road
overlooks the lake of his home.
The McLean gang consisted of
three of the McLean brothers,
sons of the Scottish born Donald
McLean, who was himself in
possession of a fiery temper,
and his native wife. The eldest
McLean boy in the gang was Allan
at 25, followed by Charles, 17 and
Archie, 15, who at his young age
was eager to prove himself to his
older brothers. Seventeen-yearold Alex Hare, Métis son of a local
rancher, joined them.
The boys had always been lively
but were developing worsening
reputations and the violence
of their crimes was escalating.
Charlie McLean bit off the nose of
a native boy during an argument

and the gang beat a Chinese man
near Savona nearly to death, so
their habitual demands of local
ranchers for food and escalating
thefts were becoming more of
a real danger. Doors were being
locked from Kamloops all down
the Nicola Valley.
In early December, local rancher
William Palmer was out on the
trail looking for a big black
gelding that had been missing for
four days. Seeing riders ahead
Palmer investigated, finding his
gelding under Charlie McLean and
surrounded by the boys’ guns.
Pretending not to recognize his
horse, Palmer survived the encounter, then went to seek backup
in the form of Constable Ussher,
the B.C. policeman assigned to the
Kamloops district.
Constable Ussher had previously
encountered the McLeans in his
official capacity with little trouble
and may have assumed that this
time wouldn’t be any different.
He considered these boys as little
more than juvenile delinquents, so
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he left Kamloops to confront them with only Palmer and
another man, Shumway, who primarily acted as guide.
Along the way, he also picked up John McLeod. As this
small posse came across the gang’s camp in a little
clearing 16 miles south of Kamloops, a shot rang out.
Not a warning shot; the ball grazed Palmer and lodged
in McLeod’s cheek. Ussher still believed that the situation could be contained and walked towards the gang
while requesting their surrender and their guns.
Alex Hare advanced on Ussher with a knife in one hand
and a revolver in the other. Ussher attempted to wrestle
the weapons away from Hare, but was instead stabbed
repeatedly. Fifteen-year-old Archie ended Ussher’s life
by shooting him in the head. The remainder of the
posse retreated to Kamloops and a much larger, wellmounted and well-armed posse gathered to catch the
McLeans.
The gang traveled south, intent on settling old scores,
boasting and bragging of their “death list” to all they
met. Near Stump Lake they found Kelly and shot him for
unknown reasons, Kelly became their second murder.
They accumulated arms and ammunition from all they
passed. Allan McLean’s plan was to enlist the Nicola
tribe and start an Indian war, but the boy whose nose
had been bitten by Archie was connected to the chief
of the tribe and the McLean boys’ father, Donald, had a
less than stellar reputation with the natives, so although
they were permitted to stay at the Indian rancherie at
the head of the Nicola valley, they were not welcome.

The posse finally found the gang as they hid in the
cabin at Douglas Lake. After failing to parlay surrender
from the gang the posse attempted to burn them out of
hiding, but the hay was wet and would not ignite. The
boys had been without food and water for some time
and were in pretty bad shape; soon, hunger and thirst
drove the McLean boys out of the cabin with raised
hands.
The prisoners were taken to Kamloops and then to New
Westminster to stand trial. It took the jury only 20 minutes to reach a guilty verdict and they were sentenced
to be hanged. The sentence was appealed and a retrial
booked; the second jury also found them guilty and
they were again sentenced to be hanged. During their
incarceration the gang continued to behave in vicious
and scheming ways and on Monday, January 31, 1881,
they were finally hanged. It was the first time that three
brothers were executed together in Canada.

Detailed access information:
• From Merritt, follow Hwy #5A nearly
53 km north to Stump Lake.
• At the north end of Stump Lake, turn onto Old
Kamloops Rd.
• Park in rest stop on the right at approx. 4 km.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Rothenburger, M. (1993). The Wild McLeans. Victoria, BC: Orca Book Publishers.
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Mary Lafek, Pioneer
SITE #110102

GC1TTQX

Written & Researched by Luanne Baker

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Logan Lake, V0K 1W0
Location: N 50°20.907’
W 120°43.403’
Geocache Location: N 50°20.904’
W 120°43.364’
Accuracy: 7 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0662015;
North 5579847 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,340 m./4,397 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1900
Ownership: Private Property
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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The Lafek Homestead. The roofs of the remaining buildings are
just visible over the hillside.

T

his is the story of Mary Lafek,
who exemplifies the spirit and
the stoicism of the pioneer women who often found themselves
isolated, in foreign territory, and
living in primitive conditions with
little support.
Mary was born in Czechoslovakia
in May of 1897 and came to
British Columbia with her parents
in 1902, where her father had
secured work as a coal miner.
While still a teenager, Mary met
and married Jim Lafek.
The wedding ceremony took place
at the Coldwater Hotel in Merritt,
conducted by a judge who was
just passing through town. On
their wedding day, Jim brought
Mary home to the cabin where he
and his mother were living and
she had to walk the five mile trail
in her city shoes, unprepared for
the April snow at Mamette Lake.
The cabin had just two rooms but
the young bride added a kitchen

and a remarkable greenhouse,
where she cultivated every kind of
plant imaginable. By herself, she
later added a porch to the original
cabin.
Times were hard in those years
and there was hardly much more
than a trail to their property.
When Jim and Mary applied for assistance to bring a road in to the
property, they were paid $15.00 a
month to build a road with a pick,
shovel and wheelbarrow. The road
is now known as Rey Lake Road.
Mary and Jim had two daughters.
Their youngest, Vicky, was born in
the cabin with no assistance from
a doctor as it was just too hard to
get to their property at that time.
Mary taught the two girls with
the assistance of correspondence
lessons from Victoria. She built a
cabin beside the house to use as a
schoolroom and shared this with
some of the children who lived
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One cold night in 1975 Mary walked the five miles
down the hill and went to the Rey Creek Ranch with
the news that her husband had gone missing. He had
headed out to check on the irrigation system and he
had not returned home. The area was searched and a
dive team came to inspect Rey Lake. Even the hounds
could not pick up the scent of Jim. Jim Lafek has not
been seen or heard from since that night. It is possible
that he may have had a run in with a bear, or slipped
off the dock at Rey Lake, but no one seems to know for
certain. His departure remains a mystery.
Mary moved shortly after Jim’s disappearance to be
with her daughter Vicky in Fernie, British Columbia. She
passed away shortly after that, on November 20, 1977.
A true pioneer and quiet hero, it is women such as Mary
who quietly established amenities and traditions in the
rugged backcountry of our then young Province.

in the area. She raised sheep and spun the wool, made
all the clothing, rugs and quilts for her home and her
family.
During the entire 56 years the Lafeks lived on the ranch
they had no indoor plumbing, no phone and no furnace. An oil lamp and a wood stove provided light and
warmth.

Detailed access information:
• Travel south of Logan Lake on Hwy #97C to Rey
Lake Road.
• Stay right at each fork on Rey Lake Road for
approximately 7 km.
• Rey Lake Road is public access, however, is
bordered by private land throughout.
• Do NOT leave road and please respect all property
owners’ lands.
• Access ONLY from May through October, weather
permitting, as road is not maintained.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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Pennask Lake and Esker
SITE #110201

GC1VCKZ

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location: N 49°59.190’
W 120°05.668’
Geocache Location: N 49°59.226’
W 120°05.686’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0708249;
North 5541242 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,425 m./4,676 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5 (road to site 5)
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1975
Ownership: BC Provincial Park
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• 4x4 Vehicle
accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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W

hat does a lake, hidden
deep in Nicola country, have
to do with the golden pineapples
of Hawaii? And where is this
golden treasure teeming with
wildlife, dotted with islands and
abundant in history? At the end of
a very primitive, steep and rough
road, passing through low forests
of jack pine, alder and spruce,
Pennask Lake looms large and
lovely, surrounded by thick
wilderness.
The 244 hectare wilderness
Provincial Park was established in
1975. The east side of the park
is a mix of open spruce and
pine forests with soopalallie and
grouse berry shrubs growing on
sloping uplands and elevated
benches. The south end of the
park is a low-lying upland,
covered in the dense growth of
twinberry, white rhododendron
and Labrador tea shrubbery, amid
a thick spruce forest.
The lake is abundant with bays,
islands and coves. Stanley Read
writes, “It is rich in islands, small
bays and inlets - some bearing names
associated with fishermen of earlier
days, some, names that are descrip-

tive - Mud Bay, Peterson’s, Prudhom
Bay, Slaughter Bay, the Colonel’s
Kitchen, Burnt Island, Milwaukee
Point, Dole Bay, and Lone Tree Islet....
the description is apt because of the
towering tree, with its great osprey
nest, even though now it has more
than one tree.”
At the very north end of the lake
the geological history is evident.
Due to volcanic activity more than
10,000 years ago and the glacial
melt wash, the end of the lake
shows geological evidence of melt
water streams flowing in tunnels
along the bottom of a melting
glacier. Water seeping through
crevasses and cracks in the ice
gradually opened tunnels that
ran downhill to the end of the glacier. The result was a long narrow
ridge of gravel and sand, varying
from metres to tens of metres
thick and winding for kilometres
parallel with the direction of the
movement of the ice. This continuous and winding ridge of glacial
deposit is the Pennask esker.
Pennask Lake is a great trout
fishing lake going back to the turn
of the twentieth century. Since the
end of the glacial melt, rainbow
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Fishing and Gaming Company. At a cost of $1000, fifty
members were eligible to join and a private lodge was
built.
In 1959 the lodge had the privilege of hosting and
entertaining the British royal family, Queen Elizabeth
and Prince Phillip. And there they were, the British
Royals, in the lodge of the ‘Pineapple King’ from Hawaii,
deep in the mountain woods, in the heart of Gold
Country! The original lodge still exists and the Pennask
Fish and Game Club and its members remain active at
Pennask Lake.

trout have thrived in Pennask. They are probably
descendants of the ancient steelhead that would have
been trapped in the large inland lakes by the receding
glacial waters.
In spring, more than half of the trout swim down the
creeks to spawn. About five kilometres up Pennask
Creek the eggs and milt of the spawning fish are
collected for the Pennask Creek fish hatchery. There are
between three and five million Pennask rainbow trout
eggs annually and the fry from these eggs stock lakes
throughout the southern Interior.
In 1927 James Dole, the Pineapple King, discovered
the great rainbow trout fishing at Pennask Lake. So
entranced was he, he bought 2,500 acres around
Pennask, including sixteen of the twenty-five kilometres
of lakeshore. By 1930 Dole created the Pennask Lake

At the lake there are also four known archaeological
sites, however these are in the protected area and not
accessible to the public. Additionally, there is one bluelisted variety of willow shrub known as Booth’s willow
(salix boothii), which must be treated with respect and
care. And there is an abundance of avian life including
eagles and hawks. As Read observed at the time, “The
birds are there - the swallow, the woodpecker, the occasional
kingfisher, the great circling osprey, and the loon - active,
noisy, entertaining, and handsome.”
Pennask Lake, with a hint of Hawaii and the golden
pineapple, home of the ancient rainbow trout, and with
a touch of royalty, is a treasure trove of geology, wildlife, and beauty hidden high and deep in Gold Country.
Detailed access information:
• From Merritt follow Hwy #97C to the Sunset
Main exit.
• Follow signs toward Hatheume Resort until the
second 12 km marker.
• This is a seasonal road that requires caution
and care.
• Only vehicles with good clearance will be able to
reach the lake.
• Park at the campsite signage.
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Promontory Lookout
SITE #110301

GC1TTWQ

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Lower Nicola, V1K 1B8
Location: N 50°11.669’
W 120°58.338’
Geocache Location: N 50°11.650’
W 120°58.358’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0644704;
North 5562186 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,715 m./5,625 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1862
Ownership: BC Forestry Rec Site
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• 4x4 Vehicle
accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

Promontory Lookout used to be the site of a Forestry Lookout Tower,
however it was removed in 2007

H

igh above the town of
Merritt, between Shulus
and Lower Nicola, is a botanical
and geological treasure, and a
view worth its height in gold.
Promontory Mountain, so aptly
named, is a prominent mass of
land 1734 metres above sea level,
overlooking the Nicola Valley, in
Gold Country.
Promontory Mountain is an
ideal lookout. One has a 360
degree view of the surrounding
Promontory Hills and the exposed
rock of the Upper Triassic Nicola
Group. These rocks are intruded
by Lower Jurassic Guichon Creek
batholith to the north. The
batholithes, are the largest of
the plutons, large igneous bodies that have congealed from
magma underground, and are at
least 100 square kilometres in
area. To the south they are Coyle
stock, similar but smaller plutons.
Looking west the rocks are of the
Lower Cretaceous Spences Bridge
Group and to the east they are of
the Upper Cretaceous Kingsvale

Group.
The large area leading up to and
about the lookout is surrounded
by a variety of minerals and rock.
These vary from volcanic breccias, andestic lavas and lapilli to
limestone, greywacke and some
marine fossils. A small occurrence
of galena and sphalerite also can
be found at the top of Promontory
Mountain.
Adding to the interesting geology
of the mountain is the discovery
of the washoe pine tree cluster
(pinus washoensis) surviving in
the broken, rocky terrain. It
shares the summit with Douglas
fir and an herbaceous ground
cover of pine grass (calamagmstis
nibescens). Washoe is an atypical
ponderosa pine and is not native
to Promontory Mountain.
Beginning in interglacial or
pre-glacial time the pine originated from the seeds of the North
Plateau ponderosa pine that
were carried upwind from lower
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unsuspecting wanderers-by, therefore giving the impression of ‘jumping’ at their prey.
Some believe it is the vibration of footsteps that make
them ‘jump,’ but it is more likely a slight brushing
while passing in the vicinity of the cactus that causes
the loose spines to so readily dislodge and attach
themselves to any contacted surface. Whether or not
they are actually ‘jumping cactus,’ you can decide for
yourself. They are however, definitely an interesting
specimen to be cautious of. Perhaps, tweezers should
be taken along as a precaution.

altitudes. There is no evidence of seed cones or pine
reproduction on Promontory above 1400 metres,
indicating that the pine is not an established species.
This washoe pine has genetically adapted to the harsh,
high altitude environment of the mountain. The leaves,
called needles, are generally shorter, stiffer and stouter
than those of the ponderosa. As there is sparse evidence of seed cone production at the higher altitude,
the existence of pinus washoensis will probably cease
after the adult trees live out their lifetime or succumb
to the moods of nature.
On the trek along the pathway one also has the
opportunity to observe, very carefully, the characteristic
jumping cholla cacti (opuntia bigelovii). It is also called
the teddy bear cactus, but cute and cuddly it is not. This
unusual cactus is notorious for very loose joint or spine
attachment. These spines easily attach themselves to

When you have explored the natural science of the
mountain, wander up to the Forestry Recreation site
and enjoy the majestic view. You will see the town
of Merritt, the Nicola Valley and beyond the four
directions of the Promontory Hills. If you have chosen
the clearest of days to visit Promontory, look south
southeast and you will be able to see Mount Baker in
Washington State.
Promontory Mountain Lookout gives one the sense of
being on top of the world. It is a treasure of natural
science and a geological wonder. Surely you will agree
Promontory Mountain lookout is ‘a view worth its
height in gold’, in the heart of Gold Country, British
Columbia.
Detailed access information:
• From Merritt, follow Hwy #8 west to Woodward
Road.
• Turn left at the landfill sign and follow the gravel
road ~ 14 km.
• Park near the Forestry Recreation site.
• Rough, back country road, 4x4 recommended and
use caution in inclement weather.
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Clapperton Falls
SITE #110302

GC1TQE8

Written & Researched by Aline Lachapelle

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location: meters from cache
box
Geocache Location: N 50°13.885’
W 120°37.473’
Accuracy: 7 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0669414;
North 5567062 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,000 m./3,282 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 3
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

F

lowing in the canyon below
the Coquihalla Highway north
of Merritt is Clapperton Creek. It
is a major tributary to the Nicola
River, draining a large portion
of the area on both sides of the
highway from just north of
Merritt to the Surrey Lake
Summit. Snowmelt does influence
the rate of discharge in this creek,
but it flows year round. There
are dams at the outflow of both
Sussex Lake and Helmer Lake
along Clapperton Creek that are
used to regulate flow to provide
irrigation water in the summer.

Rainbow trout, coho salmon,
chinook salmon and steelhead are
all species present in Clapperton
Creek, though there are several barriers to fish passage that
prevent the latter three species
from journeying very far up the 29
km creek. This means that though
there are rainbow trout present
along the length of Clapperton
Creek, the other three species can
only be found downstream of the
first barrier to fish passage, since
they are anadromous. They mi-

In addition to being important
for agriculture, Clapperton Creek
also provides a source of water
for wildlife, as well as a band of
riparian habitat along the stream
shore where a variety of wildlife,
birds and insects are able to take
advantage of the more succulent
vegetation and dense shrubs
found closer to the water.
There are of course species which
make the creek itself home,
including several types of fish.

Fairyslipper at Clapperton Falls
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Photo: Aline Lachapelle

This second set of falls is known as Clapperton Falls,
and is a hidden treasure that is relatively easy to access
from the Coquihalla Highway’s northbound lane. There
is not an actual highway exit to reach the falls access
road. The gravel pit is a good spot to park and begin
to explore. The sound of the falls is enticing, and the
overhanging perch from which the falls are best viewed
is worth the effort to find. There are not established
trails to find the falls, nor are there any guardrails to
prevent a fall, so walking with caution and keeping pets
and children close by is definitely recommended.

grate to the ocean but must return to their natal stream
to spawn, and cannot swim upstream of the barriers.
According to the B.C. Ministry of Environment’s internet
mapping program, “Habitat Wizard”, there are two
natural barriers to fish passage on Clapperton Creek in
addition to the two lake outflow dams. One is a set of
falls 2 km upstream from the confluence with the Nicola
River, and another is found 5 km further upstream.

One type of plant found near the viewpoint of
Clapperton Falls is Fairyslipper (Calypso bulbosa).
According to the “Plants of the Southern Interior of
B.C.” book, this beautiful purple-flowered orchid is decreasing in numbers due to its sensitivity to trampling
and picking. Fairyslipper is also considered a medicinal
plant of importance to several Aboriginal groups,
including the First Nations people of the Nicola Valley.
Enjoy the beauty of both the falls and the flowers, and
try to leave the spot as it was when you arrived.

Detailed access information:
• Located 14.5 km north of Merritt on Hwy#5, only
accessible northbound.
• No marked exit, watch for a yellow gate at the Kirby
gravel pit, make this right turn.
• Keep to the left at each road fork and park ~1.5
km in, at the gravel pit.
• This is a natural falls, with no safety barriers, please
use extreme caution.
• Recommended to keep children and pets close at
ALL times.
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Guichon Lundbom Grasslands
SITE #120101

GC1V1X7

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location: N 50°04.006’
W 120°39.611’
Geocache Location: N 50°04.004’
W 120°39.497’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0667583;
North 5548677 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,109 m./3,638 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

B

etween Nicola Lake and Aspen
Grove is one of the vastest
and most unique golden rolling
grasslands to be found anywhere
in the Nicola Valley. It is rich with
fowl, songbirds, birds of prey and
wildlife. It is an ecosystem to be
treasured and protected forever.
The grasslands have a long rich
history. Pioneer and rancher
Joseph Guichon was originally
born in Chambery, France and
immigrated to British Columbia in
the mid 19th century. He arrived
in the interior in 1865 and soon
found employment in Ashcroft on
the Dominion ranch owned and
managed by Charles Augustus
Semlin. He later hired on with
Jean Caux, a French horse packer,
travelling the Hudson Bay Brigade
trails, providing for the miners in
the gold fields.
It was 1867 on those trails
through the Nicola Valley that
Guichon recognized the immense
potential for cattle ranching. By
the following year he acquired
land in the ‘Savonaux’ region,

where his own herd grew and
thrived. At the same time, with his
brother Laurent, he took up land
at ‘Mamit’ Lake and established
a farm. It was here in 1877 that
Dr. George Mercer Dawson of the
Geological Survey of Canada discovered Guichon and noted in his
diaries, “He grows grain of all sorts
and potatoes with success, despite the
high elevation.”
By 1878, the Guichon brothers
relocated their base operations
to the Home Ranch at Chapperon
Lake. They both married sisters
and continued to acquire more
land growing their holdings and
developing grazing property
between Mamette and Chapperon
Lakes.
Joseph and his brother were
establishing themselves as very
significant figures on the ranching frontier. With a history of
perpetual expansion the ranch
was now growing further east on
Nicola Lake. The families moved
to this latest acquisition where
they would remain for years to
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Laurie Guichon, also a fourth generation rancher, was a
significant figure in the ranching industry and a noted
conservationist. Growing up with a history of ranching
and a love for the grasslands, he would practice safe
and ecological cattle grazing and hay management.
He was well recognized and respected as a grassland
conservationist throughout B.C. The Lundbom grasslands and marshes, as a protected habitat, was a vision
he worked diligently to establish. Since his death in
1999 his wife and others have continued to carry on
the legacy, and the grasslands were officially designated
and dedicated as the Laurie Guichon Grasslands and
Interpretive Site.
come. In the meantime, the Chapperon Lake lands were
sold to Douglas Lake Cattle Company and the profits
divided equally between the two families. Laurent
himself moved to the coast and Joseph maintained the
1400 head of cattle.
The ever business savvy rancher, Joseph could see great
advantage in marketing his beef to the construction
crews now building the great railway. By 1885 he was
marketing his cattle closer to home in Kamloops. In the
1890s he was raising Percherons and Thoroughbreds
selling them to the North-West Mounted Police (later
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police) and the Vancouver
Mounted Police.
Guichon continued to increase holdings throughout
the Nicola Valley. He expanded further north in the
1890s. By 1904 he acquired the Quilchena Ranch, the
Quilchena Hotel and the general store. He bought the
Triangle Ranch in 1911. In 1918 three years before his
death he divided his worth evenly amongst his seven
children. The Guichon lands included nearly 40,000
acres of deeded land and more than half a million
acres of crown land leases, in ranches, rolling hills and
grasslands.
Sons, grandsons and great grandsons of the Guichon
family still retain land and continue to ranch in the
valley. Great grandson Mike Rose and his family own
and manage the Quilchena Cattle Company. They have
carried it through every possible hardship imaginable
but continue as the true cowboys they are today.

The old Nicola-Aspen Grove stage road traverses the
grasslands that stretch across the Lundbom Common.
Dotted about this great expanse are several marshes
and lakes. These are home to waterfowl in abundance.
The marsh is one of the first water areas to be ice-free
in the spring and attracts an assortment of birds such
as mallards, pintails and teals and on the rare occasion
trumpeter swans and American white pelicans.
The grasslands are home to things seen and unseen that
keep this diverse ecosystem sensitive and protected.
Laurie Guichon knew of the value and importance
of this delicately balanced system and his vision was
realized. As you amble along, gazing at the gold of
ancient grasslands, think of the many generations of
Guichon ranchers and their subsequent goal to keep the
grasslands a healthy, protected golden sanctuary in the
ancient heart of Gold Country.

Detailed access information:
• Follow Hwy #5A east approximately 11 km and
turn left on Lundbom Rd.
• Park in designated areas and do not take any
motorized vehicles offroad.
• Please stay off the grasslands where possible, this
is a fragile environment.
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Brookmere
SITE #120102

GC1V1YV

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Location: N 49°49.066’
W 120°52.343’
Geocache Location: N 49°48.964’
W 120°51.947’
Accuracy: 7 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0653529;
North 5520365 10U
Geocache altitude: 986 m./3,235 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1909
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Take Coldwater exit
256 off Hwy #5
11 km to Brookmere.
• Please respect the
privacy of local
residents.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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The last remaining Kettle Valley Railway watertower still stands in
Brookmere, near the foundations of the railway buildings.
igh above the Voght Valley
small mining towns popping up all
is a barely populated sleepy
over the valley. However, eventulittle community. Brookmere’s
ally the labour required to extract
golden years long past, its heythe gold became greater than the
days and glory are now nestled
reward and the gold mining in
between the pages of history. At
the area dwindled. Recently, the
nearly four thousand feet, quiet
search for gold and minerals has
Brookmere is brimming with the
been revived with 17,114 hectares
stories and tales of miners and
being explored in the Brookmere
railway workers of long ago.
Project.

H

Originally known as Otter Summit,
mining claims were staked in
numerous areas following Voght
Creek to the Coldwater River, up
and around the mountainside and
numerous creeks. Small mining
was prevalent in all directions
from the summit. Elevated gold
concentrations were discovered in
the stream sediments, as well as
there being multi-element stream
sediment anomalies.
As the Nicola Valley continued to
grow with the copper, coal, gold
and silver mining, so did the need
for transporting the minerals and
ores. As well, there was greater
demand to provide goods and
services to the many growing

The Canadian Pacific Railway had
built its railway tracks into the
Kootneys but there was no line
connecting the railway to the far
west. After much competition,
in 1910 the Kettle Valley Railway
system began construction.
And it was only because of the
perseverance and constant direction of Chief Engineer Andrew
McCullogh, lover of all things
Shakespearean, that the railway
was completed by July 1916. The
construction was met with high
costs and a great deal of hardship
and would be known as the most
expensive railway in the world.
But it was the need for a branch
line to connect the Kettle Valley
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Photo: Nicola Valley Museum & Archives Association

Brookmere, c 1925.
rail line with the Canadian Pacific rail line and bypass
the extreme winter conditions of the Coquihalla
Summit that Brookmere came to be.
Harry Brook, originally from Illinois, had pre-empted
land in the area and was well known as a happy-golucky rancher and butcher. His ranch was idyllic with
fresh water from the local creek feeding the small lake.
The area would also prove ideal as the midway stop for
a train station and engine maintenance and bypass the
winter extremes.

Unfortunately, it would not last. With the growth of
the automobile came the building of roadways and
highways and the demise of train transportation. It was
nearly fifty years later in 1964 that the last passenger
and freight train went through Brookmere. There is no
longer a hotel or station house, no roundhouse, only
vestiges of what once was. The only surviving water
tower from the Kettle Valley line is still standing as a
towering reminder and an old caboose is being revitalized.
Brookmere may be quiet but it echoes the tales and
glamour of the railroad history of the times. Today
some of the original houses still stand and the families
and their descendants keep the stories and the memory
of Brookmere alive. Every August, rail fans, railroaders, and friends from all-over return to Brookmere to
celebrate their railroad heritage, history and respect
for the great trains and railway systems that helped
build the province. Yes, those golden years of trains and
gold mining still live on in the historical sleepy town of
Brookmere, high in the hills of Gold Country.

Brookmere soon grew to be a major mountain railroad
town with a water tower, turntable, three-stall roundhouse, section house and a station house. After an
engine explosion in 1947 the roundhouse was replaced
by a four-stall.
A hotel was erected; a post-office established and soon
commercial enterprises and services arrived. Railway
workers built houses, families grew and the village was
alive and bustling with the activities of the railway line.
Brookmere was a healthy and happy railway community.

A caboose on display as a tribute to the rich railway
history of the community.
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Aspen Grove Mining Characters
SITE #120103

GC1TKPX

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Aspen Grove, V1K 1B8
Parking: N 49°55.434’
W 120°37.674’
Geocache Location: N 49°55.431’
W 120°37.675’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0670261;
North 5532866 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,052 m./3,450 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: c 1905
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Highway
• Year-round
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com
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A

s they say, all that glitters is
not gold. The Nicola Valley
is rich with minerals and copper
and was soon the centre of a vast
mining community. Aspen Grove
became the heart of the mining
area. It was the central stage
coach stop, post office and the
social hub of the community with
galas, balls and brawls.
Of the many who staked claims
for the copper and minerals in
the early years, a few became
well known throughout the camp.
They attended social events,
drank with the miners and rode
regularly through town. Perhaps
though, some of their recognition
was partly through association or
misadventure, an association that
would become legendary.

the Yale District, Nicola Division,
comments, “Efforts are now chiefly
to keeping up assessment work and
crown granting.” And continues,
“On the group of claims owned
by Dad Allen, assessment work
has resulted in exposing copper ...
Locations held by (Alonzo) Roberts
and (Jack) Budd, in which prospecting has been done, afford excellent
showings.”
It is said, J. P. ‘Dad’ Allen had once
owned a stable, running pack
trains and horses to mines. He

The local press, Nicola Herald, in
June 1905 reported “Dad Allen
and his partners are hard at work
on the Pearl Group of claims, and
are continuing the tunnel cross
cutting the formation, and have
shown up a large body of ore. ….”
The 1906 B.C. Mining Report for
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was also said to be a partner of Wild Bill Hickok, “...he
was born in the state of New York, of Scottish descent. Molly
and Dad packed the kids in a covered wagon, horse-trading
through the old West. All went well until the Sheriff of Death
Valley killed Dad’s eldest son, Charlie, so Dad killed the
Sheriff, and had to get out and come to B.C.” wrote Maisie
Campbell-Johnston.
Jack Budd was from Texas and immigrated
to British Columbia. He ran a ranch in
Princeton with his partner George
Edwards. They both also had interests
in mineral claims. Alonzo Roberts was
a local Aspen Grove rancher who
partnered with the three to explore
similar claims. “But who was George
Edwards?” you ask. Well, Edwards
lived at the Roberts ranch for several months and Alonzo describes
him as ‘a likeable chap…a decent
chap, who loved riding and hunting and
rode a large black horse…’

he was apparently known as ‘The Gentleman Bandit’. All
three were arrested and convicted.
Jack Budd was considered a likely accessory in the
Ducks robbery, but how is unknown and it was never
proven. The Gentleman Bandit was the legendary
Bill Miner, the notorious train robber with good
manners, both polite and courteous. The
Gentleman Bandit later escaped prison and
was never seen again in Aspen Grove or
anywhere else in Canada.
Aspen Grove Camp is historic
not only for its contribution to
the wealth and development of
Merritt and the Nicola Valley, but
also for its extraordinary connection
to the legendary outlaw Bill Miner.
As you mosey the scenic prairielands, imagine a courteous and
polite miner riding about the camp
on his dark horse. Imagine further,
this very same gentleman mounted
on a great black steed, a Gentleman
Bandit, chasing down a great ‘Iron
Horse’ in search of another kind of gold,
the glitter of a C.P.R. payroll traveling
through Gold Country.

In May 1906 Edwards and several
blokes decided to avail themselves
of a payroll aboard a Canadian Pacific
George Edwards,
Railway locomotive that would be coming
aka Bill Miner
through the Ducks station. However, things
went awry and the robbers took off, trying to
disguise themselves as wandering prospectors. The
Detailed access information:
Royal Northwest Mounted Police, thanks to Constable
• From Merritt, follow Hwy #5A south to Aspen Grove.
William Fernie and others, tracked Edwards and his
• As you travel south through town, the ‘old barn’ to
gang for five days and found them holed-up near
your right was the stagecoach stop.
Douglas Lake. While two of the robbers proved not as
• South of the community, park at the Kidd Lake
well mannered, Edwards, who was the leader, surrenrest area.
dered with his usual politeness and courtesy. After all,

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Campbell-Johnston, M. (1943). A New Side of Bill Miner’s Character. In Vancouver Museum Archives.
Grauer, P. (2006). Interred with their bones: Bill Miner in Canada 1903-1907. Tillicum Books.
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PIONEERS & EARLY SETTLERS

The Smith’s
SITE #120104

GC1V1ZA

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Geocache Location: N 49°51.555’
W 120°43.553’
Accuracy: 7 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0663447;
North 5525461 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,052 m./3,453 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 2.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1887
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

T

here is a story nestled deep
amid the golden hay of the
Voght Valley. A story that begins
in Scotland, passes from Spences
Bridge to Voght Creek, returns
to Spences Bridge and celebrates
Grimes Golden apples.

span of the railway bridge in midconstruction.

Here the journey became even
more harried as young Jessie
Smith climbed into the great
basket strung by a cable. With
John, James and a Mr. Burr, sent
On February 9, 1884, a young lass to bring them on the rest of their
from Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
journey, the cable was loosed and
Jessie Anne, 30 years and newly
the basket careened toward the
married, set out with her husband pile of hay on the other side of
John Smith, a novice orchardist,
the raging river.
on an arduous journey to the far
By stagecoach they would travel
west reaches of Canada. They
would travel the entire trip with a the Cariboo Wagon Road, twisting high above the torrent, along
Mr. James Teit, who was to work
rocky mountain ledges. It was
at his uncle’s hotel and orchard.
now March 19, 1884 and by day’s
Travelling by steamer across the
end they arrived at their destinaAtlantic, the three were bound for tion, Spences Bridge. Here they
Spences Bridge. From Boston by
would remain until the spring of
train they journeyed across the
1887.
U.S.A. They experienced snow
The arduous journey from
slides, accidents and long frightScotland to B.C. had certainly
ening mountain passes, finally
arriving at Tacoma and then onto been an experience for Jessie
Victoria by steamer. By steamer to and had somewhat prepared her
for her new life as the wife of an
Port Moody, they would board a
work train to the Interior, winding orchardist, farmer and rancher. It
was the fall of 1887 and they were
along precipitous curves above
to pull-up stakes and soon settle
the mighty Fraser River. Abruptly
on 320 acres in the Voght Valley.
stopping at Cisco, where there
were no further tracks, only the
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never warming past -35 degrees Fahrenheit during the
day. By the following spring they had lost more than
100 head of cattle. ‘The wind was cruel. It took all my time
to keep the children from freezing to death,’ writes Jessie.
It was the following June when John went off with a
group prospecting to Granite Creek. The Smith family,
now four children, waited anxiously for their devoted
father to return home for Jessie’s birthday on July 17.
When the stranger arrived, his words were less than
reassuring, “…didn’t you hear. He was buried up to the neck
in a slide at the mine. He isn’t expected to live.”

‘We reached our homestead high in the mountain valley
in the second evening. I got out of the wagon and looked
around a large field surrounded by pine trees. Voght Creek…
ran through the valley…a four roomed log cabin with a
steep-pitched shake roof was near the creek,’ Jessie writes.
‘Our first winter in the valley was very cold and hard.’

It was sometime before John recovered from the worst
of his injuries, returning home to finish his convalescence. Later that summer they would add another
new family member. By the fall, James Teit would send
word that his uncle, Mr. John Murray, had died and
his orchard was for sale. The bid from the Smith’s was
accepted. By the next spring, after 10 years, inclement
weather, challenges, losses and tragedies, the Smith’s
and their now five children were leaving the Voght
Valley and returning to their original destination.

When spring came that first year, Jessie remarked to
John, “Is this the first time a plough has been put into this
land since God created the world?” But they soon worked
the land successfully, growing oats, wheat, every
vegetable imaginable and golden hay. They also raised
cattle and dairy cows.

Now following another dream, they were leaving the
golden hay fields for the gold and glory of award winning apples, Grimes Goldens. The golden apples would
be the choice of the gold and glitter of British Royalty.
And there lies yet another story in the heart of Gold
Country.

John & Jessie Smith

Tragedy struck. After their third child was born, Jessie
became ill and bed-ridden for more than a month,
almost losing a leg. She could remember nothing during
her illness. Upon finally recognising her husband, John
smiled, “Thank God. The mists have rolled away.”
The life was lonely, winters severe and only Father Le
Jeune visited on occasion. In the winter of 1893 the
temperature dropped to -60 degrees Fahrenheit and

Detailed access information:
• Accessible from either Hwy #5 or Hwy #5A.
• From Hwy #5A access either Coalmont or Kane
Valley Rds.
• From Hwy #5 access via exit 256 to either
Brookmere or Kane Valley Rds.
• For an alternate scenic route via Merritt take
Coldwater Rd. south to either access road.
• Parking available in Davis Lake Rec site.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
Ward, A. & Campbell, J.M. (1989). Widow Smith of Spences Bridge. Merritt, BC: Sonotek Publishing.
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GEOLOGICAL WONDERS

Aspen Grove Mining Camp
SITE #120201

GC1TQ48

Written & Researched by Angela Wynton

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Aspen Grove, V1K 1B8
Location: N 49°48.821’
W 120°32.739’
Parking: N 49°48.866’
W 120°32.756’
Geocache Location: N 49°48.862’
W 120°32.749’
Accuracy: 5 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0676551;
North 5520881 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,020 m./3,347 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1
Terrain difficulty: 1.5
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: 1900
Ownership: BC Forestry Rec Site
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• Vehicle accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

A

t the dusk of the Gold Rush
many mining ventures grew in
the Nicola Valley, including iron,
gypsum, coal, gold and copper.
It was the copper ventures that
excited many, and from the early
1900s the rolling park-like prairieland of Aspen Grove Camp was
the heart of a very active mining
district.
The prolific copper of the Aspen
Grove area lies along the Allison
Fault, suggesting an extension
of the ore of Copper Mountain,
southwest of Princeton. Years
later, the well known geologist
Dr. H.M.A. Rice would write, “It is
surely more than a coincidence that
deposits whose mineral constituents
should be so like those of Copper
Mountain should occur dotted along
a line of faulting extending north
from Copper Mountain.”
The Aspen Grove deposit is an
ideal copper formation, similar to
the copper deposits of Michigan
and Lake Superior. The copper minerals are disseminated
through volcanic rocks of the
Nicola Group and are Upper

Triassic volcanic and sedimentary rock. A large amount of the
copper is in its native state with
some chalcocite, a heavy dark grey
mineral that is basically cuprous
sulphite. It is an important ore of
copper and is also referred to as
copper glance.
The New Empire, in its September
1911 edition, published several
comments, “Some of the better
known mining engineers who have
studied conditions say that the Aspen
Grove copper camp is one of the largest and wealthiest in the west and the
results that have been accomplished
by the men who have exploited the
district fully confirm this theory.”
“The outside world little knows what
transpires in some of these more
remote camps, remote not so much
in actual mileage as in the difficulty
with which they are reached, but
it is a matter of actual record that
nearly one million dollars has already
been spent in developing some of the
copper properties of the Aspen Grove
district. There are close onto six
hundred claims in all…”
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Aspen Grove c 1960
Between 1900 and the 1930s hundreds of claims were
staked, many with interesting names such as Big Sioux,
Tom Cat, Queen of Hearts, Parrot, Pearl, Snowflake and
Blue Bell. Some are still referred to today.
The mining activities of Aspen Grove Camp and the
surrounding area, Missezula, Pothole, Kentucky and
Alleyne Lake regions continued for many years. Frank
Bailey, a mining engineer, wrote in his booklet in the
second decade of the 1900s, “The trip from Merritt
through Aspen Grove…is one of the most beautiful trips to
be taken in an automobile in the summertime...You soon
start to climb the Hamilton Hill to the east. This section has
been for years known as the Commonage, where numbers of
cattle range, sometimes the year round. From the top of the
hill the road leads over an excellent rolling farming district
to Crowders ranch, which is the present stopping place in

Aspen Grove. It is here that the horse stages stop for noon,
and where the passengers can see many of the Aspen Grove
copper specimens.”
Unfortunately, the exploration and activity of the Aspen
Grove Camp from 1900 to 1930 had rather disappointing results. It would be the 1950s before the copper
was extracted more economically and less laboriously.
While a great deal of tonnage was removed since that
time, there still remains plenty of copper and minerals
in the surrounding area. A number of claims are again
current and with current technology it is expected more
copper will be extracted in the future.
The once bustling Aspen Grove Camp, a geological
wonder, a grassland beauty, a historic mining centre
and a major contributor to the wealth and development
of Merritt and the Nicola Valley, is now a peaceful and
quiet sleepy haven in Gold Country.

Detailed access information:
• From Merritt, follow Hwy #5A south to Aspen
Grove.
• Continue through Aspen Grove 17 km south.
• Take Dillard Creek Forest Service Rd. to Missezula
Lake Rd.
• Follow to Missezula Lake Rec Site.
• Please use caution and be prepared for back
country driving.

BIBLIOGRAPHY & SOURCES
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VIEWS & VISTAS

Stoyoma
SITE #120301

GC1V20G

Written & Researched by Aline Lachapelle

SITE IDENTIFICATION
Nearest Community: Merritt, V1K 1B8
Geocache Location: N 49°58.423’
W 121°13.387’
Accuracy: 4 meters
Letterboxing Clues: Refer to letterboxing
clues page
UTM: East 0627410;
North 5537221 10U
Geocache altitude: 1,827 m./5,994 ft.
Overall difficulty: 1.5
Terrain difficulty: 2 (road in 4)
(1=easiest; 5=hardest)

Date Established: n/a
Ownership: Crown Land
Access: • Gravel Road
• Seasonal
• 4x4 Vehicle
accessible
• Detailed access
information on next
page.

For more information or to report a problem
with this site please contact:
Gold Country Communities Society
P.O. Box 933 Cache Creek, B.C. V0K 1H0
Tel: 1-877-453-9467
email: info@exploregoldcountry.com
For more site pages go to:
www.goldtrail.com or
www.GeoTourismCanada.com

Apply Sticker
Here

O

ne of the most rewarding
adventures in the Merritt
area is a trip up to Stoyoma
Mountain. For many people, it
begins by driving down into the
Nicola Valley from Highway 97C
and spotting a seemingly outof-place and often snowcapped
peak. Once the descent into town
is complete, the mountain is no
longer visible. But if curiosity gets
the best of you and you want to
get an up-close look, then you
will have to plan for a visit to the
Cabin Lake Forest Recreation Site
in the summer months of July,
August and September.

The last 3.5 km before the recreation site at Cabin Lake is not
suitable for a low clearance, two
wheel drive, camper-carrying or
trailer-pulling vehicle, but can
be driven in a 4x4 or on an ATV.
Please note that other than driving on the Cabin Lake Road, there
is no motor vehicle access allowed
above 1,800 m in order to protect
the sensitive alpine flora and
fauna from the impacts of heavy
ATV and dirt bike use.

The recreation site is small, with
fire rings and picnic tables, and
is found just past where the road
reaches an old collapsed cabin
It is fascinating to watch the eco- near the shore of the lake. This
systems change as the bunchgrass is a perfect spot to make a base
and Ponderosa pine dominated
camp for any further exploring
sites found along the Nicola River around the challenging terrain of
gradually shift to a more closed,
Stoyoma Mountain or just enjoy
Douglas-fir forest with scattered
the relaxing setting next to the
aspen and cottonwood trees
crystal clear water of Cabin Lake.
along Spius Creek. At the higher
From Cabin Lake, the view is
elevation spruce and sub-alpine
fir forests emerge as the road gets impressive, but in order to take
steeper and the elevation reaches in the most spectacular scenery,
a trek up one of the ridges is
up to 1,800 m near Cabin Lake,
recommended. There are several
where the forest begins to
routes to choose from, including a
transition to alpine.
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70 Mile House in 1955
longer day hike to the top of Stoyoma Mountain (2,282
m), accessed via the ridge that heads north above the
Cabin Lake Road. A shorter scramble up the scree slope
directly across the lake from the recreation site shore is
a little less strenuous option with just as fantastic views
from the top. Since there are not established trails
along either ridge route, it is wise to have a topo map
and compass to navigate safely, as well as suitable hiking footwear. If a ridge scramble is not your forté, there
is also an established hiking trail that takes off from
the most southern end of Cabin Lake and heads west
for nearly 3 km through the forest, eventually ending
up below where an old water bomber plane crashed.
Remnants of the wreckage are visible north of the
trail on the slope, according to the description of this
“Heather Basin Trail” in Murphy Shewchuk’s “Coquihalla
Trips and Trails” book.
Along with the incredible scenery of lush vegetation
and colorful wildflowers, pikas, marmots and mountain
goats are just a few of the animals that can be found

near Stoyoma Mountain, making the scree slopes and
alpine meadows their home. Pikas are small rodent-like
mammals more closely related to rabbits that live on
the scree slopes year-round. They are able to survive
winters without hibernating by collecting grass and
sedge cuttings throughout the summer and setting
them out to cure in the sun. These cured cuttings are
then stored by the pikas for consumption in winter, just
as a farmer would store hay to provide his animals with
nourishment throughout the winter. Marmots share
the same territory with the pikas, though marmots are
much larger and are otherwise known as “whistlers”
because of their shrill alarm call. A visit to Cabin Lake
on a sunny day will almost guarantee one to see at least
a marmot or pika, but spotting a mountain goat, with
its white coat, black horns, and nimble ability to scale
vertical rocky slopes, is a rare and exciting experience.
The alpine meadows and tarns found atop the ridges
surrounding Cabin Lake make the perfect habitat for
these shy, hoofed animals.
Detailed access information:
• From Hwy #8 use Petit Creek Road and then
Prospect Creek Forest Service Road (FSR).
• At ~3 km keep right, then stay left, at ~24 km over
cattle guard go left over bridge.
• Take next left onto Prospect Miner Creek FSR for
~11 km then go right.
• At ~0.8 km keep right, then keep left another ~0.5
km and then ~1.5 km go right.
• If you are not in a good 4x4 vehicle and
experienced in the back country, park here.
• The remaining 3.5 km of road is 4x4, quad, bike or
foot access ONLY.
• Cabin Lake recreation site will provide a base
arrival area.
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Publishing.
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Appendix - Letterboxing Clues
Clues are arranged in numerical order by site
number. A compass will be useful to assist you
navigating by the clues. Keep in mind that a “pace”
is approximately 2.5-3 ft (0.75 - 0.9 m) in length and
a meter equals 3.28 feet.

These clues may be revised from time to time if
the caches are moved, or the area around them
changes. Check our website www.goldtrail.com to
download the most current version.

010101 – Nearly 4 km along Evans Road park at the
wide area on the left before the road continues up a
slight incline. Cross tracks and follow trail ~400 m
across gravel flat to row of cottonwoods. Turn 90° left
after cottonwoods, go 35 paces, turn 90° left before
rock wall & go 2 paces to cache under driftwood behind
sagebrush.

020103 – From Hwy 97N, follow Scottie Creek Road ~6
km, over 100 m past marker ‘50-06’, and park off the
road. On the left follow a trail above the grey overburden pile 40 m from the road to the group of fir trees in
the rock draw. Cache is placed at the base of southern
tree.

010102 – From parking area on the west side of the
highway, go 40 m west along fence line to cache under
wood debris.
010103 – Turn right onto dirt road before the bridge
and follow for 160 m east to park near the fence. Then
follow old road southeast up to bench, the point at the
end of the fence line looks down on the Grist Mill site.
Follow the fence south, towards bank to cache in corner
under sagebrush.
010301 – Park at green space 150 m past cattle guard
in wide spot on right. Follow trail up steep hill through
fence and across field toward hill, looking for a small
path on your right. Follow path south for ~215 paces,
turn 90° left and is ~20 paces to sagebrush line then
another ~70 paces up the draw to cache under sagebrush and covered in rocks.
010401 – Park off the road at pole #30. Follow trail
along fence to above lake, turn right (SE) and go to
slight draw. Follow draw left, down towards lake,
beyond pine tree to cache under sagebrush and covered
in rocks.
010501 – Park in church parking lot. Locate the bench
by the front door and look for cache ~5 meters to the
south. This cache is not an ammo can and blends in to
the landscape.
020101 – From main entrance, at ranch sign, drive west
(right) along frontage road to second large bush on
right. Park well off road and head ~10 paces into the
middle of the bush to the covered cache.
020102 – Follow walking path to small access gate to
the river. From riverside picnic table, follow the trail
east past the concrete support pillar and search for the
cache placed in a bush on the left and camouflaged by
a rock.

020104 – From route information sign, cache is ~12
paces northwest under sagebrush.
020105 – From rear of Dairy Queen parking lot, go out
the back fence and walk west on the sidewalk ~80 m,
then towards a pole with a hydro meter on it. Look for
cache hidden in rocks and under the cover of juniper
~5 meters south of the pole.
020201 – Search the edge of the parking area, along
the bank and under trees for cover. This cache is not an
ammo can and blends in to the landscape.
030101 – Follow the road to Downing Provincial Park
day use area. Go to the lake and follow along the shore
right for ~40 m to the cache located among logs.
030102 – Start at front gate walk to right side of building before back fence. This cache is not an ammo can
and blends into the landscape.
030201 – From parking areas follow the safety fence
south to the end and then look to your right for a faint
trail. Follow the trail down the hill and left for ~25
paces, then before the rise in the hill turn right 90° and
go ~10 paces into the forest to the cache in a stump.
030202 – Travel ~15 km west on Meadow Lake Road
and park well off the road at Pole 169. Follow the
overgrown road north for ~700 m toward lake. Head
40m east of the claim post. Cache is in the corner of the
eastern most log building.
030301 – From the parking lot follow the foot path to
the south east corner of the park. The cache is located
near a stump ~60 paces south of the gate, towards the
stop sign.
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030401 – This cache is not located in the cemetery, but
is very near. This cache is not an ammo can and blends
in to the landscape.
030501 – From the parking area, go ~40 paces south,
then turn 90° left and go ~45 paces east to the cache
camouflaged in a low growing juniper.
040101 – Park at Julianne Hall, the s7istken is located
behind the blue building on your left. The cache is
another ~50 m southwest, behind a stump.
040102 – From the south corner of the concession
building, walk ~115 paces south along the road to a
clearing on your left. The cache is disguised by a line of
rocks.
040103 – From the bridge signage, the cache is ~ 25 m
northwest, up the little hill and camouflaged in sagebrush.
040301 – From the white gate, follow the right trail for
~275 m to cache ~1 m off and 90° to the right of the
trail.
040302 – Park at Shalalth station and walk back up the
hill to the old vault. This cache is not an ammo can and
blends in to the landscape.

050104 – Stay on main Cinder Hill FSR, past branch
roads, ~ 6.5 km to cattleguard. Continue ~1.5 km and
park at large flat on left. Continue on foot along the old
road on left ~ 245 paces to Cabin. From doorway on
northeast side of cabin cache is ~ 34 paces northeast
under a fallen tree.
050201 – Turn left off Bose Lake Road under power line
and follow ~ 100 m to wide, flat area. Walk up power
line road ~ 320 m, at the crest of the hill ~6 paces past
a stump on your left and before pole 146, turn left 90°
and walk ~ 16 paces over bank and up to pine tree.
Then turn 45° right and go ~ 25 paces to next pine
on crest of hill and again turn 45° right and follow trail
along the crest of the hill ~20 paces. At bush turn 90°
left and go ~13 paces down hill before turning 90° left
and finishing ~7 paces to fallen tree.
050301 – Across the road from pole 105, go ~5 paces
from the road edge to a juniper covered log.
060102 – Ride the ferry to the west side and park. Walk
up the ferry cable pillar access road to group of trees on
right. Look for cache in ‘unnatural’ drift wood pile under
a pine tree.
060201 – Cache is located at the southernmost end of
the park, past the firewood area, at the base of a pine
tree, under a granite boulder.

040303 – As Red Rock breaks into view on your left, the
cache is ~20 m towards the viewpoint on the trail. Then 060301 – Park at pull over to view dam. Walk up the
turn right and go ~3 m just down over a small ledge
road past the forestry recreation site. ~20 paces past
and it is camouflaged in rock.
the sign, go up the left bank and way up the hill. Cache
is located under a fir tree.
050101 – Park in the day use area. From the interpretive signage cache is ~21 m north. This cache is not an 060401 – Follow trail to the Asking Rock. Cache is ~ 70
ammo can and blends in to the landscape.
m further up the trail on the right, near the river. Turn
90° right and go ~16 paces to a pine tree, look under a
050102 – Follow Chartrand Ave., then turn left on
large rock and cache is camouflaged by several smaller
Breccia. Park in ski trail lot. Southwest of ski trail
rocks.
signage follow road ~60 paces from yellow gate posts,
then turn 90° left and go ~8 paces to fallen tree. This
060402 – This cache is ~203 meters south of graveyard
cache is disguised by bark approximately half way along gate closest to Highway 1, in between 3 trees and
the tree.
masked by rocks. Walk up the cemetery road to pavement, then turn right and go ~160 paces along the
050103 – Head along the east (left) side of the cemetery shoulder of the road. Turn 90° right and climb bank ~16
to the rear gate, then follow the lane ~67 paces to the
paces to the group of trees.
power line road. Follow this to the right ~ 122 paces
to the road junction on right, and then turn south (left)
060501 – Travel along left side of church to the back.
90° through clearing ~58 paces. Look to your right for
Cache is located along the fence, it is not an ammo can
rocks in the tree line then it is ~ 7 paces to tree line
and blends into the landscape.
and cache near logs.
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070201 – Park on left hand side of road at wide corner
6.7 km from Hwy 8. From the reflector at the top of the
parking area, cross the road and climb the bank, then
turn left and walk along the edge ~ 23 paces. Turn 90°
right and walk ~23 paces to hollow log.

080302 – From Big Bar Ferry Road, at the High Bar Road
intersection stay right, the cache is ~5 km from here
towards the Ferry Terminal. On your right you will see
pole ‘187’, cache is hidden 10 metres north east up the
hill.

070301 – From the park entrance, cross the road and
follow the marked trail ~300 m to the first sign and
take the left trail. At the next sign stay left. At third sign
take the right trail for ~25 m to tall tree stump.

090101 – From the fruit stand head ~250 m up Friesen
Road to a wide spot at the second 180° corner. Follow
the trail up the bank to the cache ~50 m north, under a
sage brush and disguised with rocks.

070302 – This cache is ~42 m northwest of parking
area. Take the centre trail and climb ~90 paces, then
turn left 90° and go ~12 paces to rock grouping. For a
slightly longer but less strenuous route you can follow
the trail the winds up the hill.

090201 – From the base of the falls go ~23 paces down
the trail to your left, at the Y go right ~66 paces. Now
look for a faint trail on your right, if you reach the lake
you have gone too far. This cache is located at the base
of a large rock, covered in dead brush; follow the faint
trail up the slope ~30 paces. Note: ~8 paces up the
faint trail is a pile of white rocks at the base of an old fir
to let you know you are on the correct trail.

070401 – Turn left off Juniper Drive, onto dirt lane and
go ~ 100 m to first slight left where you can park along
the road, stop in the middle of the corner. Go ~16
paces towards the cemetery from your parking location.
This cache is not an ammo can and blends in to the
landscape.
070501 – Trinity United is located on the corner of
Chapman St. and Quilchena Ave. Look in the church
yard, just inside gate. This cache is not an ammo can
and blends in to the landscape.
080101 – Across from the barn, the northern most
building is the old blacksmith shop. The cache is here,
on the outside of the building and all fences, at the base
of the wall.

090202 – After the left at Lehman Road, you will pass
the old coal camp on the right, as you climb a slight hill
look for a dirt road on your left, turn off and park here.
Cross Hat Creek Road and the cache is 46 m southwest
down the hill in an old stump root, with a view of the
camp.
090301 – From Hwy 1 follow Hat Creek Road 13 km and
turn right on Cornwall Mtn. F.S.R. Follow this 4x4 recommended access ~9 km to the forestry lookout. From the
lookout walk ~700 m southeast staying left on the road,
then turn right and head ~5 m from road to the base of
a pine tree and juniper bush.

080102 – Park between 70 Mile House store and post
office. Explore fenced green space next to the store.
This cache is not an ammo can and blends in to the
landscape.

090401 – From Hwy 1, use the western entrance and
turn onto Pinecrest Drive at Thompson River Estates. If
at the main (east) entrance, turn right on Pinecrest and
drive to the end. Park in the wide spot immediately right
of the cattleguard. Walk ~ 240 paces along the sand
080103 – Take trail towards lake and then follow first
road to the southwest, ignore fork to right and follow
left up the hill to viewpoint, not along the marked trail
road to edge of the bluff. Go straight here to the fence,
at the lake’s edge. Go ~200 m up to the top for a fabu- not left along road, and the cache is located just over
lous lake view and then hunt near fallen tree opposite to the fence at the base of a sage brush.
the lake view.
090501 – Park in the cul de sac at the bottom of the hid080301 – Park in small pullout on your right across
den driveway. Cache is 5 m from parking between drive
from pole 258 and just past marker 32-39. Follow the
and highway, tucked near a large rock in the bank.
trail ~180 paces then turn 90° left and walk to rocks at
the edge of the hill. Be careful of wild flowers. Cache is
100101 – From the phone booth go ~215 paces west
tucked in a hidden rock ledge, hunt here.
to the trail that follows the river. Follow trail down river
~140 m, cache is hidden under a sagebrush to the left
of the trail.
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100102 – From the cattle guard, go ~170 paces northwest, up the hill, to the cache camouflaged in rocks.
100103 – From the outhouse in the Rec Site, go ~ 14
paces northeast and look for mine shaft on the right.
100201 – Park at wide spot on the right ~2.5 km up
Criss Creek Road. Walk ~23 paces from the road up to
a bench of tumbled rocks, then ~ 83 paces northeast
across the bench and up the hill to the cache at base of
a tree.
100202 – On the right side of the pullout are two trails,
take the lower trail ~ 45 m to a juniper bush on the
right side of the trail.
100301 – Follow the trail to the left of the covered day
use eating area, east for ~40 paces to the bottom. Then
turn left or northeast and go ~70 paces and turn right
off trail for ~7 paces by a large stump.
100302 – This cache is ~45 paces northeast from the
park boundary sign on the left at the base of a tall bush.
100303 – Travel east on Hwy 1 ~6 km from the Savona
gas station. At the east end of the passing lanes turn left
and park at the gate on the north side of the highway.
Go ~ 320 paces northeast from the gate toward the
bluff to view the Balancing Rock. The cache is at a sage
brush along the edge of the ravine, under rock.
110101 – From the rest area sign go ~221 paces north,
turn 90° left and go ~25 paces down the hill to the only
small tree.
110102 – Park at metal gate and follow the fence line on
the left for ~63 paces to the cache stashed on the right.
110201 – Park to the right in ‘day’ area, just below
outhouse. Follow the campsite road north along the lake
72 m and the cache is on your right nestled amongst the
rocks.
110301 – From the Lookout Rec Site, the cache is
located ~43 paces due south under a bent fir.
110302 – The road splits behind the last gravel pile,
stop and listen; follow the sound of the falls. About 20
feet from the gorge is a small crevasse on the right, the
cache is just over this edge.
120101 – From the large rock at the entrance to the
parking area, walk up the road ~43 paces. Turn 90° left
and walk ~9 paces to rock camouflage.
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120102 – From junction of Brookmere Road and Kettle
Valley Rail bed, walk south to stand of poplars. Then
~10 paces to your left of the rail bed, cache is at the
base of a tree.
120103 – From the top of the parking area, at the beginning of the boat launch, go ~18 paces towards the lake.
Turn 90° right and go ~4 paces, this cache is not an
ammo can and blends in to the landscape.
120104 – From picnic table #5 go ~126 paces northeast up the hill on left hand trail. Just before left corner,
at a stump, go right and climb ~21 paces to a blow
down tree.
120201 – Approximately half way to the lake from the
main road stop and park next to cut bank. Turn left and
walk up the hill ~15 m to cache tucked under a log.
120301 – From Rec site sign, walk down to old cabin.
Follow the right side of the lake along the Heather Basin
trail to the first lake point, you can see the point and
picnic table ~40 m away from this point on the trail.
The cache is half way between the trail and the picnic
point in a stump.
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Discover the excitement of geocaching and
letterboxing while you explore the history and
geological diversity of the Gold Country region.
Collect 24 stickers from cache sites along your
journey, and redeem them for a prize.
Free fun for the whole family!

Your adventure starts here!

1) Choose a

site.

2) Use coord
inates or
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the cache.
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5) Explore the site, th
en
head to the next cach
e.

